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A b s tr a c t
Fusion excitation functions were m easured for the reactions 160 , 170 + 144Sm and
160 , 28Si + 208Pb w ith high precision in small energy steps spanning the barrier
region. The distribution of fusion barriers for each system was obtained from these
detailed cross-section m easurem ents. The barrier distributions for the 160 , 170 +
144Sm reactions revealed a double-peaked structure th a t was interpreted in term s
of weak coupling to collective excitations of 144Sm. The effects of single-neutron
stripping channels were evident in the comparison of the barrier distributions for
the 170 and 160 induced reactions.
The experim ental barrier distributions were compared with coupled-channels
models of the fusion process. Both simplified and exact coupled-channels calcula
tions were perform ed for the 160 + 144Sm reaction. The eigenchannel representa
tion gave an excellent qualitative description of the data, despite the approxim a
tions used in this approach. However, small quantitative differences were found
in comparison with the exact coupled-channels calculations. Experim entally, the
effects of projectile excitation on fusion are not apparent, in contrast with the
clear signatures in all calculations which included this channel.
The m easured barrier distribution for the 160 + 208Pb reaction could not be
interpreted using the simple coupling scheme evident in the 160 , 170 + 144Sm
reactions. A b etter representation of the experim ental barrier distribution was
obtained with a coupling scheme th a t included the multiple-phonon excitations
in 208Pb. Further evidence for such complex excitations associated with the 208Pb
was found in the barrier distribution for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction, although the
interpretation of this reaction was com plicated by the significant influence of the
structure of the 28Si projectile.
The fusion m easurem ents for the 160 , 28Si + 208Pb reactions also yielded the
fission fragm ent angular distributions and their anisotropies. Fission fragm ent
anisotropies were calculated using the fission transition state model, making use
of the angular m om entum distributions more accurately determ ined from the new
cross-section data, and a more realistic calculation of the saddle-point tem per-

ature. Comparison of these calculations with the new anisotropies for the 160
-f- 208P b reaction showed no evidence for the anomalously large fission fragment
anisotropies, which were previously seen at energies below the fusion barrier.
Thus, the standard models of fusion and fission are able to describe the 160 -f
208Pb data.
The equivalent calculations for the 28Si -f 208Pb reaction underpredicted the
anisotropies at essentially all energies measured. This failure was a ttrib u ted to
the presence of quasi-fission. In light of these and other recent m easurem ents
of fission fragm ent anisotropies, the applicability of the fission fragm ent angular
distribution technique for obtaining inform ation on fusion angular m om entum
distributions is discussed and compared to an alternative m ethod of precise fu
sion cross-section m easurem ents.

It is shown th a t fusion angular m om entum

distributions could be extracted using the la tte r m ethod even when there is a
significant contribution from quasi-fission.
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C h ap ter 1
IN T R O D U C T IO N

In a macroscopic description of the fusion process, the effective nucleus-nucleus
potential depends upon the gross properties of the colliding nuclei. The simplest
form of the effective potential is a function of the inter-nuclear separation and the
orbital angular m om entum Ik of the projectile. It is assumed th a t the reaction
partners in the collision are spherical and no other nuclear degrees of freedom
play a role in the reaction.
The ‘h o t’ compound nucleus formed following the fusion reaction, therm ally
equilibrates by sharing the excitation energy statistically amongst the constituent
nucleons.

The subsequent decay of the compound nucleus is independent of

its form ation. The total energy, parity, and the linear and angular m om entum
are all conserved in the reaction. The compound nucleus can decay by particle
evaporation, gam m a-ray emission, or by fission. The la tte r process, which may
be preceded by particle emission, dom inates in heavy systems where the fission
barrier is com parable to the neutron binding energy. In general, the com petition
between these decay modes depends upon factors such as the excitation energy,
the angular m om entum and the mass of the compound system.
For reactions th a t involve nuclei with a large charge product, fission may pro
ceed w ithout the complete shape equilibration of the compound nucleus. This
process is called quasi-fission and can be thought of as an interm ediate process
between complete fusion and deep inelastic collisions. The study of these fusion
and fission reaction processes should ultim ately lead to a more complete descrip
tion of the dynam ical processes involved in the form ation, evolution and decay of
the compound system.

1

In heavy-ion fusion reactions, the fusion process has been described in term s of
quantum mechanical tunnelling through a one-dimensional barrier [1]. Here, the
single barrier, represented by B 0, is the fusion barrier calculated for the interac
tion of two spherical nuclei w ithout consideration of any dynam ical effects. This
approach, referred to as the one-dimensional barrier penetration model (BPM ),
describes well the fusion of light systems [2,3], but for heavier reactions, m easured
fusion cross-sections at energies below the single barrier exceed predictions based
on this model [4,5]. The observed enhancem ent in the fusion probability can be
explained by taking into account the internal structure of interacting nuclei.
A simple exam ple of the effects of the nuclear structure on fusion is static
nuclear deform ation. If one of the reaction partners is classically deformed, then
the fusion barrier will depend on the relative orientation of the deformed ta r
get nucleus and the direction of the incoming projectile. This is illustrated in
Fig. 1.1 in a simple geometric interpretation of the fusion reaction. W hen the
projectile is incident on the target in a direction along its sym m etry axis, then
the fusion barrier is lower in energy relative to the single or ‘spherical’ barrier.
This configuration is shown in Fig. 1.1 (A) where B \ represents the fusion bar
rier for this ‘lowest energy’ configuration. W hen the projectile is incident on the
target in a direction perpendicular to the sym m etry axis, the barrier is increased
relative to the single barrier.
where

This is shown by configuration (B) in Fig. 1.1,

is now at an energy greater than the single barrier. Fusion occurs for

all orientations interm ediate between these two lim iting cases, and thus there is a
continuous distribution of barriers from the lowest to the highest barrier, instead
of the single barrier B 0. This continuous distribution is represented by the broken
line in Fig. 1.1. It is then the passage over the lower barriers in this distribution
th a t gives rise to the enhancem ent in fusion observed at energies below the single
barrier.
The enhancem ent of fusion cross-sections is a general phenom enon and not
ju st associated with static deform ation of the reaction partners. The coupledchannels description of the fusion process, in principle, considers coupling of the
relative m otion of the two nuclei to all other degrees of freedom. In practice,
theoretical descriptions can only, and often need only, include a few of the most
im portant degrees of freedom. These can be divided into two classes: the col
lective nuclear-shape degrees of freedom, and the single particle processes, such
as the single or m ultiple transfer of nucleons between the reaction partners [6].
The form er classification encompasses either the static deform ation of the ta r
get a n d /o r projectile [7], or the collective surface vibrations of the nucleus [8,9].
2

(A)

(B)

energy

FIG. 1.1: The distribution of barriers arising from the fusion of an inert projectile with
a classically deformed target. The lowest barrier, B u corresponds to fusion between
the projectile and target aligned along the direction of the nuclear symmetry axis (A).
The highest barrier B 2 is from the other limiting orientation, where the projectile is
incident in a direction perpendicular to the symmetry axis (B). The broken line is the
classical distribution of barriers. The barrier for the spherical target is represented by
B0.
W hen the above degrees of freedom are taken into account, the single barrier
is split into a distribution of barriers. The concept of a distribution of fusion
barriers [10,1,2,8,11-14] replaces the one-dimensional barrier penetration model
and is a more realistic description of heavy-ion fusion.
Various simple forms of the barrier distribution have been assum ed in order
to represent the actual distribution of barriers. These included rectangular [2],
Gaussian [11,12] and a ‘m odulated’ flat distribution [13,14] [see the continuous
curves in Fig 1.2(a)]. Even though these proposed barrier distributions were dis
tin ct from each other, the experim ental cross-sections were not determ ined to a
high enough precision to test the applicability of these representations [14]. Re
cently, there has been renewed interest in the study of heavy-ion fusion, and this is
p artly due to the application of a new technique for determ ining the distribution
of fusion barriers directly from experim ental d ata [15]. The distribution of barri
ers is directly proportional to the second derivative with respect to energy of the
quantity E a , where a is the fusion cross-section at energy E. Here the quantity
d?(Ecr)/dE2 is referred to as the distribution of barriers. This novel technique
does not rely on the assum ption of a specific form of the distribution. However,
at the tim e of Rowley, Satchler and Stelson’s publication [15] this technique could
3
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Ref. [16]
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F IG . 1.2: (a) An example of three different forms of the barrier distribution obtained
from different models; the symmetric rectangular and Gaussian distributions (broken
lines) and the asymmetric distribution discussed in the text (solid line). The data
points are the experimental barrier distributions evaluated from the cross-sections of
Ref. [7]. (Taken from Ref. [16]). (b) The experimental barrier distribution for the 160 -f
154Sm reaction (solid squares) [16]. The solid line is a calculation performed including
the quadrupole deformation of the target.

not be successfully applied to the existing experim ental d ata because it lacked
the necessary precision. The shapes of the barrier distributions determ ined from
the existing d ata were not well defined and could be equally well described by a
m ultitude of diversely shaped functions [15,16]. An example of this is illustrated
in Fig 1.2(a) where the barrier distributions shown by the solid squares and open
circles were obtained from the cross-sections of Ref. [7]. All three barrier dis
tributions are equally consistent w ith the experim ental data. Fusion excitation
functions needed to be m easured to unprecedented precision and w ith sufficiently
small energy steps in order to obtain meaningful barrier distributions.

4

The distribution of fusion barriers was successfully determ ined in an exper
im ent in 1991 from precise m easurem ents of the fusion excitation function for
the 160 -f 154Sm reaction [16]. The asym m etric shape of the barrier distribu
tion, shown by the square data points in Fig. 1.2(b), confirmed th a t the fusion
enhancem ent was largely due to the statically deformed 154Sm nuclei. This was
the first tim e a well defined barrier distribution was obtained directly from ex
perim ental data. The m easured barrier distribution is well represented by the
classical barrier distribution, as shown by the broken line in Fig. 1.1, smoothed
over ~ 2 MeV because of quantal barrier penetration effects.
The advantage of measuring the distribution of fusion barriers is illustrated
in Fig. 1.3 where the fusion excitation functions from model calculations are dis
played along with their barrier distributions. The theoretical calculations are for
a fictitious system w ith three different coupling schemes: (a) a negative Q-value
reaction, (b) a positive quadrupole deform ation, and (c) a positive Q-value re
action. The broken line in Fig. 1.3 represents the excitation function for the no
coupling case (the one-dimensional BPM ), and is the same in all panels. The
degree of enhancem ent at the lower energies is approxim ately the same for each
case, although the energy at which the no coupling calculation merges with the
coupled-channels calculation is different. W hen the fusion cross-sections are m ea
sured to a precision of % ±10% , and at intervals of several MeV, it is very difficult
to distinguish between these three m arkedly different coupling schemes. However,
when the fusion cross-sections are m easured w ith a precision of around 1%, with
an energy interval of $ 1 MeV, the barrier distributions are well defined and can
be determ ined directly from the fusion cross-sections.
The advantage of this representation is illustrated in the lower three panels
of Fig. 1.3, where the barrier distributions are plotted for the three coupling
schemes. The barrier distributions for each coupling scheme are different from
the spherical barrier distributions, the Gaussian shape shown by the broken lines
in Fig. 1.3(d)—(f). Also, each barrier distribution is distinctly different from each
other. The height of the m ain peak in the distributions depends on the strength
of the coupling present. The strength of the coupling interaction relative to the
Q-value of the reaction channel can be used to categorise the n atu re of the fusion
reaction. The term strong coupling is used when the strength of the coupling
interaction is large compared to the Q-value of the reaction [8]. The barrier
distribution in Fig. 1.3(e) is an example of a strong coupling case, where the
distribution of barriers arises from coupling between the successive members of
a rotational band. Note th a t the height of the barrier distribution in Fig. 1.3(e)
5

is the sm allest of the three distributions.

An example of this type of barrier

distribution is the 160 -f- 154Sm reaction [see Fig. 1.2(b)], where the coupling is
between successive states of the ground-state rotational band in 154Sm.
The term weak coupling describes a reaction in which the coupling strength is
small com pared the Q-value. The barrier distributions in Fig. 1.3(d) and (f) are
examples of a weak coupling scheme. The shape of the barrier distribution given
in Fig. 1.3(d) is due to the coupling effects of inelastic channels. In Fig. 1.3(f),
the enhancem ent is due to the presence of a negative Q-value transfer channel.
These theoretical coupling schemes dem onstrate th a t the distribution of barriers
has a shape or ‘fingerprint’ which is characteristic of the im portant channels
affecting fusion.

These barrier distributions thus provide a further constraint

on theoretical models. A complete understanding of the fusion process requires
detailed knowledge of all the barriers in the interaction, and so any model which
successfully reproduces the fusion cross-sections m ust also reproduce the relevant
shape of the distribution of fusion barriers.
Since the first observation of enhanced fusion cross-sections at energies below
Bo, the phenom enon has been found in many fusion reactions.

The calcula

tions which considered coupling to the extra degrees of freedom m entioned above
have been generally successful is explaining the enhancem ent observed. Having
reached this point, it is of interest to turn the problem around and ask w hat can
be learnt about the role of the nuclear structure of the participating species in
fusion. The availability of many different nuclear beams and targets enables the
experim enter to select from a wide choice of various nuclear properties. There
now exists the possibility th a t new aspects of nuclear structure effects in fusion
can be system atically uncovered through the determ ination of the distribution of
fusion barriers.
An exam ple of this approach is dem onstrated in the experim ents involving
the reaction of 160 on the deformed nuclei of 154Sm and 186W. Not only was
the distribution of barriers sensitive to the quadrupole deform ation, but also
the effects of hexadecapole deform ation were seen [16,18,19]. Simple geom etric
calculations were able to explain the general shape of the barrier distribution after
inclusion of these higher order deform ation param eters. It was suggested [19] th a t
the relatively weak effects of inelastic couplings could also be present for these
systems.

T he inclusion of additional coupling to weaker vibrational channels

was able to improve the agreement between the d ata and a calculation using
reasonable values of the deform ation param eters for the 160 + 186W reaction.
The equivalent calculation did not significantly affect the agreement for the 160
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FIG. 1.3: Fusion excitation functions calculated for a fictitious reaction. The curves
in the top panels are the fusion cross-sections for three different coupling schemes (a)
Q< 0 (b) ß i > 0 and (c) Q> 0. The broken line is the calculation with no coupling.
The lower three panels (d)-(f) are the same couplings schemes as above, but the fusion
cross-sections are represented in terms of their distribution of fusion barriers. Taken
from Ref. [17].

4- 154Sm reaction [19]. However, in the presence of the strong coupling between
the states of the ground-state rotational band in the 154Sm and 186W nuclei, the
effects of these weaker couplings are difficult to isolate.
To observe the effects of weak coupling, it is necessary to select a system
where such strong coupling effects are absent. The first excited state in the
neutron-magic 144Sm nucleus is at 1.660 MeV. Hence, this reaction should be a
good candidate for the investigation of the influence of the more weakly coupled
channels on the fusion process. Altering the system by adding a neutron to
the 160 projectile should provide further insight into the sensitivity of fusion to
this minor change in the nuclear structure. The effects on the fusion process
were examined by determining the distribution of barriers for the 170 -f 144Sm
7

reaction, using the 160 + 144Sm reaction as a comparison.
Fusion barrier distributions provide a sensitive tool for clearly determ ining
the role of nuclear structure effects on fusion. The inform ation obtained from the
details present in the barrier distributions has wider implications for the study
of angular m om entum distributions for fusion.

Many investigations [20] have

studied the fusion angular m om entum distributions in term s of the mean angular
m om entum , (/). Comparison of experim ental values of (l) with theoretical calcu
lations have been used as another test of various models of fusion. As described
below, one such technique for determ ining the m ean-square angular m om entum
for fusion, (l2), uses m easurem ents of the fission fragm ent angular distributions.
The assum ption in this technique is th a t the standard model of the fission process
can be used as a reliable probe of the fusion angular m om entum distributions.
In this work, precise m easurem ents of the fusion excitation functions are used to
test the fission fragm ent angular distribution technique for determ ining the (l2)
for fusion.
Techniques th a t have been developed to measure details of the fusion angular
m om entum distributions include the isomer ratio m ethod [21], 7-ray m ultiplicity
m easurem ents [22,23], populations of the ground-state rotational bands [24], an
gular distributions of evaporated a-particles [25], partial cross-sections of evap
oration residues [26] and fission fragm ent angular distributions [27]. The last
m ethod assumes th a t a m easurem ent of the anisotropy A of an angular distribu
tion is proportional to

A « 1+

( T J ' Sy

( 1. 1 )

where J h is the total angular m om entum of the nucleus, T is the tem perature
and J7eff is the effective m om ent of inertia, both m easured at the saddle point of
the fissioning system [25]. The fission fragment angular distribution m ethod is
the only one available for heavier systems, where fission is the dom inant decay
mode and the other techniques are not applicable. However, the results from this
m ethod have not been in agreement with standard fusion models, particularly at
energies below B 0, where the m easured fission fragm ent anisotropies are signifi
cantly larger th an expected [20]. This disagreement is in contrast to the findings
from analyses using other techniques for determ ining (l). In these analyses, there
has been general agreement between theoretical models and the d ata for all but
the m ost mass sym m etric systems [28-31].
Possible reasons for the disagreement could include problems with the fusion
models or w ith some of the assum ptions in the calculation of fission fragm ent
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anisotropies. These could include such fundam ental assum ptions as the use of
the reduced mass of the compound system as the effective mass [27], or in the
simplicity of the fission model itself [32]. The problem was compounded by m ea
surem ents of fission fragm ent anisotropies which did not discrim inate against
transfer-induced fission. The fission fragment anisotropies for the reactions 160 +
224Th [33] and 160 + 238U [34,33] will, in general, be different from the anisotropies
obtained from an analysis which considers fusion-fission only. More recent m ea
surem ents [35], have excluded transfer-induced fission from their analyses, but
the larger than expected anisotropies persist. A nother possible explanation for
the large anisotropies is the presence of quasi-fission [36,27], In a quasi-fission
reaction [37], the dinuclear system evolves along the mass asym m etry degree of
freedom at deformations more compact than the entrance-channel mass asym m e
try, but never as compact as the unconditional saddle-point configuration. The
experim ental im plication of this is a larger than norm al anisotropy.
The failure of the fission fragm ent angular distribution technique is m ost acute
for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. For this reaction, which involves a doubly magic
projectile and target, standard fusion models are expected to be applicable. Since
the product of the projectile and target charges is small compared to the thorium
and uranium systems with the same or heavier projectiles, quasi-fission m ight be
expected to be an insignificant reaction process at energies near the single barrier.
Supporting evidence for this claim comes from the experim ent of Back et al. [34],
where there was no evidence for any quasi-fission for energies above B 0. Despite
these favourable factors, at energies below Bo, the m easured fission fragm ent
anisotropies exceeded those calculated by a significant am ount [27]. Since the
anisotropy in the standard transition state model depends upon the tem p eratu re
of the system at its saddle point, a m easurem ent was made of the pre-scission
neutron m ultiplicity [38]. From this, the average excitation energy removed by
evaporation of neutrons before the system crossed the saddle point was d eter
mined, where it was assumed th a t all the emission was pre-saddle emission. A
colder fissioning system results in a larger calculated anisotropy [see Eq. (1.1)],
nevertheless, an anomaly still rem ained at energies below B 0. This is shown in
Fig. 1.4, where the calculation underpredicts the m easured anisotropy. If it is as
sumed th a t the fusion models are correct, and the general success of these models
does nothing to suggest otherwise, then the anomaly for the 160 + 208P b reaction
casts doubt on the technique of using fission fragm ent angular distributions to
determ ine the angular m om entum distributions for fusion. To test this technique,
detailed m easurem ent and analysis of the 160 + 208Pb system is w arranted.
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FIG . 1.4: The experimental fission fragment anisotropies (closed data points) as a
function of F crn.. The solid stars are the results from the transition state model calcu
lation of Rossner et al. [38]. This calculation underpredicts the measured anisotropies.

If the anisotropy for fusion-fission can be reliably calculated for a system where
there exists no quasi-fission, then the results of the fission model can be more ac
curately com pared with a system th a t exhibits truly anomalous anisotropies. A
recent m easurem ent [39] of the fission fragm ent anisotropies for the 160 -f 238U
reaction (which excluded transfer fission), found th a t the anisotropy rose rapidly
as the beam energy decreased through the barrier region. This effect was found
to be correlated w ith the relative orientation of the projectile and the direction
of the nuclear sym m etry axis in the deformed 238U nuclei. Collisions between the
projectile and the tips of the deformed nuclei in the target produce a ‘stretch ed ’
dinuclear system , which undergoes quasi-fission, whilst collisions with the sides
produce a more com pact dinucleus, which equilibrates therm ally inside its fis
sion barrier. This compound nucleus will then decay statistically, dom inantly by
fission, resulting in fusion-fission. Thus, fission fragm ent anisotropies are a very
sensitive observable for the presence of quasi-fission.
In an earlier m easurem ent [34] of the fission fragm ent anisotropies for the 28Si
10

_l_ 2 0 8 p b reaction, there was evidence for a significant presence of quasi-fission at
energies above the single barrier. To examine the behaviour of the anisotropies
at energies below

Bo,

further detailed measurements are required. The fission

fragment anisotropies can then be compared with the improved statistical model
calculations, in order to test the applicability of this technique for determining
information on the angular momentum distributions for fusion in heavier systems.
In this thesis, the fusion excitation functions for the 160 , 170 -f 144Sm and
160 , 28Si + 208Pb reactions have been measured to high precision. This involved
measuring the evaporation residue and fission cross-sections, as relevant to each
system. The precision of the measurements enabled the distribution of barriers to
be obtained. The shape of each barrier distribution is indicative of the couplings
effects in fusion. The measured barrier distributions are compared with the dis
tributions from theoretical models in the coupled-channels representation. These
models, and those describing the fission process, are discussed in Chapter 2.
The experimental methods used in this work are described in Chapter 3. For
the 160 -f 208Pb reaction, both the ER and fission cross-sections were measured.
The ER cross-sections were measured in order to reconcile the significant dif
ferences in previous experiments for this system [40-42]. The results of the ER
and fission measurements are presented in Chapter 4. The results are discussed
in Chapter 5. The barrier distributions for the 16,170 -f 144Sm reactions show
the effects of specific inelastic and transfer channels on fusion. In the 160 , 28Si
_l_ 2 0 8 p b reactions, calculations involving the expected inelastic channels, as ob
served in the 16,170 + 144Sm reactions, are a poor representation of the data,
suggesting that other more complex channels are present.
Fission fragment anisotropies were obtained for the 160 , 28Si + 208Pb reac
tions. It is shown that there is no anomaly in the fission fragment anisotropies
for the 160 -+- 208Pb reaction. The accurate determination of the ER cross-section
is crucial for the comparison of the data and fission model. A summary of this
work in given in Chapter 6.
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C h ap ter 2
THEORY

In this C hapter, the theoretical background necessary for a description of the
fusion process is presented. The coupled-channels model of fusion is detailed and
the m ethod for obtaining the distribution of fusion barriers from the fusion crosssections is discussed. In the second part of this C hapter, the standard model of
fission fragm ent angular distributions, the transition state model, is given.

2.1

H e a v y -io n fu s io n r e a c tio n s

In heavy-ion collisions, for a given projectile and target, the type of reaction can
be classified largely according to the im pact param eter of the collision. This is re
lated to the am ount of orbital angular m om entum lh brought in by the projectile.
Classically, the orbital angular m om entum is equal to the product of the im pact
param eter and the linear m om entum of the projectile. For collisions w ith large
im pact param eters, and correspondingly large /-values, the distance of closest
approach is so large th a t only the Coulomb field acts and the dom inant reaction
process is R utherford scattering. Due to the finite extent of the interacting nuclei,
the Coulomb field may cause strong excitations of the low-lying states in both
the projectile and target. This type of reaction is called Coulomb excitation.
For smaller im pact param eters, in which the surfaces of the two nuclei graze
one another, a m oderate am ount of energy is lost from the relative m otion and
there is only a m inor rearrangem ent of the constituent nucleons of the colliding
species.

These reactions can be term ed quasielastic or direct reactions.

The

angular m om entum where the two nuclei ju st touch one another is called the
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grazing angular m om entum lgh, which can be defined as the value of / at which
the energy of relative m otion equals the m axim um of the interaction potential
(see Fig. 2.1). For these collisions, both the Coulomb and nuclear fields influence
the collision process. Inelastic and transfer reactions all take place for /-values in
the region of lg.
If the two colliding nuclei have sufficient energy to overcome the interaction
barrier th a t exists between them , then there is a large overlap in the densities
of the two nuclei.

A large am ount of energy and angular m om entum is lost

from the relative m otion to the internal degrees of freedom of the system, and
the two nuclei fuse to form a composite system. The reaction cross-section at
energy E is the incoherent sum of the inelastic, transfer and fusion cross-sections,
respectively:
0 -rea c t(£ ) =

CTtr&n(E )

^ in c l(^ ) +

+

CT{us(E).

(2 .1 )

The m easurem ent of crfus(-£7), and the effects of the other reaction channels on the
fusion process, is the central concern of this thesis.

2 .1 .1

T h e fu sio n c r o ss-se c tio n

In the p artial wave expansion, the fusion cross-section can be w ritten as

= f> (£),

(2.2)

1=0

where cri(E) is the fusion cross-section for the Z-th partial wave. Hereafter, the
subscript ‘fus’ is dropped for convenience. The partial cross-section is given by
at(E) = (7tA2)(2/ + 1 )T ,(£),

(2.3)

where X is the reduced de Broglie wavelength and T i ( E ) is the transm ission coef
ficient, which is defined as the probability th a t the Z-th partial wave will fuse at
energy E.
The effective interaction potential Vj(r) between the two interacting nuclei at
a separation r (in one dimension) can be w ritten as the sum of the Coulomb po
tential Vcoui( t’) and the nuclear potential I4 (r) and the centrifugal term K en tM :
Vi(r) = Vcoui(r) + Vn(r) + Vccnt(r),
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(2.4)

where
Zl Z2e2(3R2
c
V c o u iM —

r 2)/87re0R c3

-

Z \ Z 2e2/47re0r

for r < R Ci
for r > R c,

(2.5)

and

v;e„t(r)

h2l(l + 1)
2[ir2

( 2 . 6)

In Eq. (2.5), Zx and Z2 are the charges of the projectile and target, respectively.
The radius, R c = 1.2[ A ^ 3 + A ^ 3), is the characteristic radius of the charge
distribution (in fm), where A\ and A 2 are the masses of the projectile and target,
respectively. In Eq. (2.5), e2/Aneo = 1.44 MeV fm and fi is the inertia param eter,
taken to be the reduced mass of the system. In this work, the nuclear potential
is taken to be of the Woods-Saxon form [43], given by

Vn(r) =

-V o
1 + exp[(r - Ro) /a\ ’

where Vo is the potential depth, R q = r y { A \

(2.7)

+ A Jl 3) and a is the surface dif

fuseness param eter. Since the region of interest for the interaction is at distances
around the tail of this potential, the depth of the Woods-Saxon potential is not
critical and the m ain dependence is in the surface diffuseness of the tail.

A

schem atic plot of V/(r) versus r is shown in Fig. 2.1 for various partial waves. For
l = 0 there exists a m axim um in the interaction potential which occurs at the
radius R b where the Coulomb and nuclear potentials exactly balance each other.
This is called the fusion barrier or the single barrier and is represented by the
symbol B 0. Then, if it is assumed th a t the barrier height does not change with
Z, the barrier height for / > 0 is given by
Vt{r) = B 0 + h2l ( l + l ) / 2 L i r 2.

2 .1 .2

(2.8)

T h e o n e - d im e n s io n a l b a r r ie r p e n e t r a t i o n m o d e l

The effects of quantum tunnelling through the fusion barrier can be approxim ately
taken into account as follows. Consider the case of two spherical nuclei w ith no
dynam ical distortions between them . Since V/(r) in the region of the m axim a in
Fig. 2.1 approxim ate the shape of a parabola, the Coulomb and nuclear term s
in the interaction potential can be replaced by an inverted harm onic oscillator
15

F IG . 2.1: The interaction potential Vj(r) plotted for various partial waves. At l = 0
there exists a maximum in the interaction potential (the fusion barrier) where the
repulsive Coulomb potential exactly balances the attractive nuclear potential. This
occurs at the radius R B. Also shown is the potential for the grazing /-wave. As /
increases the barrier shifts to a smaller radius R E. From Ref. [44].

p o te n tial to give
- R ,)\

H (r) = V,(fi,) -

(2.9)

w here Ri is th e b arrie r radius for th e Z-th p a rtia l wave. T he b arrier cu rv atu re hu>i
is rela ted to V/(r) by
huji =

h 2 d2Vt(r)

1/ 2

( 2 . 10)

r=Rt

In this ap p ro x im atio n th e tran sm issio n coefficients can th en be w ritte n as [45]

Ti(E) = {1 + e x p [ ( 2 7 r / ^ ) ( ^ ( Ä / ) - E ) } } ~ \

( 2 . 11)

If it is also assum ed th a t th e b arrie r cu rv atu re and radius are in d ep en d en t of Z,
so th a t huji = huj0 and Ri = R b [1], th e n su b stitu tin g Eq. (2.11) in to Eqs. (2.3)
and (2.2), an d replacing th e sum over / w ith an integral, th e fusion cross-section
becom es

*w(E) =

M 1 + exp[(27r/^u;o)(E - B 0)}}.

(2.12)

T he cross-section crw(E ) in Eq. (2.12) is often referred to as th e W ong crosssection [1]. For energies well above th e single b arrier, E
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B 0} Eq. (2.12) reduces

to th e classical re su lt
a { E )ss 7 r f l | ( l - B 0/

E

For energies below the single b a rrie r, E «C B 0, Eq. (2.12) can be w r itte n

a { E ) *

^ * 3 .

' 27r

exp

hojo

(.E ~ B0)

(2.14)

thus c r ( E ) is an e xp o n e n tia l fu n c tio n o f ( E — B 0) below the single b a rrie r.
T h e cross-section given by Eq. (2.12) has been used e xte n sive ly in co m p a risions w ith m easured fusion cross-sections at energies near Bo. For rea ction s in 
v o lv in g lig h t ions, th is expression successfully reproduces the e x p e rim e n ta l d a ta
b u t fo r rea ction s in v o lv in g heavier ions it s ig n ific a n tly u n d e re stim a te s th e e xp e r
im e n ta l cross-sections, p a rtic u la rly at energies below B 0 [3]. T h e fa ilu re o f the
o ne -d im e n sio na l b a rrie r p e n e tra tio n m o d el is due to several factors.
T h e above d e riv a tio n o f th e W ong cross-section does n o t take in to account
the fa c t th a t the b a rrie r ra d ius and b a rrie r cu rva tu re depend on /. As / increases
the p o s itio n o f th e b a rrie r sh ifts to sm a lle r values o f r , as shown in F ig . 2.1. A lso,
i t was show n [44], fro m analysis o f e x p e rim e n ta l d a ta based on th e p ro x im ity
p o te n tia l, th a t neglect o f the /-dependence in the energy region E > Bo leads
to values fo r th e surface diffuseness p a ra m e te r a w h ich are la rg e r th a n expected.
T h e s h ift in the b a rrie r can be take n in to account b y considering th e t a il o f the
W oods-S axon n uclear p o te n tia l to have an e xp o n e n tia l fo rm [46,47]. T h e nuclear
p o te n tia l is th e n given b y [44]
Vn( r ) = - V o e x p [—( r - R B ) / a }.

(2.15)

T h e co n sta n t Vo is d e te rm in e d using the fa ct th a t at th e / = 0 b a rrie r V ^ ( R b ) =
—Vcoui(-^ b )) where th e p rim e denotes th e d e riv a tiv e w ith respect to r .

T h is

c o n d itio n gives Vo = —l A A a Z i Z 2/ R 2{ B ) . For / > 0, or e q u iv a le n tly fo r E > B 0,
th e b a rrie r p o s itio n fo r th e g ra zing /-wave occurs at a new ra d ius R e where
R e < R b , see F ig . 2.1.

I t can be shown [44] th a t at th e p o s itio n o f th e new

b a rrie r
r 2{ £ - V'o(r-)}] I

= 0.

(2.16)

U sing Eqs. (2.15) and (2.5) it can be shown th a t th e new ra d ius can be w r itte n

Re = Rb ~

cl ln {l

+ 2 ( E - B 0) / B 0} ,

fo r s h ifts ( R b — R e ) th a t are n o t to o large.
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(2.17)

In the derivation of the Wong cross-section, it was assumed th a t the discrete
variable l could be replaced with a continuous variable of l. For reactions involving
lighter nuclei, like 12C + 12C, this approxim ation may not be reasonable and the
quantised nature of l gives rise to fusion oscillations in <
j ( E ) [48]. However, for
the heavy reactions in this work the above approxim ation is reasonable.
For the reactions studied here, the third and most im portant factor neglected
in deriving the cross-section given by Eq. (2.12), is the effect of coupling to addi
tional degrees of freedom. Such couplings are required to explain the experim ental
observation of significantly larger than predicted cross-sections at energies below
the single barrier [4,5]. The effect of coupling to other degrees of freedom is to
replace the single fusion barrier of the one-dimensional BPM with a distribution
of barriers. This concept is central to the study of low-energy heavy-ion fusion.

2 .1 .3

C o u p le d -ch a n n els fo rm a lism

The problem of barrier penetration in the presence of coupling to the other degrees
of freedom was investigated by Dasso, Landowne and W inther [8] using a coupledchannels framework. In this section, the coupled-channels formalism, as applied
to fusion, is detailed.

Consider two incoming nuclei with masses A \ and A 2,

with the internal wave functions Tpi and

2. If Hi and H 2 represent the internal

H am iltonians (in the rest frame of each particle) then the Schrödinger equations
for each system are
Hi'ipi = eiipi,

H 2ip2 - £2 ^ 2 ,

(2.18)

where C\ and e2 are the eigenvalues of the non-interacting system, which corre
spond to the internal energy states of the nuclei. If r is the distance between
mass centres, then the interaction between the two nuclei can be described by
the coupling potential K:pi(r). In general, K PiM describes the excitation of one
nucleus or both nuclei, or rearrangem ent of their constituent nucleons. The total
H am iltonian of the system H is then the sum of the internal H am iltonians, Hi
and H 2) the kinetic energy of the relative m otion T (r), the nuclear and Coulomb
potentials, and the coupling potential V^pi(r):
H = Hi + H 2 + T (r) + Vn(r) + VCoui (r) + K Pi(r).

(2.19)

The kinetic energy of relative m otion is given by

1(1 +
r*2
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1)

( 2. 20)

where p = A \ A 2I { A i + A 2) is the reduced mass of the system. If the spins of
the interacting nuclei are not too large, then l is identified with the total angular
m om entum of the system. This approxim ation is called the iso centrifugal approx
imation [49-51]. For heavy-ions, where p is large and the fusion barrier occurs at
a large radius, the difference in the centrifugal barriers for the various channels
is small [49]. So for angular m om enta th a t are not too large, the isocentrifugal
approxim ation is good for these heavy systems.

To simplify Eq. (2.19), let H0(() be the H am iltonian for both nuclei whose
internal structure is represented by the variable £.

The internal system then

satisfies the equation H0\n) = en \n), where en = Z\ -f e2. Also, consider only one
spatial dimension, x. The total wavefunction of the interacting system is then
expanded to give
= ZlXn(x)|n),

(2.21)

n

where Xn(z) are the relative motion wavefunctions. The tim e-independent Schrö
dinger equation for the set of coupled equations is then
[ - ( h 2/2 p )d 2/ d x 2 + Vi(x) - E]xn{x)

=

- ^ ( n ^ o + V ^ x ; f ) l m ) X m (z ), (2.22)
m

where (h2k^/2 p) = E — en and kn is the wavenumber of the relative motion.
In writing Eq. (2.22), the nuclear and Coulomb potentials have been combined
with the centrifugal term and w ritten as the interaction potential V/(x). In the
above coupled-channels equations, it is assumed th a t the reduced mass and the
interaction potential are the same for all channels [9] and there is no explicit
reference to angular m om entum couplings or rearrangem ent collisions [8].

The sum in Eq. (2.22) is over an infinite set of equations describing the com
plete reaction. In practical solutions of the coupled-channels equations, the in
finite num ber of equations is truncated to the relatively few channels th a t are
expected to be im portant. To determ ine the cross-section for fusion an assum p
tion has to be m ade as to w hat defines fusion. It is usually assumed th a t fusion
occurs when flux penetrates some distance into the nuclear interior. This can
be modelled in two ways. Either a localised im aginary potential is introduced
to model the loss of flux from the direct channels to the fusion channel, or an
ingoing-wave boundary condition (IW BC) is used.

The latter, applied to the

coupled differential equations given by Eq. (2.22), gives the following boundary
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conditions

X n(z)

where r n and

6n0 exp(—iknx) + r n exp(iknx)

x —> + oo,

tn exp( —iknx)

x —> —oo,

(2.23)

are the reflection and transm ission coefficients, respectively. The

label ‘0’ denotes the plane wave in the entrance channel incident on the barrier
Vi(x) from right to left, and it is assumed th a t there are reflected waves to the
right and transm itted waves to the left. The IW BC is imposed in the simplified
coupled-channels model of Ref. [8].

In this model, the coupled equations are

decoupled using certain approxim ations, as described below.

D e co u p lin g th e eq u a tio n s

First consider the case where the coupling potential factorises into two parts,
the intrinsic-m otion, described by (■?(£), and the relative-m otion, described by
F ( x ) [9]. The coupling interaction is then
(n |y cpl(x, 01m) = F( x ) ( n \ G( ( ) \ m) = F ( x ) G nmi

(2.24)

so th a t the coupling form factor F ( x ) is independent of the intrinsic states being
coupled. The coupled equations in Eq. (2.22) are then decoupled if F( x ) is treated
as being spatially constant in the region of the barrier, giving
(n\H0 + F( x ) G( ( ) \ m) % en£nm -f F0Gnm = Mnm,

(2.25)

where F q is considered as the representative value of the coupling strength and
Mnm is the coupling m atrix.

This approxim ation is often referred to as the

constant coupling approxim ation. The decoupled equations are now solved by
introducing the unitary transform ation
Ym{x) =

Urnn(x)xn{x),

(2.26)

n

where U(x) diagonalises the m atrix M nm,
=
Ik
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(2-27)

to give the set of eigenvalues Am(x).

Using Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) the set of

coupled equations in Eq. (2.22) can be decoupled to give
[ - ( h 2/2n)<P/dx2 + Vi(x) + Am(x) - E]Ym(x) = 0.

(2.28)

The to tal transm ission function for fusion is then the sum of the transm ission
coefficients for each eigenbarrier weighted by the factors \Umo(x)\2:
Ti(E) = £

|C/m0(x)|2r,[ß , + Am(x)],

(2.

m

where the transm ission coefficients are now functions of E and the quantity V/(x) +
Am(x). Note th a t in the constant coupling approxim ation, the unitary m atrix and
the eigenvalues do not depend on x, so th a t Umo(x ) = Umo and Am(x) = Am. This
result dem onstrates th a t the effect of coupling is to replace the single (uncoupled)
barrier w ith a distribution of barriers V/(x) + Am(x) [9]. Thus, the distribution
of barriers arises naturally from the coupled-channels picture.

For situations

where at least one of the eigenvalues is negative, there will be enhancem ent in
the transm ission at energies below the uncoupled barrier.
If the excitation energies of the intrinsic states are small compared to the
coupling strength F (x ), then they can be neglected altogether. In this case it
is not necessary to use the constant coupling approxim ation, and the coupled
equations can be solved using
{n\H0 + F ( x ) G ( 0 \m ) » F (x)(n|G (0|m ).

(2.30)

This approxim ation is called the sudden approximation and usually holds for
deformed nuclei, like 154Sm. The solution of the coupled-channels equations is
exact when en = 0 [52]. As m entioned in C hapter 1, the term strong coupling
is used to describe situations in which F( x ) > \Q\. An exam ple is the 160 +
154Sm reaction, where the coupling strength arises from coupling between the
elastic channel and successive members of the ground-state rotational band of
154Sm [49]. The term weak coupling [53] is defined as F( x ) < \Q\.

2 .1 .4

T h e sim p lified c o u p led -c h a n n els c o d e C C M O D

The codes CCFUS [54] and CCDEF [55], which are based on the above eigenchannel
formalism, have been used extensively to model the effects of inelastic and transfer
couplings on fusion. In the original versions of these codes, the matrix equation
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[Eq. (2.27)] was solved two channels at a tim e1 to obtain the eigenvalues Am(x)
and weights w m(x) = \Umo( x )\2 of each eigenbarrier. The weights were evaluated
at the position of the single barrier, x = R q . The eigenvalues were evaluated
either at x = R b or using a second order correction to the eigenradius, which
applied for radii no larger than 1 fm from R b . In the version of the code used
in this work, CCMOD, the m atrix diagonalisation is performed exactly and the
eigenvalues are calculated taking into account the shift in the radius for each
eigenbarrier [56]. Before discussing the m ethods used in CCMOD, the approach of
the codes CCFUS and CCDEF is reviewed.
W hen the coupling effects are relatively strong, use of the constant coupling
approxim ation can lead to significant overpredictions of the fusion cross-sections
at energies below the single barrier [50]. This occurs because the constant cou
pling approxim ation does not take into account the shift in the barrier posi
tions. To rectify this problem, Dasso and Landowne [54] extended the model of
Refs. [8,9] to include variations in the radius of the eigenbarriers. The eigenpotentials V/(x) -f Am(x) in the vicinity of the unperturbed barrier V(R b ) = B0 are
expanded to give
V5(x) + Am(x) = V(Rb ) + Am(RB)+ \'m{RB){x - Ä * )+

where the primes denote the derivatives with respect to r.
eigenbarriers, R m, are then given by
K . ( R

Rm = R b —

b

)

(2.31)
The radii of the

(2.32)

This procedure works well if the shifts (Rm — R b ) are not too large [54]. When
Eq. (2.32) is included in the model, it is often said that finite range effects have
been taken into account. This procedure is used in the codes CCFUS and CCDEF.
The code CCMOD [56] does not follow this m ethod, rather it solves the m atrix
equations as follows. W hen the excitation energies of the intrinsic states are fi
nite, they can be included in the couple-channels equations using the constant
coupling approxim ation, described earlier. If the coupling strength is also as
sumed to vary with radius, then the coupled-channels equations cannot be solved
exactly. However, the approach of CCMOD includes both finite excitation energies

lA consequence of solving the matrix problem two channels at time, is that for the three
channel problem, the cross coupling (two-phonon) term is also included along with the two
one-phonon terms.
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and coupling strengths that vary with radius. The coupled equations are thus
solved at the expense of the condition of unitarity. This approach works well
provided the excitation energies of the states are not too large. For large values
of the excitation energy, this approximation is poor [57].
In the modified version [56] of the codes

CCFUS

and

CCDEF,

the coupling matrix

is diagonalised at each value of the inter-nuclear separation x. The barrier radius
is obtained by finding the value of x for which Vi(x) + Aa (z) is a maximum, instead
of using the correction in Eq. (2.32). Then the eigenbarriers Vi(Ra ) + Aa(Äa ) are
evaluated at the new eigenradii Ra . In the code
evaluated at R b , as done in

and

CCFUS

CCDEF.

CCMOD,

the weights are still

The transmission coefficients in

Eq. (2.29) are then calculated using the inverted harmonic oscillator approxima
tion, Eq. (2.11), and the cross-sections are calculated using Eqs.(2.3) and (2.2).
The code CCMOD also includes the correction for the shift in the radius for
higher values of /, as given by Eq. (2.17) above.

In p u ts to th e c o d e C C M O D
The potential parameters for

CCMOD

are specified by the user. The code requires

the depth Vo of the nuclear potential, a potential radius ry and the diffuseness a.
These parameters are usually determined from fits to experimental data in the
energy region well above the single barrier, where the effects due to coupling are
expected to be small. In the code

CCMOD,

static deformation of nuclei is treated

classically by considering the different orientations of the interacting nuclei. The
quadrupole and hexadecapole deformation parameters /?2 and ß± of the deformed
nuclei are specified as input. The Coulomb and nuclear potential terms are calcu
lated as described in Ref. [55]. For inelastic excitations, the coupling form factor
F{r) is given by [53,54]
ßx [
>/47t

dVn( r )
dr

ZZ\ Z 2 e 2 R x '
(2A + 1) rA+1

where A is the multipolarity of the transition, ßx is the deformation parameter of
the mode and R is the radius of the nucleus which is excited.
Additional couplings can be included in

CCMOD b y

directly entering values for

the coupling strength and the Q-value of the channel. Such channels are assumed
to represent one-particle transfer reactions whose form factors are given by [58,53]

Fh-anM =

K
^

Rb)
1.2 fm

(r —

exp
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(2.34)

where K, is the transfer coupling strength. The (net) Q-value for the transfer
reaction is given by Q = Qt — Q opt, where Qt is the difference in the binding
energies of the initial and final products and Qopt is the optim um Q-value, which
takes into account the change in the Coulomb energy as a result of the transfer,
and is given by [59]

QoPi =

- l ) VB,

(2.35)

where Z[ and Z'2 are the charges of the nuclei after the transfer of the nucleons
and Vb = IAAZ 1 Z 2 / R b - For neutron transfers, Z[Z2 = Z \ Z 2 and Qopt = 0.
The channels th a t couple to the elastic channel are entered into CCMOD in a
coupling m atrix which has the form

'

0

Fi(r)
-Q i

^a(r)

0

0

k Fn(r)

0

•

• Fn(r) \
0

••

,

(2.36)

~Qn j

where the coupling form factors F{(r) are calculated as described above.

For

inelastic excitations, Qi is the excitation energy of the state and for transfer
reactions, Qi = Q opt.

T w o -ch a n n el cou p lin g
Consider a simple coupling scheme where the elastic channel is coupled to an
inelastic channel which represents an excited state in a nucleus. In the constant
coupling approxim ation, the coupling m atrix

F0

M =

(2.37)

-Q
is diagonalised to obtain the eigenvalues

=

\(-Q

± \A ? 2 + U tf)-

(2.38)

The corresponding weights are given by [9]

__________4 ^ __________
4F02 + ( - e ± v/Q2 + 4F02)2'
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(2.39)

E

F IG . 2.2: The transmission functions for a simple coupling scheme in the eigenchannel
representation. The classical sharp-cutoff transmission is represented by the dotted line.
The transmission through the single (uncoupled) barrier is represented by the dashed
line. The quantum mechanical tunnelling distributes the probability about the single
barrier B0. When coupling is included in the eigenchannel model, the transmission is
enhanced at energies below B0 and suppressed at energies above it (solid line). Adapted
from Ref. [8].

Figure 2.2 illustrates schematically how the transm ission coefficients change for
coupling in this simple 2-channel case. The dashed line in Fig. 2.2 is the tran s
mission through the uncoupled barrier and the solid line dem onstrates how the
transm ission increases at energies below B 0 when coupling is included. This is
interpreted as transm ission through the barrier at [Vi(x) + A_]. Correspondingly,
the barrier at energies above B 0 is denoted by [Vi(x) + A+],

2 .1 .5

T h e d istr ib u tio n o f fu sio n b arriers

It was shown in the previous Section th a t coupling the elastic channel to an in
elastic channel splits the single barrier into two barriers. More generally, coupling
to several channels will split the single barrier into a distribution o f barriers. For a
continuous distribution of fusion barriers denoted by D( B) , a ( E) is assumed [13]
to be given by
(2.40)
where

B) is the cross-section, summed over all l for the barrier B , and
(2.41)
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In the eigenchannel representation described above, the cross-section for fusion
is given by the weighted sum of each of the eigenchannel contributions:
a(E) =

(2.42)
a

where wa is the weight for the eigenchannel a [15]. If it is assumed that fusion
occurs in each eigenchannel whenever the incoming flux penetrates the corre
sponding eigenbarrier Ba , then Eq. (2.42) can be identified with Eq. (2.40). Now
the distribution of barriers corresponds to a discrete spectrum of barriers given
by
D(B) = ' £ w a6 ( B - Ba).
(2.43)
CL

An example of a discrete barrier distribution is shown schematically in Fig. 2.3(a)
where the thick solid lines represent the positions of the eigenbarriers and the
length of the line their weights.

In the approach by Stelson et al. [13, 14], continuous barrier distributions
DC( B ) were used to fit the experimental cross-sections using Eq. (2.40) and the
classical expression for the fusion cross-section
a ( E , B) = ac{E, B)

= n R 2{l - B / E )
=0

for E > B,
for E < B,

(2.44)

where it is assumed the R is independent of B. The assumed form of the contin
uous barrier distribution was obtained largely by trial and error. The technique
of Rowley et al. [15] demonstrated that the distribution of barriers could be ex
tracted from experimental data without introducing a particular parametrisation
of the distribution. Following Ref. [15], the second derivative with respect to E
of Eq. (2.44) gives the expression
1 d2(Eac)
= 6{E - B )
ir.R* dE2

(2.45)

for a barrier distribution with only one barrier. Repeating this procedure for
Eq. (2.40) gives
d2(Ea)
dE2

(2.46)
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3 barriers

sum

FIG. 2.3: (a) Here D ( B ) is a discrete distribution of barriers. The thick vertical lines
represent the position and weights of the eigenbarriers. For simplicity, the barriers in
this diagram have the same separation in energy and the same weight, (b) The thin
broken lines are the quantities E a a calculated from the classical cross-sections for the
eigenbarriers B x, B 2 and B3. The thicker broken line is the sum of each E a a. (c) The
first derivative of Ea is a series of step functions (thick broken line), (d) The second
derivative of Ea returns the original discrete distributions of barriers. When the effects
of quantum mechanical tunnelling are included, Ea and its derivatives are a smooth
function of E (thick shaded curves).
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which is equal to
d\E (i)
dE2

^ { l o ^ E- BWB)dB}

(2.47)

upon substitution of Eq. (2.44). Then using Eq. (2.45), the expression in Eq. (2.47)
becomes
1 d \E c r )
= D(E).
VR2 dE2

(2.48)

So if Eqs. (2.40) and (2.44) are valid, then the distribution of barriers D ( E ) can
be extracted directly from cr(E).
The above technique is applied to the example shown in Fig. 2.3 for three
eigenbarriers w ith equal weights. The quantity Ecr is plotted as a function of E in
Fig. 2.3(b) for the three barriers using the classical expression Eq. (2.44). The first
derivative of Ecr produces the step functions shown in Fig. 2.3(c). This function
is related to the transm ission coefficients for fusion. The second derivative of Ecr
produces the original three barriers, as shown in Fig. 2.3(d).
W hen the classical form of the cross-section, Eq. (2.44), is replaced by the ex
pression th a t includes quantum mechanical tunelling, Eq. (2.12), then the equiv
alent expression for Eq. (2.45) is

d2(Eaw) _
7rR2
dE2
1

_ 2 tt

ex

hu) ( l + ex)2 ’

(2.49)

where x = (2tt/ hu>)(E — B ). The function G(x) can be thought of as a generalisa
tion of the delta function 6(E —B ), smeared by the effects of quantum mechanical
tunnelling. In the lim it of huj —> 0, the function G(x) becomes a d elta function
and Eq. (2.49) gives the discrete relation, Eq. (2.45). Substitution of Eq. (2.49)
into Eq. (2.40) produces the analogous expression to Eq. (2.48):

Thus, the quantity on the LHS of Eq. (2.50) is related to D ( B ) , which is in
turn related to the ‘tru e ’ barrier distribution D ( B ) smoothed by the quantum
tunnelling. The effects of this sm oothing applied to the example in Fig. 2.3 are
shown by the thick shaded lines. The quantity Ecr is now a sm ooth function of
E , as shown in Fig. 2.3(b). The second derivative now gives the Gaussian-like
barriers in Fig. 2.3(d).
The effects of the smoothing function G{x) were investigated by Rowley et
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al. [15]. Since G(x) is derived using the Wong approximation to the barrier pen
etration, this approximation was investigated by comparing it to the results of a
more exact calculation. In Fig. 2.4 the solid line represents the quantity ttR 2G(
1 x)
as a function of E , obtained from the LHS of Eq. (2.49), for an exact calculation
of the fusion cross-section with one channel only. The barrier parameters for this
calculation were B = 58.2 MeV, R = 10.51 fm and hu> = 4.2 MeV. The bro
ken curve is the same quantity calculated using the RHS of Eq. (2.49) with the
above barrier parameters. The full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the func
tion is 0.56hu. The good agreement between the two calculations means that the
smoothing of D (B ) associated with the function G(x) is realistic.

\ \ — wong
*.\ — o p tic a l model

E

(MeV)

FIG. 2.4: The smoothing function G(x) evaluated using the RHS of Eq. (2.49) with
the barrier parameters given in the text (solid line). The broken line is G(x) evaluated
from the LHS of Eq. (2.49) where the cross-sections were determined from an exact
model calculation of the barrier penetration. From Rowley et al. [15].

The FWHM of the smoothing function has an important bearing on the struc
ture present in the barrier distribution. Consider the case of a discrete barrier
distribution with two eigenbarriers. If A Ba is defined as the difference in energy
between these two barriers, then there are two limiting cases.
1. A Ba < 0.56/iu;, implying that the barrier distribution is dense. Here the
barrier distribution is not too different from the spherical barrier distribu
tion. This is shown in Fig. 2.5 where the solid line is the spherical barrier
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distribution and the broken line is the barrier distribution where ABa « 1
MeV.
2. A Ba > 0.56huj, implying the barrier distribution is not dense. In this
case the two barriers will be resolved and the structure will be evident in
d2{E a)/d E 2. The dotted line in Fig. 2.5 demonstrates this case, where the
spread in the barriers is % 4 MeV.

— s p h e ric a l — -AB = 1 MeV ..... AB = 4 MeV -

■c.m.
FIG. 2.5: A comparison between the barrier distributions obtained for a single bar
rier (solid line), a dense spectrum of barriers (broken line) and a spectrum that is not
dense (dotted line). The calculations were performed with CCMOD. The barrier distri
bution shown by the dotted line is asymmetric because the curvature for each barrier
is evaluated for a different value of the potential, see Eq. (2.10).
For all reactions considered here, hoj « 4 MeV, and so the single barrier width
is around 2 MeV. If the experimental barrier distribution has a width much larger
than the width of a single barrier, then the quantity d2(E a )/d E 2 obtained from
the measured fusion cross-sections should reveal the coupled-channels effects on
fusion. To obtain a meaningful barrier distribution, the cross-sections must be
measured over the whole energy range of the distribution and in energy steps
much smaller than typically done in earlier experiments. As shown below, the
cross-sections must also be measured with high precision.
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O b ta in in g th e barrier distribu tion from e x p e rim en ta l d a ta
It was shown in the previous Section th a t the quantity d2(Ecr)/dE2 is directly
related to the distribution of barriers smoothed by barrier penetration [15]. The
sm oothing of the barrier distribution was taken into account using Eq. (2.12).
An exam ple of a barrier distribution which consists of a set of eight barriers is
shown in Fig. 2.6. The broken line in Fig. 2.6 represents the quantity d?(E<j)/dE2
w ith the smoothing effects of Eq. (2.12). However, Eq. (2.12) does not take into
account the change in the barrier radius with /, and each barrier is assumed to
have the same radius and curvature hu. In Fig. 2.6, the solid line is the result
of a more realistic calculation [17] th a t takes these factors into account. The
difference between these two calculations is not large. This dem onstrates th a t
the quantity d2( E a ) / d E 2, the solid line in Fig. 2.6, is a good representation of
the sm oothed barrier distribution shown by the broken line in Fig. 2.6. Since the
calculations perform ed include the /-dependence of the eigenradii, it is convenient
to refer to d2(Ecr )/d E2 as the barrier distribution.

...... smoothed D(B)
---- exact c a lc u la tio n
s 600

^ 200

FIG. 2.6: A fictitious example of a barrier distribution for a system with many eigenbarriers. The broken line is the ‘true’ barrier distribution, as represented by the vertical
solid lines, smoothed by the effects of quantum tunelling. The solid line is the quantity
d2( E a ) / d E 3 calculated from a more realistic calculation that includes the /-dependence
of R a. The barrier distribution becomes negative for large E because the barrier radius
shifts to smaller values with the increase in /. From Ref. [17].
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To calculate the barrier distribution from the measured fusion cross-sections,
the second derivative of Ecr is approxim ated using a m ulti-point derivative for
m ula [60]. For the cross-sections a, measured at energies Et (in the c.m.) with
a discrete constant separation in energy A E, the 3-point derivative formula is
given by

d2(Etr)

_ (Ea)i-1 - 2

dE2

E = E i~

+ (Ea)i+i

(2.51)

The statistical uncertainty 8Cfor Eq. (2.51) is approxim ately given by [16]

- ( z t ) P a - i)2 + 4(5<7,)2 + (äct« ) 2i1/2.

c2-52)

where 8at are the uncertainties in the experim ental cross-sections. Equation (2.52)
shows th a t very good statistics are required in the higher energy range of the
m easurem ent. This is because the statistical uncertainty, in m illibarns, is di
rectly proportional to the cross-section which increases with E. So to m aintain
a constant value for the statistical uncertainty 8C, over the whole energy range
of the barrier distribution, an increase in the precision of the m easurem ent is
required as E increases. Usually, the cross-sections for the high energy region are
m easured with a fixed percentage uncertainty of ±1% , which means 8C will be an
order of m agnitude larger when the cross-section is 103 mb com pared to 102 mb.
Fortunately, the barrier distribution is well defined at energies below B0) even
w ith relatively large percentage uncertainties.

Ideally, smaller energy steps A E give a b etter estim ate of d2[ E a ) / d E 2 and
this quantity becomes exact in the lim it of A E —►0. However, as can be seen from
Eq. (2.52), Sc is inversely proportional to A E 2 and, for a given level of precision,
as A E is decreased the barrier distribution becomes more and more ill defined.
The opposite is also true. If A E is increased then 8Cis reduced and the quantity

d2(E<j)/dE2 is b etter defined, but this leads to an increased dam ping of the
features present in the barrier distribution and inform ation about the structure
present on an energy scale smaller than A E will be lost. The choice of the size of
A E is thus a compromise between these two considerations. A step length of 2
MeV in the laboratory frame is adopted for most of the reactions presented here.
This does not result in significant additional smoothing of the barrier distribution
since it is already sm oothed by 0.567iu; ~ 2 MeV because of the effects of quantum
tunnelling. All barrier distributions calculated from theory were determ ined in a
m anner identical to their corresponding experim ental barrier distributions.
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2.2

F issio n fragm ent angular d istrib u tio n s

In this Section, the standard model of fission fragm ent angular distributions is
described. The model assumes th a t the direction of the fission fragm ents is de
term ined at the system ’s saddle point [61]. If Jh is defined as the to tal angular
m om entum of the system, then the component angular m om entum Kh is the
projection of angular m om entum quantum num ber J on the nuclear sym m etry
axis. These angular m om enta are shown schematically in Fig. 2.7 for an elongated
system. The angular distribution of the fission fragm ents depends upon both J
and the value of K at the saddle point. A quantitative description of the fission
fragm ent angular distributions relies on the assum ption th a t the fragm ents are
em itted along the nuclear sym m etry axis and th a t the value of A", determ ined by
the system at the saddle point, is not altered as the system proceeds from saddle
to scission and then separation [25].
W hen the excitation energy of the system is large enough, the fission transition
state can be described by statistical m ethods and there is a simple relationship [62]
between the nuclear tem perature T, the shape of the elongated system and the
distribution of K , all determ ined at the saddle point. If it is fu rth er assumed
th a t complete fusion has taken place, then the angular distribution of the fission
fragm ents is given by
9

<

k («)

/

4-1

= —

(2-53)

where 9 is the angle between the nuclear sym m etry axis and the space-fixed axis.
Here, the space-fixed axis is taken to be the beam axis as shown in Fig. 2.6.
In Eq. (2.53), M is the projection of J on the beam axis and

^ VO are

the sym m etric-top wavefunctions [25,34]. For the fusion of systems in which the
target and projectile have zero spins, then M = 0 and Eq. (2.53) reduces to
= — 4 - |d & ( « ) |* .

(2.54)

The dependence of the angular distributions on the other two Euler angles (f) and

tp disappears when taking the absolute value of the T> functions. This means
th a t the angular distribution for fission fragm ents depends only on th e angle 9
and is isotropic in the azim uthal angle (p. Note also, th a t the assum ption M = 0
is not strictly true when particle emission occurs before fission. However, in the
reactions considered here, this effect is small.
The statistical description of the fission transition state is given below, fol-
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symmetry
axis

sr

beam axis
M =0

F IG . 2.7: A schematic representation of the angular momentum vectors used in de
scribing the fission fragment angular distributions. The total angular momentum quan
tum number is given by J . The projection of J on the nuclear symmetry axis defines
K . The angle 9 is defined as the angle between the nuclear symmetry axis and the
space-fixed axis which is taken to be the beam axis. In this figure M = 0. The quan
tity R is the collective rotational angular momentum quantum number, defined in a
direction perpendicular to the nuclear symmetry axis. Taken from Ref. [25].

lowing the approach of Ref. [25]. The level density of states with total angular
momentum JK and projection Kh on the nuclear symmetry axis is given by

p(J, K) oc exp[(£ - E*?)/T],
T fC

(2.55)

•

where E is the total energy and ET^t is the rotational energy of the system at its
saddle point and T is assumed to be constant for small changes in the excitation
energy around E. The rotational energy is given by

= ^ ( J 2 - * 2)+

^

2,

(2-56)

where J7j_ and J\\ are the moments of inertia perpendicular and parallel to the
symmetry axis, respectively. Substitution of Eq. (2.56) into Eq. (2.55) gives

p( J, K ) oc exp

E
T

ft2

j2

2J±T
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ft2 K 2

2

(2.57)

For a fixed value of E , T and J , the level density dependence on K becomes

p(K) oc exp

(2.58)

or equivalently [62]

p(K)

oc exp[-AT7(2A:o2)],

for K < J,

= 0,

for K > J,

(2.59)

where

K
where

~ - T , and

=

=

- Jl\

is the effective m om ent of inertia. The distribution of K values is a

Gaussian with a variance of K q.
The fission fragm ent angular distributions following fusion are then obtained
by sum m ing over all values of J and K to give [25]
(2.61)
where Tj are the transm ission coefficients for the fusion of the J t h partial wave.
Usually J can be identified with the orbital angular m om entum quantum num ber
l of the projectile, although when pre-scission emission occurs, the value of J is
equal to l modified by the angular m om entum carried away by the evaporated
particles. Because of level density effects, on average J is less than l after particle
emission. The quantity dlK{6) in Eq. (2.61) is given by [34]

dJ (6) = J! / { J - K V U + K Y V I n *
ok( )
^ V (J
k H j + k )-LA
)

(S‘D I ) 2l ff(cos f y J+K~2*
-x )!(x (2.62)

The curves shown in Fig. 2.8 are examples of the fission fragm ent angular dis
tributions evaluated using Eqs. (2.61) and (2.62) for different values of the ratio

JI K q. These calculations were perform ed using the expressions given in Ap
pendix A of Ref. [34]. The d-functions were calculated for 6 = 0°, 5°, 1 0 ° ,..., 90°
in the range of J — 0-150 and K — 0- J and the results stored in an array. This
array was referenced by a subroutine which returned W(9) for given values of
K q and J . A small correction to K q was m ade before W(0) was determ ined to
take into account any changes in the trajectory of the fragm ents due to Coulomb
reorientation effects [34]. For the range of angular m om enta covered in this work,
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this correction is around 1% or less.
When K — 0, the fragments will be emitted in the plane perpendicular to
J which is in turn perpendicular to the beam axis. Here, the fission fragment
angular distribution is the classical case, proportional to l/(sin0). This angular
distribution is shown by the solid line in Fig. 2.8. For a given J , larger values of
K q result in angular distributions that are less forward peaked, as shown by the
dotted and broken curves in Fig. 2.8.
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FIG. 2.8: A plot of the fission fragment angular distributions for ratios of J / K 0.
When the ratio is infinity, then angular distribution behaves as l/(sin0).

2 .2 .1

T h e fissio n fra g m en t a n iso tro p y

The fission fragment anisotropy is defined as the ratio of the fission fragment
yield at 6 — 180° (or 6 = 0°) to that at 9 = 90°. A useful approximate expression
for the anisotropies is

^(180°) .

I (J2)h2

W ( 90“) ~

4TJrff
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(J2)
Kl

(2.63)

where (J 2) is the m ean-square angular m om entum of the system. If two of the
variables in Eq. (2.63) are known, then the third quantity can be calculated from
m easurem ents of the fission fragment anisotropies. This approach has been used
by m any authors to extract inform ation about the m ean-square angular m om en
tum for fusion. (See Ref. [20], Refs. [63] and [64] and references therein). The
quantity K q can be determ ined in two ways. Either the value of K q is obtained
from model calculations of
action [20].

and T, or experim entally from a calibration re

Frequently, d ata from a-induced reactions are used.

These d ata

are for reactions th a t make the compound system of interest at energies roughly
twice the barrier energy of the a-induced reaction, so th a t excitation energies and
angular m om enta are comparable.
W here there are no suitable calibration reactions, models m ust be used to
determ ine

K

q

.

This is the case for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. The effective mom ent

of inertia at the saddle point can be estim ated from macroscopic liquid-drop
models [65] and the saddle-point tem perature can be determ ined from statistical
model calculations [66]. The relevant aspects of these models are discussed briefly
below.

2 .2 .2

T h e s ta tis tic a l m o d e l o f c o m p o u n d n u cleu s d eca y

As m entioned above, when the excitation energy of the compound system is
large, then the high density of states means th a t the decay of the system can be
described by statistical m ethods. It is assumed th a t the compound system is in
equilibrium after its form ation and th a t the decay is independent of the form ation.
The decay is assumed to proceed either through fission or the emission of light
particles, neutron emission being dom inant for the reactions considered here. The
am ount of 7-emission in com petition with particle emission is very small, so this
is not considered in the calculations in this thesis. The statistical models used
here calculate only the early stages of decay. Once the excitation energy of the
system is smaller than the particle binding energy and below the fission threshold,
the modelling of the decay ceases. The various param eters used in the statistical
model calculations are described below.
Consider the form ation of a hot compound system with excitation energy E*
and angular m om entum Jk. If the compound system fissions before any neutrons
are em itted, then it is referred to as first chance fission. Fission can also occur
after the emission of one neutron or two neutrons, and so on. The average num ber
of neutrons em itted before fission is called the pre-scission neutron m ultiplicity.
The emission of a succession of neutrons leads to the form ation of evaporation
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residues.
In the liquid drop model [67,68], the stability of a system with respect to
small changes in the Coulomb and surface energies is measured in term s of the
fissility param eter x. Consider axially symmetric distortions of the com pound
system about its spherical shape. If A E c and A E a represent small changes in the
Coulomb and surface energies, respectively, then the nucleus is stable for [25]

|A&|

< 1.

(2.64)

In the liquid drop model of Refs. [67,68], the fissility is proportional to Z qN/ A cn
where Z cn and A cn are the charge and mass of the compound system, respec
tively. For the two fissile systems studied here, the 160 + 208Pb has x = 0.76 and
for 28Si + 208Pb x = 0.82. The compound systems formed in heavy-ion collisions
are also rotating rapidly. Thus, the stability of compound system against fission
also depends on its rotational energy [69]. The rotational energy is given by
J{J + \)h2
2J

(2.65)

where J is the m om ent of inertia.
For deform ations along some minim um energy path, there is a point on the
potential energy surface th a t is a maximum. This is defined as the saddle or tra n 
sition point. The angular m om entum dependent fission barrier B f ( J ) is defined
as the difference in the energies of the rotating system at its saddle point and at
its equilibrium deformation. As the angular m om entum of the system increases,
the rotational energy of the equilibrium deformation increases more rapidly than
th a t of the deformed saddle point, and eventually for large enough J, B f ( J ) goes
to zero and the system is unstable against fission. These rotational effects were
incorporated in the rotating liquid drop model (RLDM) of Ref. [69]. Many statis
tical model analyses [70] of experim ental fission and ER cross-sections, for nuclei
with A cn ~ 200, used the values of the RLDM fission barriers [69] scaled by
B'f(J) = k f B f ( J ), where kf is a «/-independent fission barrier scaling factor. Val
ues as low as kf — 0.5 were required to fit the experim ental data. A reasonable
description of the reduction was obtained when the finite range of the nuclear
force was taken into account [65]. This effect was incorporated into Sierk’s [65]
finite range rotating liquid drop model (FRRLDM or more commonly RFRM ).
In the statistical model, the com petition between the fission and particle evap
oration is determ ined by the level density of the fissioning system at the saddle
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point and the level density of the nuclear states fed by the neutron decay. The
ratio of the fission to neutron decay widths can be w ritten as [71]
r / / r n oc exp[2\JoLf ( E ' - kf B f ) - 2 an(E* - B n)},

(2.66)

where B n is the particle (neutron) binding energy, a / is the level density param eter
at the saddle point of the fissioning system and an is the level density param eter
of the residual nucleus, at its equilibrium deformation. The actual forms for the
particle and fission decay w idth are more complicated than given by Eq. (2.66),
but it is instructive to consider the factors th a t this ratio depends upon. If the
ratio

(Ty/rn)lst represents the probability of first chance fission evaluated

at E *,

then the probability for second chance fission at the excitation energy E* — A E
is given by

(F//rn)2nd, where

A E is the average energy loss from the system

following neutron evaporation. Then, with the assum ption th a t E*

E* + A E ,

the ratio of the first chance to second chance fission can be w ritten as [71]

(r,/rn)ut
exp A £ ( f 0 1/2{ (o//a" ) 1 / 2 - i }

(2.67)

where it is assumed th a t the fission barrier is the same for the two fissioning nuclei.
The ratio in Eq. (2.67) dem onstrates th a t the pre-scission neutron m ultiplicity
is independent of kf, weakly dependent on an, but very sensitive to changes in
a / / a n . Even when the fission barriers are assumed to vary with mass, the prescission neutron m ultiplicity is still insensitive to changes in kf. This result is
im portant to the statistical model fits of the ER cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb
reaction, since the saddle-point tem perature depends critically on the value of a,f.
This point is discussed further in C hapter 5.
In the statistical model, the level density p(E*) at the excitation energy E* is
determ ined by counting the num ber of different ways the nucleons can be arranged
in the various single-particle states. For tem peratures T small com pared to the
Fermi energy, the dom inant term in the level density can be w ritten as [72]
p(E*) oc exp[2\A lE*},

(2.68)

where a is the level density param eter. The tem perature of the com pound nucleus
is given by
E' = a T \

(2.69)

As a guide to the choice of the nuclear level density param eter, the param etrisa39

tion of Töke and Swiatecki [73] was followed.
The decay of the compound systems is modelled using statistical model codes.
There are two different approaches taken by the codes in common use today [66].
In first approach, a grid in Z cn and A cn is constructed, and for each nucleus the
distribution of events is calculated using two param eters, the excitation energy
and the angular m om entum . The calculation continues down the decay chain for
each new daughter nucleus until further decay is energetically forbidden. The
code ALERT1 [74], which is based on the code MBII [75], is of this type. It is used
in C hapter 4 to model the ER cross-sections for the 160 -f 208Pb reaction. In the
second approach, the decay of the compound system is treated using Monte Carlo
techniques. The precision of the results from these calculations depends on the
num ber of initial events in the cascade. The codes PACE [76] and JOANNE [77,78]
are of this type. The ability of PACE to determ ine ER angular distributions is
exploited in the calculations for the 16>170 + 144Sm reactions (see C hapter 3).
All of the above statistical model codes, except JOANNE, use the RLDM fission
barriers.
The Monte Carlo code JOANNE is used in this work to calculate the distribution
of events with a given T and J , in order to evaluate the fission fragment angular
distributions.

The code JOANNE uses the RFRM fission barriers as discussed

above. The optical model transm ission coefficients in JOANNE are derived, using
the m ethod of PACE2, from the ‘universal’ optical models param eters of Refs. [79,
80].

The Q-value for this calculation was, unless otherwise stated, evaluated

relative to the liquid-drop ground state using
q

LD = £ « p + £ « P _ M LD _

(2 .7 0 )

where E\xp and E%xp are the experim ental ground state masses for the projectile
and target, and

is the liquid-drop mass evaluated using the Lysekil param e

ters [68]. The last term in Eq. (2.70) is a pairing energy term [81]. The theoretical
calculations of the fission fragm ent anisotropies are explained in more detail in
C hapter 5.
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C h ap ter 3
EX PER IM EN TA L M ETH O DS

To obtain a well-defined distribution of fusion barriers, the fusion excitation
functions m ust be m easured to high precision. The overall aim of the experim ental
m ethods, was to measure the fusion cross-sections over a wide range of energies
to a precision of ±1% or b etter. The experim ents were perform ed with oxygen
and silicon beams provided by the 14UD Pelletron accelerator at th e A ustralian
N ational University (ANU). For precise m easurem ents of cr{ua(E ), an accurate
knowledge of the beam energy was required. The m agnetic field of the analysing
m agnet was m easured with a nuclear m agnetic resonance (NM R) probe. The
energy E of the analysed beam is given by the relativistic expression
E = CH2
where C is the m agnet constant, H is the m agnetic field strength, Z& is the
effective charge of the particle and m is its mass [82]. The ‘constant’ C has been
calibrated [82] more than 20 tim es over a period of 15 years. Two calibrations of
the NM R probe were perform ed during the course of these m easurem ents, and no
change was required in the m agnet constant [83]. The standard deviation of the
series of calibrations was 0.04%, thus a beam energy of 100.0 MeV has an absolute
uncertainty of ±40 keV. The relative uncertainty in defining the beam energy
intervals is b etter than 5 keV. All beams were pulsed using the ANU beam pulsing
system which consists of a room tem perature pre-tandem buncher [84], which
compresses the DC beam into pulses of 1 ns w idth w ith separation 106.3 ns, and
a post-tandem beam chopper, which removes the background of the unbunched
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T ab le 3.1: The range of beam energies for the projectile/target combinations used

in these experiments and the areal densities of the targets. The areal densities of the
PbS targets were measured using the offset in the excitation functions and the relative
yields in the two targets for a reaction at the same beam energy and intensity.
Projectile

Target

Areal density (/xgem 2)

Beam energies (MeV)

160 , 170
160

144Sm
208Pb

28Si

zospb

40
350, 23 (fission)
350 (ERs)
23

61.0 to 100.0
76.0 to 92.0
76.0 to 96.0
135.0 to 176.0

ions between pulses. A pre-tandem ‘slow’ chopper was used to remove pulses in
order to increase their separation by a chosen value (in multiplies of 106.3 ns).
The slow chopper is operated in phase with the buncher with variable pulse widths
and pulse separations in the 0.1 fis to 500 ms range.
The energy range of the projectiles for each of the four reactions are listed
in Table 3.1. The targets were prepared by evaporation of the target m aterial
onto carbon backing foils. The sam arium targets, isotopically enriched to 96.5
% in 144Sm, had areal densities of %40 /xgcm-2 deposited on a 12C backing of
~ 10 //gern-2 . For the lead reactions, targets of PbS, 99.0 % enriched in 208Pb
were used, w ith areal densities of 350 figcm~2 and 23 /zgem-2 , deposited on the
carbon backings.

The PbS targets were orientated with the carbon backings

facing dow nstream relative to the beam so as to minimise the projectile energy
loss. The Sm targets were orientated with the carbon backings facing upstream
so as to m inim ise the effects of m ultiple scattering of the forward going ERs.
Three different experim ental setups were used in this work. A compact ve
locity filter and m ulti-w ire proportional counter arrangem ent was used to detect
the evaporation residues from the 16,170 -f 144Sm reactions.

The evaporation

residue excitation function for the 160 -f 208Pb reaction was determ ined by de
tecting the a-activity from the decay of the ERs and their daughters using an
annular silicon detector. The fission fragm ent angular distributions, and hence
the fission cross-sections, were m easured with the fission fragm ent spectrom eter.
In this C hapter, each of these setups is described and the m ethod for obtaining
the relevant cross-section is detailed.
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3.1

E v a p o r a tio n r e s id u e d e t e c t io n

Evaporation residues formed in heavy-ion fusion reactions can be detected either
by direct or indirect techniques. With the indirect detection techniques, ERs
can either be measured in-beam using 7-ray spectroscopy, or out-of-beam by the
detection of the a-particles, 7-rays or X-rays from the decay of the evaporation
residues and their daughters. The a-decay technique was used in this work to
measure the ERs for the 160 T 208Pb reaction. For direct detection of ERs, the
type of technique used depends on the scattering angle at which the residues are
measured. At the larger scattering angles, evaporation residues can be identified
directly using simple energy and time-of-flight techniques. At angles close to
the beam axis, electrostatic and/or magnetic separators are required to separate
the ERs from the intense elastically scattered beam. These two methods are
described in Section 3.1.1.

3 .1 .1

D ir e c t d e te c tio n o f ev a p o ra tio n resid u es

The ERs at scattering angles greater than 10° were detected in a Si surface-barrier
(SSB) detector. At angles forward of 10°, a compact velocity filter [85] was used
to transmit the ERs whilst suppressing the intense elastic scattering yield for
angles close to the beam axis.
The principle of operation of the compact velocity filter is based on the Wien
filter [86]. With the addition of a magnetic field, the large angular range of
dispersion associated with electrostatic deflection alone can be significantly re
duced. The ions are transmitted through a region of electric field and magnetic
field, which have directions perpendicular to each other. An ion with a particular
velocity moving through the filter will not be deflected if the magnetic and elec
tric forces acting on the ion balance one another. Thus, by selecting a particular
ratio of the electric to magnetic field strengths, only particles of a certain velocity
will be transmitted through the filter. In practice, the magnetic field strength
is fixed and the electric field is varied in order to minimise the deflection of the
ERs. The elastically scattered particles suffer more deflection and their intensity
can be significantly suppressed by preventing most of them entering the particle
detector.
The velocity filter used in this work consists of two electrostatic plates and
two permanent Co/Sm magnets, housed in a nickel plated soft iron box, 200 mm
in length, which acts as a yoke for the magnet. The magnetic field strength in the
gap between the permanent magnets was 1.4 kG and the electric field was adjusted
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to obtain the desired particle deflection with a ±20 kV high voltage supply. The
filter was m ounted on a moveable robotic arm inside the 2 m scattering cham ber,
which was kept at a vacuum of ~10~6 Torr. The position of the arm can be set
rem otely over an angular range of —15° < 9 < +30° with respect to the beam
axis. At the entrance to the velocity filter, a circular Ta collim ator, 1.5 m m in
diam eter and 250 m m from the target, defined the solid angle of the ER detector.
Particles were detected in a position sensitive multiwire proportional counter
(M W PC ), positioned behind the filter, as shown in Fig. 3.1.

Monitor

large angle
SSB
4th SSB

elastics , -

MWPC
velocity
filter

Monitor
FIG . 3.1: A schematic view of the velocity filter and MWPC used to detect evaporation
residues [85]. The whole apparatus is mounted on a moveable arm for measurement of
ER angular distributions. The monitors are fixed at ±30°.

The evaporation residues were separated from the elastically scattered p a rti
cles during their flight through the filter. Most of the elastically scattered particles
were prevented from entering the M W PC by a Ta ‘finger’ which was brought to
the required distance across the entrance aperture of the detector. The efficiency
for transm ission of the ERs through the velocity filter and subsequent detection
in the M W PC is expected to be 98%. The missing 2% is due to the area of the
wires which shadow the A E cathode in the M W PC. The efficiency was m easured
to be 103 ± 4% [85], a value close to the expected efficiency.
The large angle SSB detector was positioned at a nominal angle of 20° from
the axis of the velocity filter. The large angle detector was m ounted on the same
rotating arm as the velocity filter so th a t the angle between them was fixed.
The large angle SSB detector had a solid angle around ten tim es th a t defined
by the entrance aperture of the velocity filter. The elastic scattering rate was
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significantly less at these angles, allowing residues to be identified by their total
energy and time-of-flight, w ithout suppression of the scattered beam particles.
Two SSB detectors were fixed at ±30° to the beam axis to m onitor R utherford
scattering. At the end of each run, a fourth SSB detector was moved im m edi
ately behind the velocity filter’s entrance aperture. In this position, R utherford
scattering, m easured by the calibration detector, was used to determ ine the solid
angle of the velocity filter’s entrance aperture relative to the m onitor detectors,
and also, the true angle of the filter with respect to the beam axis. Henceforth,
reference to the solid angle of the velocity filter means the solid angle as defined
by the entrance aperture to the velocity filter.
P rin cip les o f th e o p era tio n o f M W P C s
The evaporation residues are detected in a multi-wire proportional counter and
identified by their energy loss and their time-of-flight. The principles involved
here are the same as those applied in the detection of fission fragm ents. The
large-area M W PCs used in the fission experim ents are described in Section 3.2.
The basic design of a M W PC [87] consists of an anode and a cathode plane
separated by a distance of typically 3 mm. The region between the electrodes
is filled w ith a gas. The electrodes are operated at a potential difference such
th a t the num ber of ions collected is directly proportional to the energy loss in
the gas. This is called the proportional region [88]. In this region, the potential
difference is large enough to cause secondary ionisation from collisions between the
accelerated electrons and the molecules in the gas. These additional electrons are
accelerated and cause further ionisation producing a cascade effect. This effect is
responsible for the m ultiplication or gain of the output signal. The choice of gas is
governed by several factors. These include the operating voltage, the desired gain
of the o u tp u t signal of the detector, the ‘degree’ of proportionality and the ability
to w ithstand high particle rates. Noble gases such as Ar are often used, however
they are lim ited to m oderate gains because of discharge triggered by photons
from the decay of the excited Ar atoms. To prevent this a quenching gas such
as m ethane, isobutane or propane is mixed with the Ar to absorb the radiated
photons and thus increase the gain possible. For heavily ionising particles, 100%
pure isobutane has very good quenching properties and, for a given pressure, has
a higher gain and stopping power than the other gases [89]. For these reasons,
isobutane was chosen for use in these ER experim ents. The isobutane was flowed
through the M W PC to prevent contam ination by electronegative gas molecules,
outgassed from the detector body, which suppress dram atically the efficiency of
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the charge collection.
The cathode is usually made from a thin foil coated with a thin layer of m etal
such as Au or Al. Particles which pass through the gas lose energy according to
the Bethe-Bloch equation for stopping powers [88]. The positive signal induced
in the cathode can be amplified and used as an energy loss signal, A E. As well as
providing a A E signal, the cathode has excellent tim ing properties with a signal
rise-tim e of a few ns.
The M W PC can be made position sensitive by replacing the anode plane by
a grid of th in m etal wires. Now the signal from the passage of an ion through
the ionisation gas will be collected prim arily near one of the wires. The spacing
between the wires is typically 1 m m and they are connected to each other via
a series of delay chips to form a delay line.

The wire from which the signal

originated can be determ ined by measuring the difference in the tim e for the
propagation of the signal to opposite ends of the delay line.

A signal is also

generated on neighbouring wires, however this is generally smaller in am plitude.
Thus, the position of the particle can be determ ined to a resolution equal to the
separation of the wires in the anode.

ER identification with the M W PC
The M W PC used in this work consisted of two proportional cells with an ionisa
tion region in between. The first cell, as shown in Fig. 3.2, consisted of a vertical
plane of Au coated W wires, 20 /zm thick, and a cathode made from polypropy
lene coated with a thin layer of Au. The wires in the anode were connected via
delay chips (w ith a nominal delay of 5 ns per wire), which were used to determ ine
the position signal of the particles as described in the Section above. Situated a
distance of 3.2 m m behind the wire anode, the cathode provided the T O F signal
and the first of the two energy loss signals, AEi . The energy resolution of the
A E i signal is poor because of the small effective ionisation p ath (%0.3 m m ) of
the first cell. The cathode was common to the second cell of the M W PC, which
consisted of a mesh Frisch grid connected to ground and a second Au coated
anode. Electrons drift from the common cathode towards the second anode. The
region between the common cathode and the Frisch grid acts as a large ionisation
region. Here the potential difference is such th a t the electron-ion recom bination
forces are overcome and the charge collected is independent of the applied volt
age (the ionisation region). Electrons then pass through the transparent grid and
into the second proportional region. The purpose of the Frisch grid is to screen
the second anode from the ionisation region between the grid and the common
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F IG . 3.2: A cross-sectional view of the MWPC counter. When a particle enters the
counter, it ionises both regions on either side of the common cathode, and then stops
in the metal plate anode. Electrons from this ionisation drift towards the wire anode
(position signal), and the metal plate anode (A E 2 signal).

cathode. The second anode energy signal, A E
than the A E

\

2,

has a b etter energy resolution

signal because now the effective ionisation path is much larger,

~ 12 m m . The typical operating voltages applied to each electrode are given in
Table 3.2.
The evaporation residues tran sm itted through the velocity filter were identi
fied in the M W PC which generated four signals: two signals from the A E of the
two separate electrodes, the horizontal position of the particles and their TO F
relative to the pulsed beam . The signal generation is discussed below.

E le ctr o n ics for E R d e te c tio n in th e M W P C
Each of the four signals from the M W PC was amplified by charge sensitive pream 
plifiers, which were located outside the 2 m scattering chamber. The electronics
consisted of standard m odular NIM components, where the ‘fast’ units processed
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Table 3.2: The operating voltages applied to the electrodes of the MWPC.
Electrode

Applied voltage

W ire anode
Common cathode
Second anode
with 3 Torr of isobutane

+250 V
-2 8 0 V
+390 V

the position and T O F signals, and ‘slow’ units handled the A E and logic signals.
The position signal from the wire anode of the M W PC was generated using a
Tim e to A m plitude Converter (TAC) which was started and stopped by the sig
nals from either end of the delay line. The time-of-flight (T O F) of the particle was
m easured using another TAC. The fast signal from the cathode was used to start
the T O F TAC and the RF signal of the pulsed beam provided the stop pulse. A
plot of A E versus T O F can be used to distinguish ERs (and fission fragm ents)
from target recoils and slit scattered particles th a t accompany the reaction. Full
details of the electronics layout are given in Ref. [90]. The two A E signals, the
position and T O F of the evaporation residues, the elastic events in the m onitor
detectors and the pulser signal, were all recorded event by event via Analogue to
D igitial Converters using the ANU d ata acquisition system.
In Fig. 3.3, the energy loss from the second anode versus time-of-flight is
plotted for (a) the 160 -f 144Sm reaction at an energy of iFbeam = 68.0 MeV. The
residues are well separated in both energy and tim e from the slit scattered beam
particles. Also shown in the plot is the pulser signal which was used to determ ine
the com puter and electronic deadtim e during each energy m easurem ent. The
pulser signal was generated from a Pulse G enerator triggered by a scaled signal
from a m onitor detector. The pulser signal was then pre-scaled to give a rate
sim ilar to the ER collection rate. This ensured th a t the deadtim e pertaining to
all beam related events was taken into account.
In Fig. 3.3(b), A E 2 versus T O F is plotted for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. The
identification of the ERs in this plot is not as clear as for the sam arium reactions,
for a variety of reasons. Firstly, since the residue cross-section is only a small
fraction of the total fusion cross-section (the fission cross-section dom inates as the
energy increases), the yield is smaller than for the sam arium reactions for similar
beam currents and target thicknesses. Secondly, the possible contam ination of the
AF?2 -T O F spectrum from C or 0 im purities in the target m ade the identification
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F IG . 3.3: Plot of the energy loss A E2 versus the time-of-flight TOF for (a) the 160
+ 144Sm reaction at Fbeam = 68.0 MeV. The TOF runs from right to left. The scales
on the axes are in channels. The ERs are tightly grouped in energy and time, clearly
separated from the elastic tail, (b) A E 2 versus TOF for the 160 + 208Pb reaction
at Fbeam = 82.0 MeV. The ERs are less clearly identified in this case because of the
contamination from light ion impurities in the target, as shown by the small boxed
group located just under the ERs. The A E2 gain was larger for this measurement
compared to the measurement in (a). Although it appears otherwise, the pulser signal
was precisely defined, with 99% of the pulser events within a couple of pixels of each
other.
of ERs more difficult.

As shown in Fig. 3.3(b), the tightly grouped particles

at a A £ 2-T O F just under the ERs, may be associated with 160 reactions on
light nuclei present in the PbS target. The final problem was due to difficulty in
m easuring the full angular distributions for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. The fission
com petition present in the 160 + 208Pb reaction caused problems in theoretical
calculations of the differential to total cross-section ratio. For these reasons, the
ERs for the 160 + 208Pb reaction were not determ ined using the above technique.
This is discussed in more detail in Section 3.1.2.

O b tain in g th e d ifferential cro ss-sectio n s
Before detailing the specific equations used to obtain the ER cross-sections, the
general principle involved in measuring relative cross-sections is described. The
num ber of particles produced in a nuclear reaction per unit tim e is given by

Y ( e , E ) = [I}[N}^E>dü, (3.1)
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where I is the num ber of beam particles per unit tim e, N is the num ber of target
nuclei (in units of cm -2), dcr/dft, is the differential cross-section (mb sr_1) and

dQ is the solid angle in steradians (sr). If the yield for a particular reaction of
interest is m easured relative to the yield of R utherford scattering in a m onitor
detector, then the factors in the brackets in Eq. (3.1) cancel when the ratio of
the two yields is taken. The differential cross-section is then given by

dcj(6,E) _ Y( e, E) dt t M daR
dn
~
ym
dn d n '

[

]

where d a ^ / d ü is the R utherford differential cross-section, as m easured in the
m onitor detector, and dO,M is its solid angle. If two m onitor detectors are used,
located either side of the beam axis, any changes in the beam spot position during
the course of the cross-section m easurem ents can be accounted for. Even though
the yield in both m onitor detectors is affected, for small angle shifts corresponding
to small movements in the beam spot, the sum of the yields remains essentially
unaffected. Equation (3.2) describes the basic form for determ ining cross-sections
m easured relative to R utherford scattering and is used throughout this work in
converting both ER and fission yields.

The evaporation residue cross-sections for the 16,170 + 144Sm reactions were
determ ined at each beam energy E by measuring the yield of ERs relative to the
R utherford scattering yields in the two m onitor detectors at an angle of 9m =
±30° to the beam axis. The differential cross-section for ERs in the laboratory
reference fram e, is given by

da(S,E)
da

yVP
( \ ym , + yMr V

(3.3)

where Yvf is the yield of ERs as m easured by the velocity filter, T( E) is the
norm alisation factor, and Yml and Ymr are the R utherford scattering yields in
the left and right m onitors, respectively. The ER yield was obtained by inte
grating the num ber of counts in the A E ^-T O F spectrum , and the yield in the
m onitor detectors was easily identified since the elastic events were well resolved
from the reaction products from light-ion contam inants in the target. Both the
m onitor and ER yields were corrected for any deadtim e. The energy dependent
norm alisation factor T ( E ) is given by

T( E) =

T

x

( £ cal) 2

E2
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(3.4)

where E c&i is the energy at which the calibration reaction was performed. The
norm alisation constant T in Eq. (3.4) is defined as
T :=

f d a R(9ML}E cal)
dQy f y
dQ

daR(9MR, E cai)
H---------- jp;--------d\lMR
dQ

(3.5)

where dQyp and dQju are the solid angles of the velocity filter and m onitors,
respectively, and the other term s in Eq. (3.5) are the R utherford scattering crosssections in the m onitor detectors.
The norm alisation factor T was determ ined in a calibration m easurem ent
with the calibration SSB detector in position behind the velocity filter’s entrance
aperture.

The yield Yg ^ of R utherford scattering in the calibration detector

at angle 9C&\, was m easured relative to the yields in the m onitor detectors at
9m = ±30°. The yield for the norm alisation reaction is then given by
^ R ^ c a l) E c&\) _
dQ
-

^cal
(YMl + YMrY

(o g'v

The factor T can then be calculated from the ratio of the m easured yields, pro
vided the angle #cai is well known. The actual angle of the velocity filter was
determ ined by the m easuring the ratio of the R utherford cross-sections, relative
to the m onitors, at two angles w ith a known angular separation. The calibra
tions were perform ed at the nom inal angles ±8°, ±10° and ±12°. C alibration at
several angles ensured consistency between these m easurem ents, and also m eant
th a t a clean separation between Rutherford scattering from the target and the
scattering from the carbon backing was achieved. The angle of the velocity filter
was determ ined to an accuracy of < ±0.05° [90].
A similar procedure was carried out to determ ine the calibration factor for
the large angle SSB ER detector and the actual value of its angular separation
from the velocity filter, nominally 20°. Again, by using the ratio of R utherford
scattering in this detector to th a t m easured in the m onitor detectors.
D ifferen tial c ro ss-se c tio n s and E R angular d istrib u tio n s
The differential cross-sections, as determ ined by Eq. (3.3), were m easured for
the 16)170 + 144Sm reactions at nominal angles of 9 = ±2° to the beam axis
for the range of beam energies given in Table 3.1 at intervals of 0.5 MeV. For
beam energies above 80.0 MeV, the energy intervals for the differential crosssections were 5.0 MeV. Full ER angular distributions were m easured at intervals
of typically 5.0 MeV. This involved detecting ERs by moving the velocity filter
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to angles in the range —5° < 9 < +10°. The angular distributions for the 160 -f
144Sm reaction at the energies 68.0, 70.0, 75.0, 80.0, 85.0 and 100.0 MeV are shown
in Fig. 3.4. The triangles in Fig. 3.4 represent the differential cross-sections from
the large angle SSB detector.
Q ualitatively, the shape of the angular distribution can be understood by con
sideration of the recoil angle of the residues, after some combination of neutrons,
protons and a-particles have been evaporated. For angles close to the beam axis,
the m ain contribution to the differential cross-section is from ERs recoiling after
neutron or proton emission. At the larger angles, it is the a-emission th a t is re
sponsible for the shape of the angular distributions [91,92] because of th e larger
m om entum transfer associated with the a-particles. This contribution increases
w ith energy, in agreement with the expected probability for a-em ission. Each
ER angular distribution was fitted using the sum of two Gaussian functions, as
shown by the solid lines in Fig. 3.4. An example of the component Gaussians is
shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 3.4. The total cross-section for each full angu
lar distribution, 0 fad(7£), was taken to be the area under the Gaussian curves
m ultiplied by 2tt sin0. The uncertainty in this m ethod was determ ined by fitting
two G aussian functions to theoretical angular distributions with a known crosssection. T he theoretical distributions were produced using calculations from the
statistical model code PACE2 [76]. The fits to the theoretical distribution repro
duced the known cross-sections to within 1% [90], with a scatter substantially
less th an 1%.
In te r p o la tio n o f th e differential cro ss-sectio n s
To convert the differential cross-sections dcr(9, E)/dfl,, m easured at ±2° to the
beam axis, into total cross-sections, the ratio
da(6,E)/dü
0FAD(E)
was p lotted at each energy where the full angular distribution was determ ined.
A lthough the total fusion cross-section in Eq. (3.7) can be determ ined by any
technique, the differential cross-sections depend on the target used and its orien
tatio n w ith respect to the beam axis. This is because the forward going ERs can
be m ultiply-scattered in the target m aterial and this alters their angular distri
bution. These effects were minimised by the use of thin targets. Over the course
of these m easurem ents, target breakage required different targets (from the same
batch) to be used. Because of the dependence of the differential cross-sections
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• p o s itiv e angles :
o negative angles "
a SSB d e te c to r
a 100.0 MeV (x3)
b 85.0 MeV (x2)
c 80.0 MeV
d 75.0 MeV
e 70.0 MeV
f 68.0 MeV

l^labl (deg)

F IG . 3.4: The evaporation residue angular distributions for the 160 + 144Sm reaction
at the energies indicated. The circles are the velocity filter measurements for positive
angles (solid) and negative angles (open) and the triangles are the results from the large
angle SSB detector. The solid lines are the two-Gaussian fits to the angular distribution.
For the 68.0 MeV angular distribution, each component Gaussian is shown by the dotted
lines. The total cross-section is the area under these two Gaussian curves multiplied
by 27t sin 6.
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Table 3.3: The beam energies at which the full angular distributions were performed
during each of the two separate experimental runs.
Reaction

run one

run two

160 + 144Sm
170 + 144Sm

70.0,80.0 MeV
-

68.0, 75.0,85.0,100.0 MeV
70.0,80.0,90.0,100.0 MeV

on the target used, care was taken to ensure the ratio in Eq. (3.7) was evaluated
w ithout m ixing values for the differential cross-sections m easured from different
targets. The m easurem ents for the 16*170 + 144Sm reactions were each perform ed
w ith two separate experim ental ‘runs’. The energies at which the full angular
distributions were m easured are given in Table 3.3.
An exam ple of R ( E ) is shown in Fig. 3.5 for the 160 + 144Sm reaction from
the run one experim ent (solid circles) and the run two experim ent (open circles).
As a guide to how this ratio should fall as a function of energy, statistical model
calculations were perform ed, again with the Monte Carlo code PACE2. For the
16,170 + 144Sm reactions, the PACE2 calculation showed an approxim ately linear
energy dependence. The least-squares fit to the PACE2 calculation is shown by
the dotted line in Fig. 3.5.

This smooth variation in R ( E ) was also seen in

the 160 4- 154Sm reaction [90]. The behaviour of the PACE2 calculation and the
d ata are sim ilar, although there is some scatter in the run two data. Also, the
PACE2 calculation underestim ates the m agnitude of R ( E ).

This is most likely

due to the underestim ation of the a-emission component in the statistical model
calculation. A change in the m agnitude of R ( E ) will shift the cross-sections in a
uniform way. However, this system atic shift in the cross-sections will only scale
the distribution of barriers, with no effect on their overall shape. If the d ata define
the m agnitude of R ( E ) , and the experim ental slope is reasonably well reproduced
by the statistical model calculation, then the interpolation procedure will only
cause a sm all system atic uncertainty in the extracted cross-sections. A linear
least-squares fit to R ( E ) is given by the solid line in Fig. 3.5. By interpolation
of this fit, the total cross-section was determ ined at the energies where only the
(average) differential cross-sections were measured.
The interpolation procedure is not likely to introduce any significant random
uncertainties, at least no larger than the ±1 % values from the counting statistics.
The possible system atic uncertainties are from the conversion of the differential
cross-section to the total cross-section and from the efficiency of the detection
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F IG . 3.5: The ratio of the differential cross-section at 2° to the total cross-section as
determined by the full angular distribution measurements for the 160 + 144Sm reactions
(solid and open circles). The squares are the calculations from the PACE2 statistical
model code. The solid line and broken lines are the least-squares fits to the experimental
and theoretical ratios, respectively.

system . F urther corrections to the excitation functions were made for the presence
of other sam arium isotopes in the target and for the energy loss of the beam in
the target. These details are discussed in C hapter 4.

3 .1 .2

E v a p o r a t io n r e s id u e d e t e c t i o n v ia t h e ir a - d e c a y s

An alternative m ethod for the detection of evaporation residues, for favourable
cases, is through m easurem ent of their a-decay. There were two reasons why
a m ethod alternative to the velocity filter technique was used for the 160 +
208Pb reaction. Firstly, there was a problem in identifying the ERs in the energy
loss versus time-of-flight spectrum . (See the earlier discussion in Section 3.1.1
and Fig. 3.3). Secondly, the com petition between the evaporation decay mode
and the dom inant fission decay mode conspired to produce structure in the ER
excitation function (see Fig. 4.10 in C hapter 4). This m eant th a t it was difficult
to accurately determ ine the behaviour of R( E ) [Eq. (3.7)]. In the lighter 16,170
-1- 144Sm systems, statistical model calculations of R ( E ) were useful because the
fission com petition is negligible. Since the velocity filter m easurem ents rely on
knowledge of the behaviour of this function, the interpolation of the differential
cross-sections to total cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb reaction would have been
unreliable. One way around this problem would involve m easuring full angular
distributions at considerably more energies. However, the would have been a very
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tim e consuming task.
Hence the evaporation residue excitation function for the 160 -f 208Pb reaction
was determ ined by detecting the a-decay of the ERs and their daughters. Each
evaporation channel has a characteristic decay-chain, thus enabling the crosssection per evaporation channel to be determ ined. In the Subsections th a t follow,
the a-decay setup is described, and the m ethod for obtaining the ER cross-section
is detailed.
T h e e x p e r im e n ta l setu p
The recoiling evaporation residues were stopped in an A1 catcher foil of

~

800 fig

cm -2 , positioned im m ediately behind the 350 figcm ~ 2 PbS target. The range R
of recoiling 232T h ions (which are heavier than the system of interest, 224Th) in
A1 is 420 figcm ~ 2 < R ^ 520 /igcm -2 for the m inim um and m axim um energies
of this experim ent [93]. The longitudinal straggling (the standard deviation of
the final-depth distribution), which is a measure of the distribution about the
average range, is ~ 152 /igcm -2 for 50 MeV 238U ions in A1 [94]. It is expected to
be substantially less for the ~ 10 MeV 224Th ions in this experim ent. These ranges
are such th a t all the ERs will be stopped in the A1 catcher foil. Their subsequent
a-decays were detected using an annular Si surface barrier detector which viewed
the target and catcher foil directly. A schematic view of this detector system is
shown in Fig. 3.6. A Ta shield, with an aperture 3 m m in diam eter, was m ounted
upstream of the target. A Pb absorber directly behind the Ta aperture shielded
the angular SSB detector from X-rays produced upstream . A small perm anent
m agnet was place near the A1 catcher foil in an a ttem p t to reduce some of the
large electron background.
The detector was placed at a m ean angle of 0d = 164° to the beam direction
in the laboratory frame. In this position, the solid angle of the annular counter
was 2.7% of 47r sr. Two m onitor detectors were positioned in an £up-down’ con
figuration at an angle of 22° to the beam axis. The beam was pulsed with a 3.12
fis beam on period and 21.3 fis beam off, giving a total cycle tim e of 24.4 fis.

To enable the annular counter to recover from the irradiation period, the d ata
collection began after a delay of 1.22 fis. Then, the energy and arrival tim e of
the a-decays were collected for 19.5 fis during the beam off period (see Fig. 3.8).
The large background flux of electrons and scattered particles during the beam
on period, and the long fall tim e of the preamplifier (%200 fis), caused a shift in
the baseline of the m ain amplifier. The baseline shift became worse with larger
beam currents. Consequently, beam currents for these m easurem ents were kept
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Monitor

Monitor

F IG . 3.6: The cross-sectional view of the experimental setup for a-decay measurement.
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to a tolerable m inimum . Under these circum stances, the a-energy resolution was
~ 180 keV for the annular counter.

E R c ro ss-se c tio n s from th e a -d ec a y tech n iq u e
The differential cross-section for ERs m easured by the annular counter at an
energy E is given by
M

t p , E

r«

)

da

( ’ ( y m + + y m_)

(3.8)

where S ( E ) is the norm alisation factor, which was determ ined in the calibration
reaction as described below.

In Eq. (3.8), Ya is the yield of a-decays in the

annular counter, and Y m + and Y m _ are the R utherford yields in the m onitors.
The factor T is the ratio of the cycle tim e to the d ata collection time; for these
m easurem ents T = 1.25.
The to tal ER cross-section for isotropic emission of the a-particles from the
catcher foil is,
c t e r ( 'b

)

=

©

dcr(0D, E)
dü
’

where M a is the a-m ultiplicity for each a-decay chain. Note th a t M a is not the
num ber of a-particles evaporated from the compound nucleus. Substitution of
Eq. (3.8) into the above expression gives,

( S s(£'(n^Tnör ^

(3t>

So by m easuring the ratio of the yield of a-decays corresponding to a given
evaporation channel to the sum of the elastic yields in the m onitor detectors,
the p artial evaporation residue cross-section was determ ined. The signature for
a certain evaporation channel was via its characteristic a-decay chain.

C alib ration o f th e annular SSB d e te c to r
The m onitor detectors were used to determ ine in situ the relative solid angle of
the annular counter using R utherford scattering for the reaction 160 + 208Pb at
a calibration energy E c&i = 60.0 MeV, an energy well below the average fusion
barrier. The energy dependent norm alisation factor can be w ritten as
S (£ ) = S ( ^ ) \
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(3.10)

where S is defined as
_

dcT R ^A f >

[

dn

E)

dQ, i
dQ,p

(3.11)

where cLQm and dQ,o are the solid angles of the m onitors and annular SSB de
tector, respectively. The term in brackets in Eq. (3.11) is the R utherford crosssection at the angle of the m onitors, 6m - The norm alisation factor S in Eq. (3.11)
was determ ined experim entally by measuring the yield of R utherford scattering
in the annular counter relative to the yields in the m onitor detectors. T h at is, S
was determ ined from the equation
da-R(9D , E cld) _ c

dn

Y'i

{YM f + Y M_ y

(3'

;

where Yc\ is the R utherford yield in the annular counter. The LHS of Eq. (3.12)
is the R utherford cross-section in the annular counter, where Op was determ ined
geometrically. The precision to which this angle was m easured is not too critical
since the R utherford cross-section at Eca\ varies by only 1% from 163° to 165°.
Id en tifica tio n o f th e a -d ec a y chains
The a-decay chains were identified by their energies E a and their half-lives t\ / 2 The a-transitions in this region of the thorium and actinium decay series have
been determ ined previously in a series of m easurem ents [95-97]. A sum m ary of
these activities is given in Table 3.4. As can be seen in Table 3.4, the t i / 2 of the
first m em ber in the decay chain in all channels is 1.05 /zs or longer. This allows
detection of all subsequent daughter decays, since the d ata collection commenced
only a period of 1.22 /zs after irradiation ceased.
Since the a-decay energies are well known, it was possible to define sets of
a-lines w ith fixed relative intensities corresponding to given evaporation chan
nels. T he beam -energy independent relative intensities, were calculated from the
known branching ratios, the half-lives and the experim ental counting period. The
decay m ultiplicity M a in Table 3.4 is the num ber of a-particles per ER in the
energy interval 7.8 < Ea < 10 MeV. There is an upper energy threshold because
a-decays th a t pile-up in the annular counter were excluded from the analysis. The
probability for pile-up for a given decay chain was calculated by consideration of
the geom etry of the annular counter. This value is given in the last column of
Table 3.4. The correction for pile-up was small because of the small solid angle of
the annular counter. Also included in the ‘deadtim e’ of the detector was the loss
in yield due to the difference in the half-lives between ‘short’ and ‘long’ decays.
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T his is explained below.
A t each bo m b ard in g energy, th e co n tributions of th e possible evaporation
channels to th e a -sp e c tru m , were o b tained by fitting th e a-yields using th e peak
fittin g ro u tin e.

For th is fittin g procedure, th e energies of th e lines and th e ir

relativ e intensities were given as in itial p aram eters. T he a -sp e c tru m was fitted
only for energies above 7.8 MeV because of th e presence of an unidentified longlived co n tam in a n t activ ity (f1/2 > 0.5 s) a t Ea % 7.4 MeV. An exam ple of th e
a -s p e c tru m observed at a b eam energy of 84.0 MeV is given in Fig. 3.7. A t this
b eam energy, th e m a jo r co n trib u tio n to th e to ta l a -sp e c tru m fit (solid line) is
due to th e 3n-channel (broken line in Fig. 3.7).

T his analysis d eterm in ed th e

cross-section corresponding to each evaporation channel.

8 4 .0 MeV

th re s h o ld

—

4n

E a (MeV)

F IG . 3.7: The measured a-spectrum obtained at an energy E\&b = 84.0 MeV. The
solid line is the peak fit to the data, fitted for a-energies above the threshold energy of
7.8 MeV. The lower panel shows the breakdown of this fit into its constituent evapora
tion channels. The 3n-channel dominates at this energy. The energy resolution of the
annular counter was « 180 keV because of the large flux of electrons and background
present during the irradiation period.
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T ab le 3.4: The a-decay chains for the xn-, axn- and pxn-evaporation channels. The
a-spectrum was fitted for energies 7.8 < E a < 10 MeV. Only decays with half-lives
longer than 0.1 ßs were observed. The last column includes both the corrections for
electronic pile-up and the loss in yield due to the different t x/2 of each decay chain.
N uclide (channel)

E a (M eV )

222T h fam ily (2n)
222T h
218R a
214R n
221T h fam ily (3n)
221X h

217R a
213R n
220T h fam ily (4n)
229T h
216R a
212Rn
219T h fam ily (5n)
219X h

215R a

219R a fam ily (a n )
219R a
215R n
218R a fam ily
217R a fam ily
221 Ac fam ily
221 Ac
217Fr
213At
220Ac fam ily
220Ac
216Fr

^1/2

B ranch. (%)

7.982*
8.390*
9.037*

2.8 ms
14 ßs
270 ns

100
100
100

8.146*
8.472*
7.733
8.992*
8.087*
7.552

1.68 ms

56
39
6
100
99
1

8.790*
9.349*
6.260

1.6 ßs
25 ms

9.6 ßs
182 ns
24 m in
1.05 ßs
1.6 m s

100
96
1.4
2.8

7.982*
7.680
8.674*

10 ms

35
65
100

(a2n)*
(a3n)*
(p2n)
7.72*
8.315*
9.08*

52 ms
22 ßs
110 ns

100
100
100

7.70*
9.005*

26.1 ms
700 ns

100
100

(p3n)

• a-lines included in the fitting procedure,
t average.
* part of the decay chain listed above.
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D .T .

3.0

1.037

2.94

1.012

2.0

1.097

2.00

1.64

1.35

1.020

2.0
1.99
2.0

1.028
1.39
1.037

1.0

1.012

100
100
100

9.340*
8.700*
8.171*
7.883*

2.3 ßs

Ma

C o rrectio n o f th e yield for different a c tiv itie s
Because of the 1.22 /zs delay before data acquisition began, corrections were made
to the yields for decay chains whose half-lives of the first daughter in the chain
were shorter than ~1 ms. This situation is shown graphically in Fig. 3.8, where
curve (1) is the equilibrium yield after n discontinuous cycles of irradiation tim e

t0n and decay tim e £0ff. If, after n cycles, N q is the num ber of radioactive nuclei

Collection period

t (fis)
F IG . 3.8: A graphical representation of the yield curves for the production of 224Th,
shown for 1^ cycles (solid line). (Not to scale). The inset defines the data collection
period after irradiation has ceased.
at the end of the beam off period, then curve (2) in Fig. 3.8 can be w ritten as

N0 = N ( t 0n) exp( —At0ff),

(3.13)

where N ( t on) is the num ber of radioactive nuclei at the end of the irradiation
tim e ton, and A = \n2/ti/2 is the decay constant. The subsequent accum ulation
curve for the next cycle, curve (3), is

N (tm ) = y [ l - e x p (-A ton)] + No exp(—Aton),

(3.14)

which is the sum of term s involving the production of the radioactive nuclei and
the decay of the residual nuclei during the irradiation time. In Eq. (3.14), F is the
rate of production of the activity per unit tim e and depends upon the particular
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Table 3.5: The calculated yields for various evaporation channels. The calculations
were performed with the half-lives in units of /xs.

Channel
3n
4n
5n
a3n

*1/2

(/^S)

1680
9.6
1.05
1.60

No

iV (to n )

AN

308.3 F
0.7235F
1.03 x 10-6 F
1.68 x 10~4F

311.OF
3.374F
1.322F
1.7109F

2.487F
2.331F
0.5097F
1.0083F

irradiation conditions, such as the beam flux and target thickness. Here, F is the
same for both the short and long activities.

W hen the tim e for a num ber of cycles is long compared to the half-life of the
first a-decay in the chain, which is the case for all decays considered here, the
rate of production of new activity m ust be equal to the rate of decay, and the
equilibrium value for the num ber of radioactive nuclei rem aining can be calculated
by solving Eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) simultaneously for N0, giving
F[1 - e x p (-A ton)] exp(—Afpir)
°~

A[1 - e x p (-A (ton +

to ft))]

'

,

.

K

’

The correction required for the yield from different a-activities depends upon the
counting period over which the a-decays were collected. The counting period for
this experim ent is shown graphically in the inset of Fig. 3.8. Here, t\ and t2 are
defined as the tim e th a t d ata collection began and finished relative to the tim e
the irradiation ceased, respectively. To compare the yields of the a-decays from
the differing activities, the ‘difference’ between the yields during t\ and t2 is given

by
A N = N ( ton) [ e

x - exp(—A*2)],

where t\ = 1.22 /xs and t2 = 20.7 /xs. The difference in yields for the 3n-, 4n-, 5nand a3n-channels are sum m arised in Table 3.5. As an example, the ratio of A N s
in the last column of Table 3.5, require th a t the yield for the 4n-channel be scaled
by 1.067 relative to the yield for the 3n-channel. For decays w ith t i / 2 > 1 ms,
the correction to the yield was negligible.
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E R c ro ss-se c tio n s from th e average d ecay m u ltip licities
The complex n ature of the a-spectrum , and the poor energy resolution, made it
difficult to precisely identify the contribution of the weak evaporation channels.
The fitting procedure generated unrealistic fluctuations in the cross-sections for
the axn- and pxn-channels. See Fig. 4.7 in Chapter. 4. In order to reduce the
dependence of the ER cross-sections on the fitting procedure, the m ean decay
chain a-m ultiplicities M a (E ), were evaluated at each energy using
M „(J5) = E / i ( S ) " S .

(3-16)

l

where f i (E) is the fraction of the ER cross-section in channel i and M la are the
decay a-m ultiplicities in channel i. The extracted m ean decay a-m ultiplicities
are shown in Fig. 3.9. This function cannot change rapidly with energy since
the excitation functions of each channel vary slowly and smoothly over an energy
range of % 10 MeV (see Fig. 4.7 in C hapter 4). As shown in Fig. 3.9, M a( E )
falls by only 30% over an energy range of 15 MeV. Smoothing of M a(E) in order
to minimise scatter in this function is then reasonable.

A second ER excita

tion function was then generated using the total yield between energies in the
range of 7.8 to 10 MeV of the a-spectrum divided by the sm oothed m ean decay
a-m ultiplicities (the solid line in Fig. 3.9). The analysis technique is now inde
pendent of fluctuations resulting from the fitting procedure at particular energies.
The ER cross-sections obtained using this analysis procedure were adopted for
this work.

3.2

F issio n fragm en t d e te c tio n

Fission fragm ents were detected using either one or two large-area m ultiw ire
proportional counters th a t make up part of the fission fragm ent spectrom eter
(see frontispiece). These detectors were positioned in a square form ation around
the target (see Fig. 3.10) inside a vacuum cham ber th a t operated at pressures of
around 2 x 10-6 Torr. The detectors were arranged so th a t they were in opposite
hemispheres. T he large active area of each detector enabled very efficient d ata
collection. Thus d a ta w ith high statistical precision were obtained for the fission
cross-section m easurem ents in a relatively short period of tim e. The detectors
could either be operated in singles or coincidence mode. Both modes of operation
were used here. The Section below describes some specific details relating to the
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measured
smoothed

F IG . 3.9: The mean decay chain a-multiplicities as a function of lab. energy. The
solid line represents the smoothed multiplicity, used in the second analysis procedure.

design and operation of these detectors. Then, a description is given on the
identification of fission fragments, followed by an account of the procedure for
the extraction of the total fission cross-sections.

3 .2 .1

T h e la rg e-a rea p o sitio n se n sitiv e M W P C s

The large-area MWPCs work on the same principle as the MWPC used for ER
detection, as described in Section 3.1.1. The MWPCs of the fission fragment spec
trometer have an additional wire plane, in order to obtain position information in
two dimensions. Each large-area MWPC consists of a plane of vertical (X-plane)
and horizontal (Y-plane) wires each located 3 mm either side of a central cathode,
as shown in Fig. 3.10. The Au coated W wires are separated from each other by
a distance of 1 mm, there being 284 in the X-plane and 357 in the Y-plane. Each
wire is connected to a delay chip to form the delay line for the position signal of
each plane. The delay between each wire is nominally 1 ns. The intrinsic position
resolution obtained with these detectors was 1 mm. The cathode was made from
Au coated polyethylene terephthalate (PET) 0.9 /zm thick. This cathode was
divided into four equal segments by the shadow cast from a cross-shaped mask
placed in front of the cathode during its thin film coating with « 2 0 —50 figcm~2
of Au. The purpose of the subdivided cathode was to reduce the capacitance of
each segment. The cathode was coated with Au on both sides. The operating
voltage applied to the cathode of each detector was typically —500 V.
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Detector 1

beam

Detector 2

I

1 mm

X
3 mm

-500 V i

AE, TOF

3 mm

Y

FIG. 3.10: A plan view of the fission fragment spectrometer, showing the layout of
each of the two MWPCs in relation to the target. Each detector is mounted at 45° to
the beam axis and 180 mm from the target. The ‘middle’ of the detector has coordinates
(0,0,180) as explained in the text. The X-position is asymmetric about the middle of
the detector, and has the values —130 < X < +154 mm. The Y-position is symmetric
about (0,0,180), and has the range —178.5 < Y < +178.5 mm. The lower part of the
figure depicts an exploded view of the position grids and the central cathode of one
MWPC (not to scale).
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Each M W PC sits in its detector housing which is m ounted vertically with the
cathode a distance of 180 mm, and at an angle of 45°, to the beam direction
(see Fig. 3.10). Propane was used as the ionisation gas because of its availability,
and the pressure inside the detectors were m aintained at 4 Torr by a gas-flow
system . The front window of each detector was also made from the 0.9 /im PE T ,
w ith a coating of « 50 //gem-2 Cu over the inside surface. The purpose of this
is twofold. Firstly, it dissipates any undesirable charge build-up on the inside
of the detector window and secondly, it reduces the loss of propane gas from
the detector to the vacuum chamber. It does this by inhibiting the molecular
exchange between the PE T foil and the propane gas [98].

The m ajor design

challenge in the m anufacture of these m etalised foils, was obtaining an adequate
m etal coating w ithout perforating the thin foil in the evaporation process. The
best m ethod proved to be evaporation using a cylindrical evaporation boat, with
a small hole in the top of the cylinder, m ounted at an angle around 45° to the
horizontal. In this configuration, the Cu atoms were able to escape, b u t the Cu
droplets ejected from the m olten m etal had a very small probability of passing
out through the hole and piercing the thin P E T foil.
R e p r e se n ta tio n o f th e p o sitio n d ata
The large continuous angular coverage of each M W PC means a choice m ust be
m a d e o n how to b e s t re p re s e n t th e p o sitio n in fo rm a tio n . T h e first s te p w as to
convert the position signals from each plane into position coordinates on the active
area of the detector. The was done by assuming a linear transform ation between
the position signals and the distance across the detector m easured in m m . The
gain and offset of the linear calibration were calculated using the detector widths.
Corrections were made to the linear relationship in bins of A#iab = 5°, with an
elastic scattering calibration m easurem ent. This calibration m easurem ent showed
th a t the differential nonlinearity [88] was < 5%. The elastic scattering calibration
is discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.3.
To convert the position inform ation into the scattering angles, a right-hand
coordinate system was defined, as shown in Fig. 3.11(a), where the origin is at
the target position. If (X,Y,Z) defines a point on the active area of D etector 1,
then the cathode of th a t detector is defined by the plane (X,Y) and Z = 180 mm,
the perpendicular distance from the target to the cathode. Here, —130 < X <
+ 154 m m and the active area for the Y-position has the coordinates —178.5 <
Y < +178.5 m m . The centre of the cathode for D etector 1 has the coordinates
(0,0,180) mm.
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Table 3.6: The angular limits of the laxe’-shaped position spectrum for Detector 1.
The angles (#iab,0iab) were obtained using Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18).
Location
backward, top
backward, bottom
forward, top
forward, bottom
backward, in-plane
forward, in-plane

X (m m )

Y (mm )

#lab (°)

<frab (°)

-1 3 0
-1 3 0
+ 154
+ 154
-1 3 0
+ 154

-178.5
+ 178.5
-1 7 8 .5
+ 178.5
0
0

140.3
140.3
93.6
93.6
170.8
94.5

168.8
11.2
127.1
52.9
90
90

Each event (X,Y,180) on the active area of the detector was then transform ed
to laboratory coordinate system ($iab, <^iab)- The scattering angle $iab is defined
as the angle between the vector describing the beam axis B = (1,0, —1) and the
vector locating the position of the event, A = (as, y , 1), as shown in Fig. 3.11(a).
Here, (x , y , z ) are defined as the coordinates (X,Y,Z) divided by 180 mm. The
azim uthal angle <^>iab is defined in the plane perpendicular to the beam axis, as
shown in Fig. 3.11(b), and at 45° to the detector plane. Specifically, it is the
angle betw een the y-axis and the projection of the vector A = ( x , y , 1) onto the
plane perpendicular to the beam axis. The angles (#iab, <^iab) are given by
cos fliab =

cos<£iab =

7
y/ 2 ( x * +y * + 1)

(3-17)

,
y - ...... ,
\J 0.5(z + l ) 2 + y 2

(3.18)

where the (as, y , 1) are the coordinates of the active area, in units of 180 mm.
The transform ations described in Eqs. (3.17) and (3.18) applied to the position
d ata collected in D etector 1, produced the (f) versus 6 plot shown in Fig. 3.12.
The active (coloured) region represents 68% of the black region, which has a solid
angle of 7r sr. The four corners of the detector plane correspond to the angular
lim its given in Table 3.6. Note how the angular range of <^>iab increases for the
more backw ard scattering angles. In the following analysis, cuts in both #iab and
<^iab were m ade to ensure th a t there was no contribution from ‘edge’ effects at the
lim its of the detection area.
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(a)
Plan view: Dectector 1 (x=X/180, y=Y/180, z=l)

Detector 1

-130<X<+154
-178.5<Y<+178.5

Detector 2
Cathode

FIG. 3.11: (a) A plan view of the RH coordinate system ( x, y, z) used to convert the
position of an event on the active area into the scattering angles. In this definition, the
cathode of Detector 1 is defined by the plane {x, y) and 2 = 1, where the coordinates
(x, y, z ) are defined as (X, Y, Z ) divided by 180 mm. (b) A schematic illustration of the
scattering angles #iab and 0iab69
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F IG . 3.12: A plot of the laboratory azimuthal angle as a function of the laboratory
scattering angle for a detector in the backward hemisphere. The solid angle of the
detector is 0.687T sr (coloured region).
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S ig n a l g e n e r a t i o n an d e le c t r o n ic s

For one detector, there are a total of four param eters of interest: the X and
Y positions of the event and its A E and T O F relative to the pulsed beam.
All signals were initially amplified by voltage sensitive preamplifiers which were
m ounted on the back of the detector housing inside the vacuum cham ber. The
position signals were generated from a TAC using two fast logic pulses from
both ends of the position delay line (see Section 3.2.1). The electronics circuit
is shown schematically Fig. 3.13. The A E and tim ing signals for each segment
of the cathode are sum m ed in a linear fan-in unit. The slow A E signal is then
amplified using a spectroscopy amplifier. The fast tim ing signal from the cathode
is then used to start the T O F TAC whose stop signal comes from the beam RF.
In addition to the above four param eters, two m onitor detector signals and a
pulser signal are also collected by the d ata acquisition system.

3 .2 .2

F issio n fra g m en t id en tific a tio n

The fission fragm ents were identified by their energy loss A E in the cathode and
by their time-of-flight T O F w ith respect to the pulsed beam . Typical plots of
A E versus T O F for the 160 + 208Pb reaction at F?beam = 86.0 MeV are shown in
Fig. 3.14(a)-(c), for three different cuts in #iab- The A E has been corrected for
the geometric variation of the raw energy pulse-height (A E ' ) with the incident
angle ip of the particle in the cathode:
A E = A E ' cos t/>,
where tam/> = (x 2 -f y2)1/2. It was initially puzzling to observe the apparent
increase in the elastic scattering rate at the angle #iab = 162.5° com pared with
the elastic yield at $iab = 132.5°. This is because the AJE ' signal for the scattered
particles is larger at the more forward and backward angles com pared to th a t
from particles th a t enter the detector at the norm al angle. Since the lower level
discrim inator on the raw A E signal was fixed near the top of the elastic events,
more events at #iab = 162.5° cross the threshold than at $iab = 132.5°, even
though the elastic rate falls w ith increasing $iabExamples of the A.E-TOF spectra for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction, at a beam en
ergy Fbeam = 168.1 MeV, well above the average barrier, are shown in Fig. 3.14(d)(f). At this beam energy, the 28Si + 208Pb reaction has a very small elastic scat
tering yield at angles backward of % 130°. Note the A E tail on the fission events
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F IG . 3.13: A schematic representation of the electronics for one detector operated in
singles mode. The quantities X L and X R (YT and YR) denote the left and right (top
and bottom) position signals from either end of the X-position (Y-position) delay line.
The time signals from each quadrant of the cathode are denoted by T1?. . . , T4.
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F IG . 3.14: The energy-loss signal A E versus the TOF signal for the 160 -f 208Pb (a)(c) at Fbeam = 86.0 MeV and (d )-(f) 28Si + 208Pb reactions at Fbeam = 168.1 MeV.
The A E has been corrected for the angle of incidence of the particle in the cathode.
The plots are for 5° bins at the average angle indicated at the top of each panel.
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at the backward angles. At the higher energies, the fission fragm ents were well
separated from the elastically scattered projectiles. However, at the very lowest
beam energies and most backward angles, the A.E-TOF inform ation alone could
not be used to identify all the fission events. The A E tail of the slowest fission
fragm ents was not separated from the slit-scattered particles which contam inated
the spectra. In this case, a second M W PC was used and fission fragm ents were
detected in coincidence with the first detector. The coincidence requirem ent then
allowed the reliable identification of fission fragments at the most backward an
gles.
The A F7-T0F identification technique, used in singles or coincidence modes,
allows accurate determ ination of the yield of fission fragments.

A pulser was

used to correct the yield for the electronic and d ata acquisition deadtim e as
described earlier for the ER m easurem ent. The pulser was located in a channel
position clear of the AFJ-TOF of the particles of interest, as shown in Fig. 3.14(a).
Section 3.2.3 below describes how the fission fragm ent yields were converted to
angular distributions and total fission cross-sections.

3 .2 .3

D e te r m in a tio n o f fission fra g m en t an g u la r d istr ib u 
tio n s

The large solid angle of each detector enables the collection of a large num ber
of counts. This allows the d ata to be divided into relatively small bins of w idth
A#iab. Here, for a constant cut in A<^iab, a bin w idth of A#iab = 5° was chosen.
The differential cross-section was then calculated for each bin by m easuring the
yield of fission fragm ents concurrent with the R utherford scattering yield in the
m onitors.
The ratio of the yield in the fission fragment detector for the laboratory en
ergy E at angle #iab, ^FF^iab, -^)> to the sum °f the elastic yield in the m onitor
detectors,

FJ), is given by
FFF(fliab> E) _
da(9iah, E )/dft
7£)
cLQm dcr(dM, E)/d£l

In Eq. (3.19), 9m is the laboratory angle of the m onitor detectors with respect
to the beam axis and dfip f and d^M are the solid angles of the fission fragm ent
detector and m onitor detectors, respectively. The solid angle of the fission frag
m ent detector is given by dfipF = sin 0iabd0iabd<frab- The laboratory energy E ,
is defined as the beam energy after correcting for the energy loss in the target.
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Since the bins have a width of 5°, an angle quoted as 0iab = 162.5° refers to the
angular range $iab = 160°-165°.

To calculate the differential cross-section for fission fragments, a normalisation
reaction was carried out for each experimental run. The detector was calibrated
using a Rutherford scattering reaction which enabled the normalisation factor per
bin, A(öiab), to be determined. At the energy of the calibration reaction, Ecai ,
Eq. (3.19) can be written
d&M
dQ pF

_

-E c a l)

K l( # la b ,

^ c a l)

d(7( ^ la b > - ^ c a l )/dQ
da(0M, # c a l ) / dQ ’

(3.20)

where Ki^iab, -Seal) is the elastic yield in the fission fragment detector. Then, by
writing dQpp = (2 ttsin 0iabd#iabA<^iab)/27T, Eq. (3.20) becomes

dVtjrf

sin fhab*A<^iab Ym (0m , -Ecai) ^^(^lab? Eca±'j/ dQ

27rdöiab

27r

V^(0iab, Ecax) da(0M, Ecai)/dQ

(3.21)

The RHS of Eq. (3.21) is defined as the normalisation constant per bin, which is
given by
A(#iab)

/ sinfliabA</>\ Ym (^m , Eca]) da(6iab> Eca\)/dQ
V 27 r ) Yei(0iAb, Ec&i) da(0M, Ecai)/dQ

(3.22)

The differential cross-section for fission fragments at an energy E , is then given
by

da(0iab,E)
dQ

27rA(^iab) ^FF(^iab» E'j dcr(0M, E)
A^sinöiab Ym (0m , E)
dQ

(3.23)

where the term in brackets is the Rutherford cross-section at the monitor angle

0M and A(f) is some constant cut in (f>. For the 160 + 208Pb and 28Si 4- 208Pb
reactions A <j) = 57° and 70°, respectively. The exact angle 0m of the monitor de
tectors is not critical since the dependence of da(0i&b, E)/dQ on 0m in Eq. (3.23)
cancels out with the term da(0M, Ec&\)/dQ in Eq. (3.22). Note that the normali
sation constants per bin, Eq. (3.22), are independent of the energy and the Z1 Z2
product of the calibration reaction. Since the calibration run was made for some
particular ‘up-down’ monitor ratio, M+ /M _, which defines the position of the
beam spot relative to the beam axis, subsequent yields in the monitor detectors
were renormalised to this original ratio using the relation

Ym {0m ,E) = f{M+/M-)YM(0M,Ec&[).

(3.24)

The function /(M + /M _ ) was determ ined at the end of run, by steering the beam
off axis, and measuring the ratio of the Rutherford scattering yield in the fission
fragm ent detector to the average yield in the m onitor detectors. An example of
this function is shown in Fig. 3.15. This correction was typically 0.1%.

Calibration

Ratio per run

M+/MF IG . 3.15: The ratio of the Rutherford yield as measured in the MWPC to the average
yield in the monitor detectors as a function of the ratio of the monitor yields (open
circles). The solid curve guides the eye. The function was produced during a calibration
run by moving the beam spot off axis, both in the left and right directions, with the
switching magnet. The monitor ratio of the actual calibration run is shown by the
large closed circle. The points at the bottom of the figure indicate how the ratio of the
monitors varied during the actual fission cross-section measurements. This function
allowed the fission cross-sections to be corrected for any movement of the beam spot
on the target relative to the position it had during the calibration run.

O b ta in in g th e to ta l fission cro ss-sectio n s
The differential cross-sections for each experim ent were calculated from Eq. (3.23)
using the norm alisation factors obtained during the calibration runs. The Sub
section below describes the details of the bin norm alisation factors. In this work,
there were two separate m easurem ents for the 160 + 208Pb system , each with
their own calibration runs, with three individual passes through the excitation
function. For the 28Si + 208Pb reaction, there were three separate m easurem ents,
but owing to a norm alisation problem during one experim ent, the fission crosssections were obtained for only two of these m easurem ents. This problem did not
affect the fission fragm ent anisotropies for the third m easurem ent. These runs
are labelled in Table 3.7.
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Table 3.7: The

xl

for each reaction and each experimental run.

Reaction

Experiment

16(3 + 208Pb

run one (thick)
run one (thin)
run two (thin)
total:
run one
run two
total:

28Si + 208Pb

s.d.
2.1 ± 0 .6
1.4 ± 0 .5
1.2 ± 0 .4
1.6 ± 0 .5
1.3 ± 0 .5
1.1 ± 0 .6
1.2 ± 0 .6

The differential cross-section in the lab. reference frame was converted to the
centre-of-mass system assuming symmetric fission with the total kinetic energies
from the Viola systematics [99]. An example of the differential cross-sections for
the 160 -f 208Pb system are shown in Fig. 3.16 as a function of the centre-of-mass
scattering angle 0c.m.. The total fission cross-section was obtained by integrating
the differential cross-section multiplied by 2tt sin 0c.m. over 0c.m. between 90° and
180°. To do this, it was necessary to extrapolate to regions beyond the detector’s
angular coverage. Two techniques were used to do this. In the first, the angular
distributions were plotted as dcr/d0c.m. and fitted with a cubic spline function
assuming that da / ddc,m. goes to zero at 0c.m. = 180° and remains almost constant
for #c.m. near 90°.
The second method involved fitting the differential cross-section using the
transition state model procedure of Back et al. [34], assuming that the angular
distributions in the extrapolated region can be so described. Both methods were
always in agreement within a fraction of a percent. The broken lines in Fig. 3.16
are the fits to the angular distributions using the model based procedure, specif
ically Eqs. (2.61) and (2.62) in Chapter 2. For the 160 + 208Pb reaction, the %2
per degree of freedom, x l, averaged over both runs was 1.6 ± 0.5. Table 3.7 lists
the breakdown for each particular experiment for both the 160 -f 208Pb and 28Si
_l_ 2 0 8 pk reactions. It is interesting to note how the

xl

has improved with each

subsequent experiment. This is possibly due to an increase in experience and
refinement of the operation of the fission fragment spectrometer.
The quality of these fits gave confidence that the angular range covered by the
MWPC detectors defined the angular distributions, and hence anisotropies, to the
desired precision. From these fits to the angular distributions, the total fission
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Elab = 77.5 to 89.5 MeV
in steps of 1.0 MeV

O - - Q - -€>--€>-
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0 c .m.(deg)

F IG . 3.16: The fission fragment angular distributions for 160 + 208Pb plotted as a
function of the c.m. scattering angle. The broken lines are the fits to the angular
distributions which enabled the anisotropies and the total cross-section to be obtained.
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cross-sections were obtained. The results of this analysis are given in C hapter 4
T h e bin n orm alisation
The detector calibrations were carried out using either 28Si or 34S projectiles
elastically scattered from target of « 200 //gem-2 of 197Au.

An example of a

norm alisation run for the 160 + 208Pb system is shown in Fig. 3.18, obtained
using Eq. (3.22). The norm alisation factors are plotted in the laboratory reference
frame. The assum ption of a linear calibration of the position inform ation was true
to around ±3% for this norm alisation. The structure in A(#iab) was attrib u ted
to non-linearities in either the delay line response of the detector, or the external
electronics which further process the position signals. These non-linearities were
accounted for by using the m easured A(#iab) function, assuming th a t the response
of the detector did not change during the m easurem ents of the fission fragm ent
angular distributions.

Any difference between these non-linear corrections as

determ ined during the calibration run and those applicable during the actual
fission m easurem ents, will cause small distortions in the fission fragment angular
distributions. This effect can be seen from the small scatter in the differential
cross-section in Fig. 3.16. The consequences of this effect are minimal. The total
cross-section rem ained essentially unchanged when the scatter was removed by
hand and the cross-section re-fitted. The anisotropy is also reasonably insensitive
to variations in A(0iab) on an individual bin basis.
The success of the above technique for correcting for non-linearities in the
detector response, was checked by calculating the R utherford cross-section us
ing a ‘m ix tu re’ of calibration runs. In other words, using the A(0iab) given in
Fig. 3.17, the differential cross-section for elastic scattering was obtained for the
run one calibration run, made during a separate experim ent, with a different en
ergy and beam species and also for a different m onitor angle, 9m - The ratio of
the differential cross-section to the R utherford cross-section for 34S + 197Au at
E\&b = 90.0 MeV, is shown in Fig. 3.18. To calculate this ratio precisely, the an
gle of the m onitor detectors m ust be known because this angle was not the same
for each calibration run. The differential cross-sections per bin scatter about the
average value, as shown by the solid line in Fig. 3.18. There is also a system atic
increase of % 3% from the expected R utherford cross-section, the broken line in
Fig. 3.18. This system atic difference arises because the m onitors were moved to
a different position for the second calibration run, a difference th a t is consistent
w ith the uncertainty in determ ination of the m onitor angle. These effects are
not too large, dem onstrating th a t the norm alisation per bin was successful in
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FIG. 3.17: The bin normalisation factors j4(#iab) for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. The
width of each bin is 5° in the lab reference frame. The broken line is the average
normalisation factor, and the histograms show the deviation of the detector response
from the assumption of a linear calibration.

correcting for the detector response; and th a t between runs, the norm alisation
does not shift dram atically.

3.3

G en eral m ea su rem en t p ra ctice

The following practices were adhered to during the m easurem ents of the ER and
fission cross-sections in order to minimise the size of the random and system atic
uncertainties.
1. The beam energy was always set by monotonically increasing the m agnetic
field in the analysing m agnet, after the m agnet had been ‘recycled’. The
la tte r involved sm oothly increasing the m agnet current from 0 to the supply
m axim um of 200 A and then reducing it back to zero; this was done three
tim es and then the field was set to the required value approaching from
below. Since the m agnet ‘constan t’ may depend weakly on the m agnetic
field, due to saturation and fringing effects [82], this procedure m inim ised
any effects of differential hysteresis. W henever a second excitation function
was m easured, or a datum point was repeated, the m agnet was recycled.
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Au at Eiab = 90-° MeV
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9c.m. ^eg)
FIG . 3.18: The ratio of the measured differential cross-section to Rutherford for 34S
4- 197Au at Fiab = 90.0 MeV. This ratio was evaluated using the calibration data of
run one, but with the bin normalisation obtained during the run two experiment. The
solid line is the average value of the Rutherford cross-section.

The reproducability of the beam energy has been checked by re-measuring
d ata points in the ER excitation function for 160 + 154Sm after a magnet
recycling, and the cross-sections agreed with statistical uncertainties of less
th an 1% [16].
2. For the fission m easurem ents and the ERs m easured in the velocity fil
ter, the beam s were ‘tuned-up’ by focussing them through a Ta collimator
which was moved into the target position between each new energy setting.
This focussing ensured a m axim um am ount of beam current at the target
position. In the velocity filter m easurem ent, the num ber of slit scattered
particles entering the M W PC was minimised by observing the count rate
in the M W PC at an angle of 5°. In this case, the beam was tuned up when
the rate in the M W PC was at a m inim um and the beam current was at a
maxim um .
3. To set the angle of the velocity filter, a consistent procedure was followed
where the detector arm was always rotated into its final position from the
one direction.

This procedure minimised the uncertainty in setting the

angle of the detector by minimising the effects of backlash in the detector
arm m echanism. Again, the uncertainty in this m ethod was not significant.
The ER differential cross-section at ±2° for 160 -1- 154Sm at 90 MeV has
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been m easured nine times, with a standard deviation of 0.3% [17].
4. The counting rates in the M W PCs used in the fission m easurem ents were
kept to a level where the deadtim e of the d ata acquisition system was around
1%.
The above routine, established over a period of several years, gives confidence in
the results obtained and the estim ation of the size of their random and system atic
uncertainties.
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C h a p te r 4
RESULTS A N D ANALYSIS

T he results of the fusion cross-section and fission fragm ent angular distribu
tion m easurem ents are presented in this Chapter. The to tal fusion cross-sections
were taken to be equal to the ER cross-sections for the 16>170 + 144Sm systems
since the fission component is negligible. The 160 + 208Pb system had significant
contributions from both the fission and ER decay modes, whereas for the 28Si
-f 208Pb system , fission dom inates at all energies measured. The fusion excita
tion functions for each system were then fitted with a one-dimensional barrier
p enetration model for energies greater than 6% above their single barriers, which
corresponds to a cross-section of ^ 200 mb. In this high energy region, the effects
of coupling on the fusion are m inim al, and so the param eters defining the ‘uncou
p led ’ nuclear potential for fusion can be obtained. The fusion cross-sections are
th en used to obtain the distribution of barriers for each system and the results
are com pared to the one-dimensional barrier penetration calculation.

4.1

The 160 + 144Sm reaction

The fusion cross-sections <
j {E) for the 160 -f 144Sm reaction are shown in Fig. 4.1
as a function of the centre-of-mass energy E7C.m. of the system. The uncertainties
in th e cross-sections in Fig. 4.1 were less th an 1 mb for energies up to FJC.m. =
63 MeV and were taken to be ±1% for the higher energies.
cr(E) are also tabulated in the Appendix.

The values for

The uncertainty on the tabulated

cross-sections consists of contributions from the random uncertainties only. The
system atic uncertainties are small, and since they have a m inim al effect on the
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F IG . 4.1: The experimental fusion excitation function for the 160 -f 144Sm reaction as
a function of the centre-of-mass energy. The uncertainties in the fusion cross-sections
are ±1% for energies above F cm. = 63 MeV, and less than 1 mb for energies below
this. The dotted line is the single barrier calculation with B0 = 61.10 MeV.

barrier distribution, they are not included in the calculation of the uncertainty.
This is discussed further at the end of the Section.
Since the target contained small quantities of all the other stable isotopes of
sam arium , a correction had to be m ade to the m easured cross-sections. This was
carried out as follows. Let aSm(E) represent the cross-section for the reaction
160-f-ASm, where A is the mass of the target. The isotopic breakdown of the ta r 
get [100] is 144Sm (96.47%), 147Sm (1.08%), 148Sm (0.56%), 149Sm (0.54%), 150Sm
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(0.24%), 152Sm (0.65%) and 154Sm (0.46%), with the percentage composition
shown in the parentheses. Let u[E) represent the cross-section for the reaction
of interest, 160 - f 144Sm. The effects of the contam inants on cr(E) were then esti
m ated from model fits to the experim ental cross-sections for the reactions on all
sam arium isotopes. The cross-sections for the sam arium isotopes were taken from
Refs. [16,101,17] and the model assumed th a t the contam inant sam arium nuclei
were statically deformed, with the deformation param eters changing smoothly
and system atically with mass.
From these model fits to all the sam arium data, it was recognised th a t the
excitation function for the 16O + 148Sm provided a good representation of the
cross-sections for all sam arium isotopes, for all but the lowest three d ata points.
Thus, corrections to a Sm(E ) were made assuming th a t the cross-sections for the
160 + 148Sm reaction could be used to represent the average cross-sections for
the other contam inants. T hat is,
a ' " Sm( E ) = 1.08%cr“ 7Sm(JB) + . . . + 0.46%</“ Sm(.E).

(4.1)

Then, the cross-section for the 160 -1- 144Sm reaction is given by
a ( E ) = (l/0 .9 6 5 )[a Sm( £ ) - 0.035ffl‘,Sm(£ )],
where a '*Sm(E ) is the cross-section for the 160 4- 148Sm reaction from the precisely m easured experim ental results of Ref. [17].
The uncertainties quoted on the cross-sections include the uncertainties from
the isotopic correction. The uncertainties on the cross-sections at the lowest three
beam energies were increased to account for the doubt in the target contam inant
correction. The insensitivity of the barrier distributions to this correction can be
seen in Fig. 4.3(a). This comparison shows the two barrier distributions calculated
before and after the corrections for target contam ination were made. The effect on
the shape of the barrier distributions is m inim al. The effects of the contam inant
correction at high energies is very small < 1%.
The fusion excitation function was fitted for energies E c,mJ B 0 > 1.06 with a
one dimensional barrier penetration model (see C hapter 2). The depth V ( r ) and
diffuseness a of the W oods-Saxon form of the nuclear potential were varied in
this fitting procedure. The best fit param eters are listed in Table 4.1 along with
the corresponding s-wave param eters for the single barrier. The x 2_Per degree
of freedom for this fit was 0.88 for energies FJc.m. / B 0 > 1.06.

The d ata were

also fitted for a range of B 0 and a values which increased the to tal %2 by 1,
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(4.2

Table 4.1: Parameters for the nuclear potential obtained from the fits to the high
energy region for the 16>170 + 144Sm reactions. The depth is given in column 2 for the
radius rv in fm. Columns 4 to 6 are the parameters for the single barrier, its position
and its curvature, hu0.
Reaction
160 + 144Sm
170 + 144Sm

V ( r v ) (MeV)

a (fm)

Bo (MeV)

-1 1 9 5 (0.8 fm)
range
-7 7 2 .5 (0.8 fm)
range

0.84
±0.02
0.92
±0.02

61.10
±0.03
60.68
±0.04

R

b

(fm)

hw0 (M eV)

10.8
±0.01
10.8
±0.02

4.23
±0.04
3.89
±0.06

corresponding to one standard deviation. The change in the fit param eters as a
result of such variation is also given in Table 4.1. For example, using a diffuseness
of a — 0.86 results in a decrease in the single barrier to B 0 = 61.07. The change
in the fitted barrier radius and curvature is also shown in Table 4.1. The range
gives some indication of the sensitivity of these fit param eters, dem onstrating
th a t very precise d ata in the high energy region provides a tight constraint on
the potential param eters for the single barrier.
The dotted line in Fig. 4.1 is the excitation function calculated using the
single barrier obtained from this fit. As expected, the calculation underpredicts
the m easured cross-sections for energies below the single barrier, indicating the
presence of additional degrees of freedom. At this point in the analysis, the usual
approach was to redo the theoretical calculations, with the inclusion of some com
bination of additional couplings, and to continue until the appropriate degree of
enhancem ent was obtained. The agreement between the calculation and the m ea
sured excitation function can also, in principle, be improved over the full energy
range by altering the param eters of the single barrier. Such an approach, used in
com bination w ith the less well defined potential param eters, can lead to incorrect
conclusions about the reasons for the fusion enhancem ent. However, if the d ata
and calculation are represented in term s of their distribution of barriers, the rea
sons for the enhanced fusion cross-sections become more apparent. Knowledge of
the distribution of barriers is a more transparent approach to understanding the
im portant channels affecting the fusion process.
In figure 4.2 the quantity d2( E a ) / d E 2 is plotted as a function of the centreof-mass energy, obtained from the cross-sections presented in Fig. 4.1, using the
point difference form ula, Eq. (2.51) in C hapter 2 with A E c.m. = 1.80 MeV. As
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F IG . 4.2: The experimental fusion barrier distribution for the 160 4- 144Sm reaction
(open squares). The dotted line is the distribution for the single barrier calculation with
the s-wave parameters given in Table 4.1. The uncertainties in the barrier distribution
are calculated with the uncertainty in the cross-sections assumed to be ±1% for energies
above Fc.m. = 63 MeV.

explained in C hapter 2, the quantity d2(E cr)/dE 2 is directly related to the barrier
distribution. The barrier distribution consists of two peaks, the smaller one at
higher energies is almost completely resolved from the larger peak at the lower
energies. Also shown in Fig. 4.2 is the barrier distribution for the single barrier
calculation. A comparison of the m easured and calculated barrier distributions
suggests th a t the single barrier is split into two separate barriers, the height and
separation of each barrier reflecting the strength of the coupling. The previous
analysis of Ref. [102], fitted less precise d ata with a single barrier in order to
obtain the param eters of a spherical potential. In a subsequent analysis of the
same system [101], the cross-sections for the 160 + 144Sm reaction were re-fitted
w ith a distribution of barriers due to a small prolate deform ation and a smaller
com pensating value for huj0. B oth these approaches are inconsistent w ith the
results presented here, and dem onstrate the benefit of precise d ata in the energy
region above B 0 which place a strict lim it on the potential param eters.
The structure observed in the barrier distribution is characterised by a dis
tin ct peak at energies above the single barrier. As shown in C hapters 1 and 2, to
produce a barrier distribution w ith this feature, coupling to a negative Q-value
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F I G . 4.3: The experim ental barrier distributions before and after correction for the
isotopic contam ination of the sam arium targ et. Panel (a) is the 160 + 144Sm reaction
and (b) the 170 + 144Sm reaction. T he correction has a m inim al effect on the shape of
the barrier distributions.

channel (or channels) is required. Coupling to the low-lying vibrational states in
144Sm will split the single barrier into separate barriers with distributed weights.
The effect can be modelled using the coupled-channels approach. Each inelas
tic channel can be included state by state, and the results com pared with the
m easured barrier distribution. This comparison with coupled-channels models is
carried out in C hapter 5.

T h e e x p e rim en ta l u n certa in ties
The uncertainties can be divided into two main categories: (i) the system atic
uncertainties and (ii) the random uncertainties. The random uncertainties include
those uncertainties th a t are statistical in origin and those th a t are classed as
non-statistical. These two m ain categories are discussed below, starting with the
random uncertainties.
In the earlier m easurem ents [16,19] of the barrier distributions for the 160 -f
154Sm and 160 + 186W systems, scatter was evident in the second derivative for
energies above the single barrier. The scatter was greater than th a t expected on
the basis of the statistical uncertainty alone. For this reason the uncertainties on
the second derivative were calculated assuming a random uncertainty of ±1% ,
even though the statistical uncertainties were significantly smaller [16]. However,
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in the present work, the quality of the d ata for the 16’170 + 144Sm reactions
suggest th a t the assum ption of a random uncertainty of ±1% is not w arranted
(see Fig. 4.2).

Of course this conclusion is based on the assum ption th a t the

true behaviour of the d ata should be smooth and Gaussian-like in shape, an
assum ption th a t derives from experience gained from theoretical calculations.
As discussed above, the m agnitude of the random uncertainties on the fusion
cross-sections are im portant for defining the distribution of barriers. The sys
tem atic uncertainties are less im portant since they only introduce a small shift
in the norm alisation of the distribution and do not affect the definition of its
overall shape. In fact, the addition of factors with the form E a = a (E a ) + b
do not effect the shape of the barrier distribution since their second derivative
w ith respect to energy is zero. Hence, providing the system atic uncertainties are
small, it is possible to evaluate the uncertainty on the second derivative using
fusion cross-sections with their random uncertainties only.
This argum ent can be exam ined by comparing the distributions of barriers at
energies in the region of the second peak for the 160 + 144Sm and 170 + 144Sm
reactions, Fig. 4.6(a). The error bars on the 160 + 144Sm barrier distribution are
calculated assuming a somewhat arbitrary uncertainty of ±1% for energies above
63 MeV. For the 170 + 144Sm reaction, measured in an independent experim ent,
the error bars on the barrier distribution are calculated using the random uncer
tainties only. There is very good agreement between these two distributions in
this region. If it is assumed th a t the couplings in this region have a similar effect
on the barrier distribution, then this comparison dem onstrates th a t the smaller
error bars, associated with the random uncertainties on cr{na(E), are a reasonable
estim ate of the uncertainty on the barrier distribution.
In the comparisons between the data and the calculations th a t follow, th e
barrier distributions for the 16>170 -f- 144Sm reactions are calculated with th e
random uncertainties only. There are two sources of random uncertainty in th e
16,170 + 144Sm reactions. The first is the random uncertainty from the counting
statistics, and the second comes from the uncertainty in the target contam ina
tion correction. The uncertainties from the la tte r source were calculated using
the statistical uncertainties from the m easured cross-section for the 160 -f 148Sm
reaction. The uncertainties for the lowest three points in the excitation func
tion were increased, since, as discussed earlier, the effect of the contam ination
correction was the largest here. The second contribution decreases rapidly w ith
increasing energy because the correction for the target contam ination is already
as small as 1% at an energy of E\&^ « 63 MeV.
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4.2

T h e 170 + 144Sm reaction

The measured fusion cross-sections for the 170 + 144Sm reaction are shown in
Fig. 4.4, along with the cross-sections for the 160 -f 144Sm m easurem ent. In
order to display these differing mass systems on the one figure, the cross-sections
are plotted as a function of the difference between the centre-of-mass energy and
the single barrier

— B0) for each system. The cross-sections for the 170 -f

144Sm reaction have also been corrected for the presence of the heavier sam arium
isotopes.

The correction was made in a m anner similar to the 160 -f 144Sm

reaction, but with additional complications. Since the 170 + ASm reaction has not
been m easured, again it was assumed th a t the 170 -f 148Sm reaction was a good
representation of the effects of the target contam inants. This excitation function
was then estim ated by performing a calculation with the code CCMOD. Since the
170 -f 148Sm reaction has a positive Q-value for the neutron stripping reaction,
the theoretical calculation included this channel, with a coupling strength taken
from the fits to the barrier distribution, as discussed later. A CCMOD calculation
was also perform ed for the 160 + 148Sm reaction by fitting the d ata from the
m easured cross-sections [17]. The potential param eters for both these reactions
were the same. The generated excitation function gq for the 170 + 148Sm is given

by
<7g ( 17 0 + 148Sm) = </,,Sm( £ )

Oth(170 + 148Sm)
uth(160 + 148Sm)’

(4.3)

where <r Sm(£/) is the m easured excitation function for the 160 + 148Sm reac
tion [17], and Oth are the theoretical calculations for the 17,160

148Sm reactions.

The ratio of the theoretical calculations was taken to reduce any system atic bias
in the CCMOD calculations. The cross-section, corrected for the isotopic contam i
nation, is then given by

a(E) = (l/0.965)[crSm( £ ) - 0.035 cjg (170 + 148Sm)],

(4.4)

where a Sm(E ) is the m easured excitation function for the 170 -f 144Sm reaction
and crG(170 + 148Sm) is the excitation function generated from Eq. (4.3). As for
the 160 + 144Sm case, the above corrections had little effect on the shape of the
barrier distributions, as shown in Fig. 4.3(b).
The comparison between the 160 + 144Sm and 170 + 144Sm fusion excita
tion functions in Fig. 4.4 reveals a significant difference in the low energy crosssections. This difference cannot be explained by the difference in the potential
for the 170 + 144Sm reaction, since the shift in the single-barrier param eters, due
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F IG . 4.4: The experimental fusion excitation function for the 170 + 144Sm reaction
(solid circles) compared to the excitation function for 160 + 144Sm (open squares). The
cross-sections are plotted as a function of (2 ? c .m . —B0) to remove the small difference in
the single barriers between the two systems. The dot-dashed line is the single barrier
calculation for the 170 -f 144Sm reaction. At energies (ü?c.m. — B0) < 0, the single
barrier calculation for the 170 induced reaction actually falls more rapidly than the
160 -f 144Sm reaction. This is because of the difference in the penetrabilities (hu0) for
the two reactions (see text).

predom inantly to the slight change in the radius of the 170 projectile, is small.
T he potential param eters from the fit to the high energy d ata were obtained as
described in Section 4.1. Their values are given in Table 4.1, along w ith the
param eters for the 160 + 144Sm reaction for comparison. Since the charge for
both 0 + Sm reactions is the same, B0 for the 170 + 144Sm reaction should
scale w ith the nuclear radius factor ro(A.y3 + A\^3). The single barrier expected
for the 170 induced reaction, evaluated by scaling the single barrier for the 160
induced reaction, is B0 = 60.70 MeV. This agrees well w ith the fitted value of

B0 = 60.68 MeV given in Table 4.1, and so most of the difference in the single
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barriers can be a ttrib u ted to the change in the nuclear radii between systems.
There is also a difference in the diffuseness param eters in Table 4.1 for the two
reactions. This difference cannot be explained by allowing the %2 of the fit to
increase by one. It is clear th a t the difference between the diffusenesses for the
160 + 144Sm and 170 -f 144Sm reactions is significant. A larger a for the 170 +
144Sm reaction could be explained in term s of 160 core plus an additional neu
tron giving a more diffuse surface for the 170 projectile. The difference in the
diffuseness param eters is also reflected in the curvatures of the two systems. A
larger a m eans th a t the potential changes less rapidly w ith r, see Eq. (2.10) in
C hapter 2, and so the curvature hu> decreases for larger values of a. Thus, Kuj for
the 160 + 144Sm reaction is larger than th at for the 170 + 144Sm reaction.
The dot-dashed line in Fig. 4.4 is the excitation function for the s-wave barrier
for the 170 + 144Sm reaction. For E c,m. ^ Bo, the two single barrier calculations
converge, as expected. For E c,m. <

B q,

the calculated cross-sections for the 170 -f

144Sm reaction fall more rapidly than the 160 + 144Sm reaction. This is because
of the smaller value of hcj0, which means a ‘fla tte r’ parabolic barrier and hence
reduced penetrability.
The distribution of barriers for the 170 + 144Sm reaction is shown in Fig. 4.5,
evaluated w ith an energy step of A E c,m_ = 1.79 MeV. The two barrier distribu
tions are overlayed in Fig. 4.6(a), again with the B 0 dependence removed. The
double-peaked feature is also observed in the barrier distribution for the 170
+ 144Sm reaction. The sim ilarity between these two distributions in the region
of 65 MeV is rem arkable considering th a t they were derived from two different
m easurem ents. This agreem ent, in the energy region above the single barrier
between two independently m easured reactions, is compelling evidence th a t the
double-peaked barrier distribution is due to the inelastic excitations in the target
nucleus.
There is, however, a small but significant difference in the barrier distribution
for the 170 induced reaction at energies below the single barrier. The size of
the main peak for the 170 + 144Sm reaction is smaller th an th a t for the 160 +
144Sm reaction. The strength missing from this peak is present at lower energies,
reflected in the less rapidly decreasing d2( E a ) / d E 2 for the 170 + 144Sm reaction.
In contrast, d2( E a ) / d E 2 for the 160 -f 144Sm reaction is sm aller at lower energies.
To emphasise the difference, the barrier distribution for the 160 induced reaction
has been subtracted from the barrier distribution for the 170 induced reaction.
This difference in the barrier distributions is shown in Fig. 4.6(b), and clearly
illustrates the shift in barrier weight from the main peak, (-Ec.m. —Bq) ~ —2 MeV
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F IG . 4.5: The experimental fusion barrier distribution for the 170 + 144Sm reaction
(solid circles). The dot-dashed line is the calculation using the single-barrier parameters
given in Table 4.1. Note that the maximum of the second derivative for this calculation
is larger than that for the 160 4- 144Sm reaction (see Fig. 4.2) because of the difference
in the curvatures. The error bars are the random uncertainties only.

to the lower energies, (F^.m. — Bo) ~ —5 MeV. Since in these two reactions, the
only possible coupling mechanisms are weak couplings, barrier weight at energies
below the m ain barrier can only arise from coupling to a positive Q-value transfer
reaction [8]. Coupling to negative Q-value channels will push the m ain barrier
to lower energies relative to the single barrier, but it cannot redistribute weight
from the m ain barrier to lower energies.
To sum m arise the results thus far, the distribution of fusion barriers has been
m easured for the 16,170 -f 144Sm reactions. Both distributions show a doublepeaked structure consistent with a negative Q-value reaction process, such as
the excitation of states in 144Sm. The barrier distribution for the 170 + 144Sm
reaction differs from the 160 + 144Sm barrier distribution since weight from m ain
barrier has been redistributed to energies below the m ain barrier. This is evidence
for the effects of a positive Q-value reaction on fusion. It is worth stressing here,
th a t without resort to further calculations, evidence for the presence and relative
im portance of certain couplings can be inferred directly from the comparison of
these fusion barrier distributions. In C hapter 5, w ith the aid of a variety of fusion
models, it is shown th a t theoretical calculations support the above assignments
to inelastic and transfer couplings.
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F IG . 4.6: (a) A comparison between the barrier distributions for the 160 + 144Sm
(open squares) and the 170 + 144Sm (closed circles) reactions. The error bars for
the 160 + 144Sm reaction are for the somewhat arbitrary uncertainties of ±1% above
Ec.m. = 63.0 MeV. The error bars on the 170 4- 144Sm reaction are from the random
uncertainties only. They are shown with horizontal cross-bars to distinguish them from
the 160 + 144Sm reaction, (b) The difference between the 170 + 144Sm and 160 +
144Sm barrier distributions. This difference plot reveals the difference in the shape of
the two barrier distributions at energies below B0.
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4.3

T h e 160 + 208P b re a c tio n

B oth the ER and fission cross-sections for the 160 -f 208Pb system have been m ea
sured on several occasions. W hilst the fission cross-section m easurem ents [103,34,
41,27] have been in reasonable agreement with each other, the ER cross-sections
have proved difficult to determ ine accurately. The m easurem ents of H artel [40]
gave up to four times the peak cross-section of the d ata of Vulgaris et al. [41].
The la tte r experim ent used a recoil mass selector to filter the ERs from the beam
scattered particles, whereas H artel determ ined

cter(E)

from the a-decay of the

residues. Recently, Brinkm ann et al. [42] have re-measured the ER excitation
function using electrostatic deflection and Si surface-barrier detectors, obtaining
cross-sections th a t are larger still, with their m axim um value around four tim es
the m axim um of Hartel [40]. It is frustrating th a t such m easurem ents vary so
widely. Because of the nature of the 160 -f 208Pb reaction, with both nuclei hav
ing closed shells, and with com petition between both the ER and fission modes,
this system is im portant in the study of many aspects of the fusion and fission
processes [104,20,105]. The m agnitude of the ER cross-section is very im portant
in defining the tem perature of the fissioning system at its saddle point [91]. In
order to more accurately define the fusion excitation function for the 160 + 208Pb
reaction, both the ER and fission cross-sections have been re-m easured in detail.
The results of these m easurem ents and comparisons w ith the previous d a ta are
discussed below.
T h e ev a p o ra tio n resid u e cro ss-sectio n
The results of the a-decay technique are presented in term s of the cross-sections
for each individual evaporation channel and total ER cross-sections. The crosssections for each evaporation channel, obtained from the fits to the a-spectrum ,
are shown in Fig. 4.7 in term s of their fraction of the to tal cross-section at
each energy

The cross-sections for the xn-channels, Fig. 4.7(a), are ty p 

ically an order of m agnitude greater than those for the axn- and pxn-channels,
Fig. 4.7(b). These cross-sections are compared to a statistical model calculation
in Fig. 4.8, where the ratio of each xn-channel to the sum of all xn-channels is plot
ted. The statistical model code ALERT1 [75], modified to treat the fusion angular
m om entum distributions in a more realistic way, was used for this comparison.
The param eters of the ALERT1 calculation were kf = 1.14, where kf scaled the
RLDM fission barriers (see C hapter 2), a f / a n = 1.00 and an = A / 9 M eV-1 .
These param eters where obtained by fitting to tal ER cross-section at one energy,
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F IG . 4.7: (a) The ER cross-sections as a fraction of the total ER cross-section, for the
xn-evaporation channels in the 160 + 208Pb reaction obtained by fitting the a-particle
energy spectra, (b) Same as in (a) for the axn- and pxn-channels. The lines guide the
eye.

-E’lab = 87.8 MeV. These param eters were kept constant when calculating the
cross-sections at the other energies. For ratios greater th an 10%, the ALERT1
calculation reproduces the behaviour of the xn-channels well, particularly the
cross-over energies between 2n- and 3n-, and 3n- and 4n-evaporation channels.
However, the ALERT1 calculation underpredicts the cross-sections for the an- and
a3n-channels, by up to an order of m agnitude. This is possibly due to incorrect
values for the optical model transm ission coefficients for a-em ission in ALERT 1.
The to tal ER cross-sections were obtained by summing each evaporation chan
nel in Fig. 4.7. The result is shown by the triangles in Fig. 4.9(a). As m en
tioned in C hapter 3, the fitting procedure generated unrealistic fluctuations in
the cross-sections for the weaker axn- and pxn-channels, see Fig. 4.7. These fluc
tuations were reduced by fitting the total num ber of events in each a-spectrum
divided by the sm oothed a-m ultiplicity, as described in Section 3.1.2. The re
sults from this second analysis technique are shown in Fig. 4.9(a) by the open
circles. The consistency between the two techniques for obtaining o’er {E) is il-
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ALERT1
/
=
xn-channels only -

F IG . 4.8: The ratio of the ER cross-sections for each xn-channel to the sum of all xnchannels. The symbols are as defined in Fig. 4.7(a). The lines are these ratios calculated
from the statistical model code ALERT1; broken line (2n), solid line (3n), dotted line (4n)
and dot-dashed (5n) channels. For ratios greater than 10%, the agreement between the
experiment and statistical model is very good. Note also that the ALERT1 calculations
reproduce reasonably well the cross-over energies of the xn-evaporation channels.

lustrated in Fig. 4.9(b), where the ratio of the two excitation functions is plotted.
The sm oothed cross-sections are typically 2% larger th an those obtained from
the fitting procedure, perhaps reflecting the effects of weak evaporation channels
om itted in the fitting process, or im perfect m atching of the peak shapes. The
sm oothed excitation function, denoted by the open circles in Fig. 4.9(a), was the
one adopted in this work.
T he ER excitation function in Fig. 4.9(a) is distinguished by a dip in cter{E)
at an energy around E \ab = 88 MeV. At energies above 88 MeV, the cross-section
rises again to peak at 94 MeV. This structure arises from the relative strengths
of the 3n- and 4n-channels, and the increasingly significant contribution of the
a3n channel at the higher energies. Similar structure in the ER excitation func
tion is also predicted in the statistical model calculations of ALERT1. The solid
line in Fig. 4.10(a) is the total ER cross-section from ALERT1. A lthough the
ALERT1 calculations and the d ata disagree in m agnitude, qualitatively the model

calculations produce the dip and rise in the excitation function. The peak at
94 MeV is not as pronounced in the ALERT 1 calculation because it underpre
dicts the cross-sections for the axn-channels. To check these features in cter(F^),
additional calculations were performed with the M onte Carlo evaporation code
PACE2 [76]. The same param eters used in the ALERT1 calculation were also used

for PACE2. To dem onstrate th a t the 3n- and 4n-channels are largely responsible
for the structure, the results for the PACE2 calculation are given as the sum of
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F IG . 4.9: (a) The ER excitation functions from the two analyses. The sum of each
evaporation channel as determined from the peak fitting analysis of the a-spectrum
(triangles), and the smoothed excitation function obtained using the total a-yield and
the a-decay multiplicities (open circles). The latter was adopted for this work. Note
the linear scale, (b) The ratio of the adopted to the peak fitted excitation functions.
This demonstrates that the fitting procedure accounts for all the evaporation channels
down to the ss 2% level (broken line).

the 3n- and 4n-channels only, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 4.10(a). Again,
the dip is qualitatively reproduced. Further calculations were perform ed with
ALERT1, for energies greater than those m easured here. Structure in cter(J5) was
also observed, so it would be interesting to extend these detailed m easurem ents
of cter(FJ) to higher bom barding energies.
In Fig. 4.10(b), the results from the a-decay technique are com pared with
the cross-sections obtained from previous m easurem ents for the 160 -f 208Pb
reaction [41,40,42]. The cross-sections from this work and the d ata of B rinkm ann
et al. [42] are in reasonable agreem ent, confirming th a t the previous m easurem ents
of Vulgaris et al. [41] and H artel [40] were too low. The reasons are not clear,
but could be associated with the uncertainty in the efficiency of the recoil mass
selector for the experim ent of Vulgaris et al.. Or, in the case of the m easurem ent
of H artel, a stopper foil th a t was too thin.
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FIG . 4.10: (a) The measured ER excitation function showing a dip in cter(F ) at an
energy of about 88 MeV. The rise in the 3n- and 4n-channel, combined with a strong
a3n-channel, causes <ter(F ) to peak again at 94 MeV. The solid and dotted lines are
statistical model calculations using the codes ALERTl and PACE2, respectively. The
latter calculation is the sum of the 3n- and 4n-channels only, (b) The experimental ER
cross-sections from this work (open circles) and the earlier data of Vulgaris et al. [41]
(solid squares), Hartel [40] (solid triangles), and Brinkmann et al. [42] (solid circles).
Note the datum point of Brinkmann et al. at 78.8 MeV which is significantly below
the data of Hartel and this work.

As m entioned in Section 3.1.1, an initial a ttem p t at measuring cter( ^ ) was
made w ith the compact velocity filter arrangem ent. The results from this m ea
surem ent were found to be around 15% below the cross-sections from the a-decay
technique. This is most likely because of the difficulty in resolving the ERs from
slit scattered particles and other contam inants in the AÜ7-TOF spectra. The ve
locity filter m ethod also relies on knowledge of the behaviour of R ( E ), Eq. (3.7)
in C hapter 3. The structure observed in <7er ( ^ ) m eant the theoretical calcula
tions of R ( E ) varied strongly with energy, making it difficult to extract reliable
interpolated cross-sections. This is why the a-decay technique was used, since
with this m ethod the cross-sections are obtained at each energy w ithout reliance
on the ratio R( E) .
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T h e fission cro ss-sectio n

The fission cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb reaction were obtained by integrat
ing fitted angular distributions, multiplied by 27rsin0, over all angles from 90°
to 180°. An example of the fission fragment angular distributions was shown in
Fig. 3.16, Chapter 3. The fission cross-sections are shown in Fig. 4.11, where
each open symbol represents one of the three passes through the fission exci
tation function. Also shown are the previous measurements of u ^ E ) for this
system [103,34,41,27]. There is good agreement between this work (open circles)
and the previous measurements (solid points), except for the data of Murakami
et al. [27], where an energy shift of —0.7 MeV was required to obtain agreement
with the other data sets.
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FIG. 4.11: The fission cross-sections from this work (open symbols) as a function

of Fiab- Also shown are the data of Vulgaris et al. [41] (solid squares), Videbaek et
al. [103] (solid triangles), Back et al. [34] (inverted solid triangle), and Murakami et
al. [27] (solid circles). The data of Murakami et al. has been offset by —0.7 MeV.
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Table 4.2: The nuclear potential parameters from the fits to the high energy region
for the 160 , 28Si + 208Pb reactions. Also shown are the values for the single barrier, its
position and its curvature, for the s-wave.
Reaction
16Q

+

2ospb

28Si + 208Pb

V(r) (MeV)

a (fm)

Bo (MeV)

R b (fm)

huj0 (MeV)

-6 9 7 .2 (0.8 fm)
-5 4 4 .2 (0.8 fm)

1.05
1.23

74.62
128.1

11.5
11.5

3.91
3.55

The total fusion cross-section for the 160 + 208Pb reaction was obtained by
summing <jfia(E ) shown in Fig. 4.11, and &e r (E) from the a-decay technique
(Fig. 4.10).

At energies where the ER cross-section was not available, an in

terpolated value was used. This procedure gave a negligible additional uncer
tainty in the fusion cross-sections, since the ER cross-sections are well defined,
and represent a small fraction, decreasing with increasing energy, of the fusion
cross-section. The fusion excitation function is shown in Fig. 4.12(a). The crosssections for energies E c_mJ B o > 1.06 were fitted with a single barrier and the
potential param eters from this fit are given in Table 4.2.

The broken line in

Fig.4.12(a) is the excitation function for the single barrier calculation.
The distribution of fusion barriers was obtained from the fusion excitation
function by evaluating the point difference formula, Eq. (2.51) in C hapter 2,
using an energy step of 1.86 MeV in the c.m. frame. The barrier distribution is
shown in Fig.4.12(b), for each of the three passes through the excitation function.
The uncertainties in the fusion cross-sections were ±1% , or, at the lowest beam
energies, as given by the counting statistics, whichever was larger. The point
denoted by the diamond in Fig.4.12(b) at % 71 MeV was evaluated using one
cross-section from the m easurem ent of M urakami et al. [27], shifted by —0.7
MeV, and two d ata points from this work. Although the points in the barrier
distribution scatter, particularly at the higher energies, the overall shape of the
distribution is well defined. The broken line is the barrier distribution from the
single barrier calculation which is a very poor representation of the experim ental
data. The m easured barrier distribution dem onstrates th a t there is considerable
weight at energies above Bo and th a t there is also evidence for some barrier weight
at the lower energies. The experim ental barrier distribution is compared to model
calculations in C hapter 5.
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FIG. 4.12: (a) The experimental fusion excitation function obtained from summing the
ER and fission excitation functions. Each symbol represents one of the three different
passes through the excitation function. The broken line is the single barrier calculation
with the parameters given in Table 4.2. (b) The distribution of fusion barriers for
the 160 -f 208Pb reaction. The symbols are defined in panel (a). The energy step for
calculating the second derivative is 1.86 MeV. The diamond was obtained using the
cross-section from the data of Murakami et al. [27], shifted by -0 .7 MeV. The single
barrier calculation does not fit the data; the maximum of the second derivative is at
1200 mb/MeV for an energy of 74.6 MeV.
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Fission fragm ent angular distributions for the 160 + 208Pb data, obtained us
ing Eq. (3.23) in C hapter 3, are shown in Fig. 4.13(a). The error bars in the
d a ta points are the statistical uncertainties. The d ata in Fig. 4.13(a) were taken
from the second of the two experim ental runs.

The angular distributions are

very well defined. In Fig. 4.13(b), the anisotropies corresponding to the angular
distributions are shown. The anisotropies show a linear dependence with energy,
although the two data points at i?beam = 86.5 and 79.5 MeV are high. However,
these two points are consistent within one standard deviation.
In Fig. 4.13(c), the angular distributions from run two are overlayed w ith the
angular distributions obtained in a separate experim ent, labelled run one. The
run one d a ta provided the first excitation function m easured after the fission
fragm ent spectrom eter became operational. The corresponding anisotropies are
shown in Fig. 4.13(d). The run one d ata show more irregularities in the energy
dependence of the differential cross-sections at all angles. These irregularities are
particularly evident for the higher beam energies, see Fig. 4.13(c). The angu
lar distributions have been re-analysed; there was no loss in the fission yield in
the A-E-TOF analysis. Thus, the fluctuations may be related to rate or noise
problem s during the collection, or may simply reflect less fam iliarity w ith the
fission fragm ent detectors for this inaugural run. The system atic differences in
the angular distributions are responsible for a small ‘stagger’ in the fission crosssections between the run one and run two d ata (see Fig. 4.11). This difference
is small, around 3%, but because of it, experim ental runs are not ‘m ixed’ for the
evaluation of the barrier distribution.
The irregularities in the energy dependence of the angular distributions, and
hence the anisotropies, arise from a shift in the value of A(0iab) obtained during
the calibration run and the bin norm alisation applicable during the fission m ea
surem ents. However, the effect of the change in bin norm alisations is not much
larger th an would be expected simply on the basis of the statistical error bars
shown, and an additional ±3% uncertainty would encompass this scatter.
The fission fragm ent anisotropies from this work are compared w ith the pre
vious work of Back et al. [34], Vulgaris et al. [41], and M urakami et al. [27] in
Fig. 4.14. The overall agreem ent is reasonable. However, the previously m easured
anisotropies at E c,m. = 71 and 72 MeV, which are at energies below the single
barrier, are ä 10% larger than the present m easurem ents. This may be already
responsible for some of the suggested anomaly [27]. This is discussed fu rth er in
C hapter 5.
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F IG . 4.13: (a) The fission fragment angular distributions for the 160 + 208Pb reaction
plotted as a function of the centre-of-mass scattering angle, (b) The fission fragment
anisotropies obtained from the fits to the angular distributions in (a). The error bars
are from the statistical uncertainties. The results for a different experimental run are
shown in panels (c) and (d). There are systematic differences between the two runs at
the level of %3%.
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F IG . 4.14: The experimental fission fragment anisotropies for the 160 + 208Pb reaction
as a function of F c.m.. Each open symbol represents one of the three passes through
the excitation function. The solid points are the results of previous measurements.
The data of Murakami et al. [27] have been offset by -0 .7 MeV. An anisotropy from
Murakami at 73.8 MeV is not shown since it falls exactly on the point represented by
the triangle at this energy.

4.4

T h e 28Si + 208P b reaction

The fission excitation function for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction was obtained in the
manner of the 160 -f 208Pb reaction. The ER cross-sections are negligible for this
reaction, so the fusion cross-sections are equated with the fission cross-sections.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.15(a) by the circular and square data points,
which represent two independent passes through the excitation function. A third
pass was made but because of problems with the normalisation of the data, the
total fission cross-sections could not be extracted. This problem did not affect
the anisotropies, see Section 4.4.1 below. In Fig. 4.15(a) the triangles are from
the previous measurement of Back et al. [34]. There is a significant difference
in the cross-sections of Ref. [34] and those from this work. This may be due to
uncertainty in the beam energy calibration for the measurements of Ref. [34].
The broken line in Fig. 4.15(a) is the excitation function from the calculation
assuming a single barrier with the s-wave parameters in Table 4.2.
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The distribution of barriers, calculated with a step length of A E c,m, = 3.53
MeV, is shown Fig. 4.15(b). The uncertainties on the fusion cross-sections were
±1% .

The step length is larger than th at used in the 160 -f 208Pb reaction

and this can be justified as follows. The spread in the barrier heights, A B a , is
defined as difference between the m axim um and m inim um eigenbarriers in the
barrier distribution [49]. This is a measure of the overall w idth of the barrier
distribution. The coupled-channels picture gives rise to a set of eigenbarriers with
heights B a = B 0 + AF(r), and so the spread in eigenbarriers A B a is proportional
to the coupling strength F ( r), Eq. (2.33) in C hapter 2. Considering the nuclear
term in F(r), then
dr

(4.5)

Since at the barrier dVn(r )/ dr = 1.44Z i Z2/Ä 2, the spread in the eigenbarriers,
and hence the w idth of the barrier distribution, increases with ZiZ2 [15,49]. Thus,
the effect of the 28Si in the 28Si + 208Pb reaction is to ‘m agnify’ the features due
to the 208Pb in the 160 + 208Pb reaction.
To determ ine the m agnitude of this effect is somewhat more difficult. However,
an estim ate can be m ade by assuming th a t the 28Si projectile is spherical and th a t
there are only two channels to couple to. The spread in eigenbarriers is then given

by
AB21 = (A2 -A, )F(r),

(4.6)

where A« are the eigenvalues of the two-channel problem. In a calculation with
3“ channel in 208Pb, A B 2\ for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction is 1.5 tim es A 5 2i for the
160 -f 208Pb reaction. This implies th a t since the 160 -f 208Pb barrier distribu
tion was determ ined with a step length of 2.0 MeV (lab), to produce a barrier
distribution with an equivalent am ount of smoothing, a step length 3.0 MeV (lab)
could be used for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction. It is likely th a t the structure of the
28Si projectile adds additional smoothing. Thus a step length of 4.0 MeV in the
laboratory fram e was used. This procedure should not reduce the ability to re
solve features present in the experim ental barrier distribution. All corresponding
theoretical calculations for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction were also evaluated w ith the
step length of 4.0 MeV (lab).
Again, the single barrier calculation shown in Fig. 4.15 fails to reproduce the
experim ental data. This barrier distribution differs quite m arkedly from the 160
_l_

208pk

distribution, indicating th a t the 28Si projectile is playing a significant

role in the fusion reaction. The extent of the projectile’s role in the fusion process,
and model comparisons with the 160 T 208Pb d ata are made in C hapter 5.
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FIG . 4.15: (a) The experimental fusion excitation function for the 28Si + 208Pb reac
tion over the full energy range. The squares and circles represent two separate mea
surements of the excitation function. The triangles are the data of Back et al. [34].
The broken line is the single barrier calculation with the parameters given in Table 4.2.
(b) The distribution of fusion barriers for the 28Si -f 208Pb reaction, displayed over a
narrower energy range than in (a). The energy step here is 3.53 MeV. The single barrier
calculation peaks at 880 mb/MeV for an energy of 128.1 MeV.
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Fission fragment angular distributions for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction are shown
in Fig. 4.16.

In this example, the angular distributions are for energies th a t

range from f?beam = 142.0 to 178.0 MeV in steps 4.0 MeV. The broken lines in
Fig. 4.16 are the fits to the angular distributions using the procedure described
in Section 3.2.3. In reactions where quasi-fission is significant, this fitting proce
dure may not be appropriate for modelling the asym m etric angular distributions
observed [37]. Inspection of the fits to the angular distributions for the 28Si +
208Pb reaction showed th a t the procedure used here gave a good description of
the data, and this allowed the anisotropy to be well defined.
The fission fragm ent anisotropies for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction are shown in
Fig. 4.17. The anisotropies determ ined from the ‘singles’ m easurem ent in the back
counter alone are shown by the open symbols. The open squares correspond to
singles d ata where the fission cross-sections were obtained, and the open triangles
represent the m easurem ent which had no absolute norm alisation for the crosssections.

The solid circles are the anisotropies obtained from the coincidence

experim ent. A lthough the statistics are worse for the coincidence m easurem ent,
these anisotropies should be more reliable than the singles d ata at the lower beam
energies because of the b etter fission fragment identification. As show in Fig. 4.17,
the singles data (open symbols) have anisotropies smaller th an the coincidence
d ata (solid circles). Hence, below F c.m. ~ 126 MeV only the coincidence d ata
should be used, whilst above this energy all points should be reliable.
Also shown in Fig. 4.17 are three d ata points from Back et al. [34].

The

agreem ent between these two d ata sets is satisfactory. The anisotropies for both
the 28Si + 208Pb and 160 -f 208Pb reactions fall monotonically as a function of
the beam energy. However, there are quantitative differences in anisotropies for
both reactions. The 28Si -f 208Pb data are more anisotropic at F c.m./B o = 1.10
th an the 160 -f 208Pb reaction. The anisotropies for the 28Si induced reaction
rise more rapidly w ith beam energy than the 160 induced reaction. The fission
fragm ent anisotropies for both reactions are compared to transition state model
calculations in the next C hapter.
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F IG . 4.16: The fission fragment angular distributions for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction
plotted as a function of the centre-of-mass scattering angle.
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F IG . 4.17: The experimental fission fragment anisotropies for the 28Si + 208Pb re
action. The open symbols are from the singles measurements and the solid circles
represent the anisotropies for the coincidence measurement. The solid squares are the
results of a previous measurement from Back et al. [34].
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As shown in C hapter 4, the barrier distributions for each reaction are different
and their shapes clearly reveal the influence on fusion of channels with both posi
tive and negative Q-values. In this C hapter, theoretical models which incorporate
various coupling schemes are compared with the m easured barrier distributions
in order to gain further insight into which channels are dom inant.
The study of the fusion process using barrier distributions also has im plica
tions for the parallel study of fusion angular m om entum distributions. It has
been proposed by several authors [11,106-108] th a t a fusion model which suc
cessfully reproduces the energy dependence of the fusion cross-sections should
also correctly predict the angular m om entum distributions. Recently [109], the
precise m easurem ents of the fusion cross-sections for the 160 + 154Sm reaction
have been used to obtain the angular m om entum distributions through a ‘m ap
ping’ procedure. The m ean angular m om entum (/) obtained using this technique
was found to be consistent w ith the values of (/) m easured using the ground-state
rotational band populations for the 4n-evaporation channel [24]. This mapping
procedure is equivalent to fitting the m easured a ( E ) w ith a fusion model and
then calculating the angular m om entum distribution w ith this model. Thus, pre
cise m easurem ents of the fusion excitation function allow a determ ination of the
distribution of fusion barriers in a reaction, and if both the cross-sections and
barrier distributions can be interpreted with a fusion model, then the m ethod
can be used to obtain angular m om entum distributions.
In this C hapter, the precisely m easured c r ( E ) for the 160 + 208Pb reaction
are used to obtain the angular m om entum distributions for fusion. These results
111

are then used to test the fission fragment angular distribution technique as a
m ethod for determ ining the mean-square angular m om entum for fusion. It will
be shown th a t there is agreement between the fusion and fission models for the
160 + 208Pb reaction, but, because of doubts in some param eters in the fission
model, and in the experim ental effort in obtaining them , the fission fragm ent
angular distribution technique is a more involved m ethod of obtaining inform ation
on angular m om entum distributions compared to measuring fusion excitation
functions. Furtherm ore, using the 28Si + 208Pb results, it will be shown th a t the
applicability of the fission fragm ent angular distribution technique is restricted to
reactions th a t are free from contam ination of quasi-fission. It will be argued th a t
in reactions where quasi-fission is significant, it is still valid to obtain the barrier
distribution, and hence the angular m om entum distribution associated w ith the
form ation of the composite system.
Each of the four reactions is discussed in tu rn below.

5.1

T h e 16,170 + 144Sm reaction s

As discussed in C hapter 2, the simplified coupled-channels model of Dasso, Landowne and W inther [8,9] has been widely used in calculations of fusion excitation
functions. The codes CCFUS [54] and CCDEF [55] are based on this eigenchannel
representation, where the equations of relative m otion are decoupled by tre a t
ing the coupling form factor as constant in the region of the single barrier. The
relative sim plicity and negligible tim e for the com putations (com pared to ex
act coupled-channels calculations) have made this code a standard and popular
tool for exploring the contributions to enhanced fusion cross-sections.

In the

calculations th a t follow, most of the comparisons with the experim ental barrier
distributions are m ade using the code CCMOD [56], a modified version of CCDEF.
As explained in C hapter 2, CCMOD includes the excitation energies in the coupling
m atrix in a sim ilar m anner to CCDEF, but the m atrix is diagonalised at each value
of the inter-nuclear separation r, not at the single barrier radius.
For selective comparisons, the more exact coupled-channels code of K ruppa
and Rowley [110] was used. This approach is based on the framework of direct re
action theory [111,112], where reaction channels which are not included explicitly
in the model are described by an im aginary term in the potential. A comparison
is also m ade w ith the exact coupled reaction channels (CRC) code FRESCO [113].
The code FRESCO can calculate the transfer channels explicitly in addition to the
elastic, inelastic and fusion channels. The addition of coupling to the transfer
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channels adds considerably to the complexity of the coupled-channels problem,
and dram atically increases the im mensity of the com putation. Consequently, cal
culations were only performed for the 160 4- 144Sm reaction, and transfer was not
included in the FRESCO calculations.

5 .1 .1

T h e 160 + 144Sm rea ctio n

The experim ental distribution of fusion barriers for the 160 -f 144Sm reaction is
characterised by two Gaussian-like peaks almost resolved from each other. This
feature, which is also present in the 170 4- 144Sm reaction, strongly suggests th at
the double-peaked barrier distribution is due to coupling to negative Q-value
channels associated with inelastic states in 144Sm. The effect of coupling to the
inelastic channels was modelled with the code CCMOD. The potential param eters
used for these calculations were those determ ined from the single-barrier fits to
the high energy data, as given in Table 4.1 of C hapter 4.

The spectroscopic

param eters for the inelastic states of the 144Sm nucleus were obtained from the
tabulated values in Refs. [114,115]. No optim isation of the param eters was per
formed, and since the potential param eters have been determ ined by the single
barrier fit to the high energy data, the following calculations were in this sense
param eter free. The spin and parity of each state, its excitation energy, and the
ground-state transition strengths are listed in Table 5.1. The second last column
in Table 5.1 gives the deform ation param eters which are evaluated using

/3a =

B(E\) T

1/ 2

3Z R X

(5.1)

where R = 1.06.A1/3 fm. The choice of 1.06 fm for the nuclear radius param eter
is discussed later.

In all the following calculations, the Coulomb and nuclear

deform ation param eters are taken to be equal, as in Ref. [54].
The 3“ inelastic channel in 144Sm is expected to be the most im portant chan
nel since it has the largest B ( E \ ) f. The two-channel CCMOD calculation, with
coupling between the elastic channel and the 3” inelastic channel in 144Sm, splits
the single barrier into two separate eigenbarriers. The weights wa and barrier
heights Ba are given in Table 5.2, where Ra are the radii of the shifted barri
ers. The barrier distribution from this CCMOD calculation is shown in Fig. 5.1(a)
by the broken line, with the spherical calculation for comparison. The th eo ret
ical calculation with coupling to the single 3~ phonon gives a reasonably good
reproduction of the shape of the m easured barrier distribution.
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F IG . 5.1: (a) The distribution of barriers from the theoretical CCMOD calculation with
coupling to the 3“ state in 144Sm only (broken line). The dotted line is the calculation
for the single barrier, that is, no coupling, (b) The cross-sections for two-channel
calculation with the 3~ state (broken line) is compared with the single barrier excitation
function (dotted line). Coupling to the 3“ state in 144Sm provides a reasonably good
representation of the barrier distribution and the fusion cross-sections. The theoretical
barrier distributions were derived from the calculated excitation functions with the
same energy step as the experimental distributions.
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T able 5.1: The spin and parity, excitation energy, and reduced transition strengths
of the states considered in the coupled-channels calculations. Except where indicated,
the deformation parameters were calculated with the nuclear radius parameter of r 0 =
1.06 fm. The states in 160 are also given here. The effects of coupling to the projectile
channel is discussed in a later Section.
E* (MeV)

Nucleus

r

144Sm

2+
3"
2+
3“

ie0

1.660
1.810
6.917
6.130

B (E \) T

ßx

Reference

0.266 e2b2
0.27 e2b3
0.0040 e2b2
0.0015 e2b3

0.113
0.205
0.362*
0.733*

Ref.
Ref.
Ref.
Ref.

[114]
[115]
[114]
[115]

f calculated with ro = 1.2 fm.

T able 5.2: The barrier heights and their weights for the two- and three-channel cou
pling schemes calculated using CCMOD. The coupling here refers to the inelastic channels
in the target only. The eigenradii are given in the last column.
State
3

R a (fm)

a

B a (MeV)

1
2

64.46
60.28

0.27
0.73

10.3
11.0

1
2
3

64.78
62.78
60.20

0.287
0.0007
0.711

10.2
10.7
11.1

1
2

63.12
60.85

0.13
0.87

10.6
10.9

wa

only

3", 2+

2+ only

The coupling scheme th a t best reproduces the experim ental distribution of
barriers should also reproduce the m agnitude of the fusion cross-sections. The
fusion cross-sections from the above CCMOD calculations are shown in Fig. 5.1(b),
and are in good agreement w ith the experim ental data. The calculated fusion
cross-sections were always checked against the experim ental ones, although in the
comparisons th a t follow only the barrier distributions are illustrated.
The inclusion of the 2+ state as well as the 3“ state in the CCMOD calculation
does not alter the theoretical barrier distribution dram atically. The three-channel
calculation produces three eigenbarriers, as shown in Table 5.2, but the weight of
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the third barrier is very small. The reason why the weight of the third barrier is
so small can be understood in term s of the solution to the eigenchannel problem
which involves only coupling between the elastic and inelastic channels. There is
no coupling between inelastic channels. The coupling m atrix (see Section 2.1.4
in C hapter 2) for the three channel case is given by

ßl
( °
M =
P\ - Q i
o
V ß"2

ß2
0

^
(5.2)

-Q2 )

where ßi represents the coupling strength in each channel. If the energies of the
inelastic states are degenerate, Qi = Q2 — Q , then it can be shown th a t the
solution of the coupled equations consists of three barriers. However, the energy
of one of these eigenbarriers is Q and its weight is always zero. In the equivalent
4-channel problem, the solution returns 4 barriers but two of them have energies

Q and zero weights, and so on. In the 3-channel case, as the ‘degree of degeneracy’
changes, weight is progressively shared with the third barrier. Since the difference
in the energies of the 3“ and 2+ states in 144Sm is only 150 keV, the weight of
the th ird barrier is very small.
The barrier distribution for the three-channel coupling is shown in Fig. 5.2
by the solid line, in comparison with the previous calculation which included
the 3“ state only, the broken line. The additional coupling pushes the m ain
barrier and the second barrier apart by a small am ount, and redistributes weight
from the m ain barrier to the barrier at higher energies. In doing so, the dip in the
experim ental barrier distribution is, albeit marginally, b etter reproduced. For the
160 + 144Sm reaction, these calculations show th a t the 3“ state is the dom inant
coupling. This is because the coupling strength due to the 3“ state is much larger
since its deform ation param eter is 1.8 times th a t for the 2+ state.
The relative weights of the two barriers, and their separation in energy, are
directly related to the coupling strength of the inelastic couplings. As given by
Eq. (2.33) in C hapter 2, the coupling strength F ( r) is proportional to both the
deform ation param eter and the nuclear potential:
oc ß xR
Thus, the above calculations depend on ß \ and the choice of the nuclear potential.
These two factors are discussed in detail below.
If B ( E \ ) t in Eq. (5.1) is taken from the adopted values, as is the case in this
116
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F IG . 5.2: The distribution of barriers from the theoretical CCMOD calculations. The
solid line is the barrier distribution with coupling to the 3” and 2+ channels. It is not
very different from the barrier distribution with the 3~ channel only (broken line). The
dot-dashed line is the barrier distribution with the 2+ channel only.

analysis, then ß \ depends only on the choice of the nuclear radius param eter.
T he radius param eter of r 0 = 1.06 fm used in this work was initially chosen for
consistency, since it was used in previous calculations for the reactions 160 on
154Sm and 186W [18,19]. This differs from the value of r 0 = 1.2 fm which should
be used in the sharp-cutoff model for converting B ( E A) j values to deform ation
param eters [116]. A larger nuclear radius param eter reduces ß \ , see Eq. (5.1), and
this reduces the separation of the two barriers in the theoretical calculation, alter
ing their weights to give a poorer quality reproduction of the experim ental data.
A lthough a value of r 0 = 1.06 fm gives b etter agreement w ith the experim ental
barrier distribution, as shown below, this result is not necessarily suggestive of
any underlying physics because there is some doubt in the real nuclear potential.
The nuclear potential used in this analysis was obtained by fitting a single
barrier to the high energy fusion cross-sections. Since the fit was done w ithout
consideration of the direct reaction channels, the potential obtained depends on
the fusion m odel, and may not necessarily represent the true interaction poten
tial. An exam ple of this can be seen by comparing the values of the potential
param eters obtained from analyses of different reaction channels. The diffuse
ness obtained from the fits to the fusion channel [18,19,57] is often significantly
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larger than th a t obtained from an optical model analysis [104,117,118]. For ex
ample, compare a = 0.84 fm from the analysis of the 160 + 144Sm reaction in
this work, w ith a = 0.3 fm from the analysis of elastic scattering d ata by K ittl
et al. [117]. A possible explanation for this difference in diffuseness param eters
is due to Leigh [17], and is described below.

D e p e n d e n c e o f th e diffu sen ess p aram eter on th e m o d el a n alysis
The difference in the value for the diffuseness of the real potential derived from
fusion analyses and those values extracted from elastic scattering d ata could arise
from the differing treatm ent of the partial waves for each reaction channel. In an
optical model analysis, the flux which is reflected from the real potential repre
sents elastic scattering, whilst the imaginary potential represents the absorption
of all other flux not included explicitly in the model. W hen the analysis is con
cerned w ith obtaining a good fit to the fusion cross-sections, high /-waves, such
as those associated with transfer reactions, are prevented from contributing to
fusion by reflecting them from the real potential barrier. Use of a large diffuseness
gives barriers which increase more rapidly with / and the effect of a larger barrier
means th a t the rejected /-waves contribute to the elastic channel. In contrast,
the scattering analyses m ust prevent these same l-waves from contributing to the
elastic channel. This is achieved by allowing them to pass over a smaller barrier
and to be absorbed, contributing to the fusion channel. Thus, it is not clear what
is the appropriate nuclear potential to use, since there is a dependence on the
type of d ata th a t is being analysed. A different value of the diffuseness will alter
dVn(r )/ dr and could change the coupling strength, F(r). This problem could be
pursued by carrying out a global analysis of all reaction channels simultaneously.
The potential extracted then should represent the true interaction potential. Such
an analysis is beyond the scope of this work.

T h e in clu sion o f o th er chann els
A lthough the simplified coupled-channels calculations provide a good reproduc
tion of the experim ental barrier distribution, there are still inadequacies in the
above model calculations. The calculation does not reproduce correctly the width
of the m ain peak of the barrier distribution, see Fig. 5.2. Correspondingly, there
is too much weight in the theoretical calculation at energies around the main
peak and perhaps not enough in the second peak. This could indicate th a t there
are some channels still missing from the coupling scheme. For the 160 + 144Sm
118

system , channels th a t could effect the fusion process include: (a) transfer chan
nels (b) projectile excitation and (c) other inelastic channels. The only singleparticle transfer reaction with a |Q| < 5 MeV is the proton stripping channel,
w ith Q = —1.7 MeV. As shown later, the effect of a negative Q-value transfer
channel in the presence of an inelastic channel is small. Projectile excitation does
not have a significant effect in this reaction either; see a later discussion.
The next lowest lying inelastic states in 144Sm are the 4 + at 2 .1 9 MeV and
2+

at 2 .4 5 MeV. A CCMOD calculation including these channels, and the proton

stripping channel, is shown in Fig. 5.3 by the broken line. The coupling strength
for the transfer channel was K, = 2 .8 MeV, a value determ ined from the fits to the
170 + 144Sm barrier distribution, as discussed later. The deform ation param eters
for the two extra states were obtained from the (a , a ') scattering m easurem ent
of Ref. [119]. The combined effect of these extra channels does alter the shape
of the barrier distribution, improving the agreement in the region of the second
barrier. Inclusion of higher lying states will have an even smaller effect because
of their larger excitation energies and the weakness of their transition strengths.
It can be concluded from the above calculations th a t the effects from the
other channels are small, although not insignificant when combined. However,
com pared to the dom inant 3“ channel, the effects of the ex tra channels are not too
large. Also, an overriding consideration is the effects of the approxim ations made
in the code CCMOD. The d ata may not support the need for the ex tra channels
if their effects are similar in size to those due to the approxim ations. This is
exam ined below using the results of exact couple-channels calculations.
C o r r e c t tr e a tm e n t o f th e e x c ita tio n e n e r g ie s o f th e e x c ite d sta te s

An approxim ation in the above CCMOD calculations is the treatm en t of the ex
citation energies of the inelastic states. In the eigenchannel representation, on
which the code CCFUS is based, the excitation energies of the inelastic states are
treated in an approxim ate m anner in order to facilitate decoupling of the coupledchannels equations. As discussed in C hapter 2, the excitation energy is included
explicitly in the coupling m atrix and the form factors are assumed to vary in the
region of the barrier. The coupled equations are then solved using the unitary
m atrix th a t was used to solve the equations for the zero excitation energy case.
As the excitation energy increases, the approxim ation will gradually worsen. This
approxim ate treatm ent of the excitation energies in CCMOD is expected to be valid
for excitation energies < 2 MeV [120].
To examine the approxim ate treatm en t of the excitation energies, the results
119
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F IG . 5.3: The distribution of barriers calculated with the 3~ and 2+ states only (solid
line) and also with 2 extra inelastic channels and the proton transfer channel (broken
line). The 5-channel calculation improves the agreement in the region of the second
barrier, but the area of the main barrier is still not correct.

of the CCMOD calculation are compared to the barrier distribution calculated using
more exact codes. The main difference between CCMOD and the more exact codes
is in the approach to solving the coupled-channels equations. The exact codes
solve the coupled-channels equations by means of numerical integration.

The

reaction cross-section is given by
0-rea ct(£) = O’inel(^) +

(5-3)

where crabs(i?) is the absorption cross-section, which is all the flux that is not in
cluded in the inelastic and elastic reactions. What the absorption term describes,
depends upon whether or not the code includes the transfer channels explicitly. To
model the absorption of the other reaction channels not included in the coupledchannels space that accounts for the elastic and inelastic reactions, an imaginary
term in the potential may be introduced. In the code of Kruppa and Rowley [110],
transfer reactions are not included explicitly and so crabs(i?) = <JfUa{E) -f atran(ü7).
Also, their code calculates the fusion cross-section using an ingoing-wave bound
ary condition (IWBC). At a radius that lies well inside the fusion barrier radius,
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it is assumed th a t there are only ingoing waves, see Eq. (2.23) in C hapter 2. In
this case, an explicit im aginary term in the optical potential is redundant. The
code

FRESCO

differs in its approach in th a t it can include the transfer reactions

explicitly [104], and so in Eq. (5.3) cr&ha(E) = OfU8(i?). The depth of the imag
inary term in the potential is adjusted to simulate the IW BC. The approach of
FRESCO

differs from some other methods which describe transfer reactions using

a short-range or surface im aginary term [117] or two im aginary term s [121,122],
an ‘inner’ term and a more peripheral term .
The complete coupled-channels codes solve the coupled equations treating the
excitation energies of the inelastic channels exactly. Both codes include the effects
of coupling to all orders in the inelastic form factor F(r).

In contrast,

truncates this expansion to include only the first term , dVn /dr. Both

CCMOD

CCMOD

and

the code of K ruppa and Rowley solve the coupled equations in the isocentrifugal
approxim ation, and in

FRESCO

there is a choice of either using this approxim ation

or solving the equations w ithout it. Although the simple eigenchannel picture is
lost when using the more exact calculations, it is shown below th a t it is still
instructive to interpret the distribution of fusion barriers in this picture.
The barrier distribution calculated using the code of K ruppa and Rowley is
shown by the solid line in Fig. 5.4. Also shown is the barrier distribution for
160 -f 144Sm as determ ined by the approxim ate code CCMOD (dashed line). Both

calculations included the 2+ and 3“ inelastic states in 144Sm, given in Table 5.1.
The potential param eters for both these calculations were equal to each other
b ut slightly different to those optim um param eters given in Table 4.1. This is
not im portant since the difference in Bo and R b is small and it is the comparison
between the two codes th a t is of interest here. The exact code of K ruppa and
Rowley also reproduces the m ain features of the experim ental barrier distribution.
The m ain peak of the barrier distribution is larger th an the CCMOD calculation and
the second peak is pushed to slightly larger energies, w ith b etter reproduction
of the ‘dip ’ between the two barriers. Q ualitatively the barrier distribution is
sim ilar to the CCMOD calculation, but they do differ in detail.
In the eigenchannel approach, the energies of the excited states play a m ajor
role in determ ining the relative weights of the barriers. A two-channel calculation,
w ith the excitation energy of the state set to zero, yields two barriers with equal
weights. This implies th a t the inelastic state is excited as easily as the ground
state. W hen the excitation energy is included, the weight of the second barrier
decreases, and the separation in energy between the barriers increases. The sep
aration and weight of the two barriers from the CCMOD calculation in Fig. 5.4
121
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F IG . 5.4: The theoretical distribution of barriers for the 160 + 144Sm reaction calcu
lated using two different approaches. The dashed line represents the barrier distribution
using CCMOD, which solves the coupled equations in the eigenchannel representation. The
solid line is the barrier distribution from the calculation of Kruppa and Rowley [110],
where the excitation energies of the inelastic states were treated exactly. The dotted
line is from the exact coupled reaction channels code F R E S C O .

is in reasonable agreem ent with the exact calculations. This suggests th a t the
approxim ate treatm en t of the excitation energies in CCMOD is reasonable for the
energies of the first 3~ and 2+ states in 144Sm. However, the situation is expected
to be different as the excitation energy increases above several MeV.
The experim ental barrier distribution for the 160 + 144Sm reaction was also
com pared w ith a calculation using the code FRESCO [113]. The real and im agi
nary potential term s of the optical potential are sum m arised in Table 5.1.1. The
depth and diffuseness of the real potential are again different from those p aram 
eters given in Table 5.1 but the barrier height, radius and curvature given in
Table 5.1.1 are very similar to the best fit values. This is possible since different
sets of potential param eters (£7, r y ,a ) can approxim ate the same barrier p aram 
eters even though the shape of the real potential is different. The code FRESCO
solves the coupled differential equations by step-by-step num erical integration,
calculating the scattering wavefunctions over the interval A R up to some maxi122

Table 5.3: The real (U) and imaginary (W^) potential parameters used in the CRC
code FRESCO. The form for the imaginary potential was a Woods-Saxon squared. The
real potential had the usual Woods-Saxon form. In these calculations the deformation
parameters for the Coulomb, real and imaginary potentials were equal.
U (MeV)
-105.1
B 0 = 61.23
ß 3= 0.205

' C =t

Tv (fm)

a (fm)

Wi (MeV)

r* (fm)

a^ (fm)

1.10
R b — 10.8
ß 2= 0.113'

0.75
Ku = 4.27

-1 0 .0

1.00

0.40

= /Seoul

m um radius R m&x. The value for R m&x should be at least as large as the radius of
the classical turning point. The coupled-channels equations are solved iteratively
until the difference in successive scattering m atrices is less than 0.1%. W hen
using this code, care m ust be taken to find ‘robust’ values for the interval A R
and R m&X) otherwise unphysical oscillations can appear in the results. The barrier
distribution from the

FRESCO

calculation is shown by the dotted line in Fig.

5.4 .

T he coupling scheme also included the first 3“ and 2+ inelastic channels in 144Sm.
The

FRESCO

calculation reproduces the shape of the m easured barrier distribution.

Furtherm ore, the agreement between the two exact coupled-channels calculations
is very good.
The results in Fig. 5.4 reveal small differences in the shape of the barrier
distributions between the calculations from

CCMOD

and the exact codes. Given

th a t the coupling schemes and deformation param eters used are identical in all
three calculations, this comparison should test the validity of the approxim ations
m ade in the eigenchannel approach of CCMOD. The validity of these approxim ations
are exam ined in Fig.
from a

FRESCO

5 .5 ,

where the solid line represents the barrier distribution

calculation w ithout the isocentrifugal approxim ation and with

coupling to all orders in the inelastic form factor. The equivalent calculation, but
w ith the isocentrifugal approxim ation, is barely distinguishable from the solid
line and is not shown in Fig.
dotted line in Fig.

5.5

is a

5 .5 .

FRESCO

The barrier distribution represented by the
calculation with the first term dVn/d r only

in F(r), and the isocentrifugal approxim ation.

The calculation suggests th a t

this approxim ation is not too severe for the relatively small deformations of the
inelastic channels considered here. However, these approxim ations still do not
account for the differences in the

CCMOD

calculation (dashed line in Fig.

123

5 .5 )

and

t h e FRESCO c a l c u l a t i o n s .

The rem aining differences could be due to the approxim ate treatm en t of the
excitation energies by

CCMOD,

although the energies of the inelastic states are

not too large. There is, however, one other approxim ation th a t
W hen evaluating the weights of the eigenbarriers,

CCMOD

CCMOD

makes.

does so at a particular

radius [52] taken to be the radius of the single barrier R b . This is done to
ensure th a t the sum of the weights of all eigenbarriers is unity.

Since in the

eigenchannel solution to the coupled equations, the weights are functions of r
(see C hapter 2), there is nothing unique about evaluating them at the radius
R b - It was shown in Ref. [57], th a t in the vicinity of the lowest eigenbarriers,

the weights were changing rapidly, so small changes in r can have a significant
effect on the weight of each eigenbarrier. This am biguity in calculating the weight
of each eigenbarrier is inherent in the eigenchannel representation, whenever the
constant coupling approxim ation is not being used. This factor, along w ith the
approxim ate treatm ent of the excitation energies, is the most likely explanation
for the differences between the approxim ate code and exact coupled-channels
calculations in Fig. 5.5.

A lthough very detailed comparisons of experim ental

d ata should be made using models th a t do not use such approxim ations, the code
CCMOD

is invaluable for making fast qualitative interpretations of the channels

influencing fusion.
C oup ling to th e projectile
Im plicit in the discussion thus far, is the assum ption th a t the projectile is inert
in term s of its effect on the fusion process. In this Section, the effect of projectile
excitation on the distribution of barriers is examined. The barrier distribution
shown by the solid line in Fig. 5.6(a) is a calculation using the code

CCMOD

which

includes the first 3~ excited state in 160 . The energy of the 3“ state in 160
is at 6.130 MeV w ith a deform ation param eter ß$ = 0.733.

The 2+ and 3“

inelastic states in 144Sm were also included in the coupling scheme. It is clear
from Fig. 5.6(a) th a t projectile excitation destroys the agreement between the
m easured and calculated barrier distributions. The extra coupling strength from
the inelastic state in 160 pushes the second barrier to energies much higher than
observed, depleting the region around 65 MeV. This also forces the m ain barrier
to lower energies producing a barrier distribution inconsistent w ith the m easured
one.
The above result conflicts w ith the approach taken by some analyses [123,124],
which included excitation of the 160 projectile and of other projectiles close in
124
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F IG . 5.5: The barrier distributions evaluated using various approximations in the
coupled-channels calculations. The solid line is an exact FRESCO calculation with no
isocentrifugal approximation and coupling to all orders. The same calculation, with the
isocentrifugal approximation, differs by less than 1% in the cross-sections (not shown).
The dotted line is a FRESCO calculation with the first term dVn/dr in F (r) only and
the isocentrifugal approximation. The dashed line is the CCMOD calculation of Fig. 5.4.

mass. Often, the inelastic channels in the projectile have been autom atically in
cluded in order to increase the theoretical cross-sections to provide b e tte r agree
m ent with the d ata at energies below the single barrier. Figure 5.6 shows th a t
incorrect conclusions can be draw from this approach when the d ata and the
ory are com pared in term s of the conventional logarithm ic plot of cr(E). The
excitation function shown by the dashed line in Fig. 5.6(b) is the above CCMOD
calculation, which includes projectile excitation, but w ith an arbitrary increase in
B q of 0.5 MeV to B 0 = 61.60 MeV. Note th a t this is the sort of increase possible
if the fusion cross-sections above B 0 are ill defined. This calculation appears to
reproduce the d ata as well as the calculation with the best fit barrier param eters
[as depicted by the dashed line in Fig. 5.1(b)] because of the com pensating shift
in B q. B ut of course the shape of the barrier distribution is not correct [broken
line in Fig. 5.6(a)]. It is almost the same shape as the initial calculation with
projectile excitation and the best fit param eters, shifted by +0.5 MeV.
This dem onstrates not only the im portance of accurately defining the single
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barrier param eters, but also shows the benefits of identifying the distribution of
barriers in the reaction. It is conceivable th a t a statistical analysis of two different
theoretically based calculations could, for x t ^

1> produce identical x l ~ ^ s t°

the fusion cross-sections, but have barrier distributions th a t are qualitatively
different. In this case, it is the calculation th a t best reproduces the shape of
the barrier distribution th a t is more likely to have included the correct coupling
scheme.
The CCMOD calculation in Fig. 5.6 implies th a t the coupling strength for the
inelastic states in the projectile is far too strong. A possible explanation for this is
due to Esbensen et al. [125]. They suggest th a t the effects of coupling in 160 are
suppressed for two reasons. The first is due to the dynam ical effects associated
w ith the large excitation energies of the states in 160 , and the second relates
to ‘proxim ity’ effects between the surfaces of the two potentials [126]. Esbensen
et al. [125] found th a t the collective states in the lighter ion, in an asym m etric
collision, were strongly suppressed.
The dynam ical argum ent is based on the classical zero-point m otion model
for collective surface vibrations [127]. Although this model has been superseded
by the coupled-channels approach, it is instructive to consider its central idea.
The surface vibrations correspond to oscillations in the nuclear radius, w ith a
characteristic energy hcj, where uj is the frequency of the mode of oscillation.
In order for a given collective state to have a significant effect on the relative
m otion of the two interacting nuclei, one requires hu> <C hu>co]aa-lon, where ü-'coiiision
is the characteristic frequency for the collision.

If this condition holds, then

the dynam ical effects of the vibration can be neglected (co = 0) and the states
are treated as frozen or static [120]. This is sometimes called the frozen shapes
approximation and is im plicitly assumed in the geometric model of fusion for
statically deformed nuclei. If, however, the excitation energy of the collective
mode is large, Klo ~ 10 MeV [125], then the frozen shapes approxim ation is no
longer valid. In this case, the radius changes during the tim e of the collision
and each individual collision samples all radii giving rise to an effective average
barrier. The effective coupling strength for states with large excitation energies
is then reduced considerably. The energy of the state at which this reduction
becomes significant is not obvious; Esbensen et al. suggest a few MeV [125].
A second calculation was perform ed with the code FRESCO to exam ine its
treatm en t of projectile excitation. The dashed line in Fig. 5.7 shows the result
of the FRESCO calculation when the 3“ channel in 160 is included in the coupling
scheme, in addition to the first two excited states in 144Sm.
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F IG . 5.6: (a) The solid line is the barrier distribution from a C C M O D calculation with
the 3~ state in 160 included in addition to the two low-lying states in 144Sm. The
measured barrier distribution demonstrates that the coupling strength for projectile
excitation is dramatically overestimated in the simplified coupled-channels approach.
The dashed line is the equivalent calculation but with the single barrier shifted by -f 0.5
MeV. The dotted line is a calculation that also includes projectile excitation but with
the deformation parameter for the ß 3 in 160 reduced by one fifth. Panel (b) displays
the same calculations in terms of their cross-sections. This figure illustrates how it is
possible to draw incorrect conclusions about the significance of a particular channel
coupling when the data and calculation are compared in the usual manner.
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FIG. 5.7: Barrier distributions from calculations with the code FRESCO. This code
treats the excitation energies of the states exactly. The solid line is the calculation
without any projectile couplings. The dashed line is the barrier distribution when the
3“ channel in 160 is also included in the coupling scheme. The dotted line shows the
effects of reducing the coupling strength of the projectile channel by a half.

a striking disagreem ent with the experim ental barrier distribution and a large
difference from the calculation w ithout projectile excitation (solid line in Fig. 5.7).
A sim ilar result was also obtained when projectile excitation was included in a
calculation using the code of K ruppa and Rowley (not shown). These calculations
suggest th a t either there is still something missing in the exact coupled-channels
treatm en t of the 160 inelastic channels or th a t the effect of projectile excitation is
overestim ated. An arbitrary reduction in the deformation param eter for the 160
nucleus produced the barrier distribution shown by the dotted line in Fig. 5.7.
A second calculation was also perform ed with CCMOD. Here projectile excitation
was included in the coupling scheme but with a deformation param eter one fifth
its original value (dotted line in Fig. 5.6). The effect of the reduced coupling
strength in both these calculations is to put the theoretical barrier distribution
back in b e tte r agreem ent with the experim ental one, though the shape of the
second barrier is still m ism atched.
Clearly there is an unresolved problem associated with the coupling to the
inelastic channel in 160 . W hat is certain is th a t including this channel in the
CCMOD calculations is not appropriate. In all subsequent coupled-channels calcu
lations the 160 projectile is treated as inert. Also, the inelastic channels in the
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170 projectile are not included in the following calculations since the collective
properties for this nucleus are expected to be similar to those of 160 .
Although there maybe some uncertainties regarding the inputs to the coupledchannels codes, it has been shown th a t the general features of the m easured barrier
distribution are very well reproduced by such models. The double-peaked barrier
distribution was observed in two different approaches to solving the coupledchannels problem , using three distinctly different codes. The remaining discrep
ancies between the m easured barrier distributions and the calculations pose an
interesting question. To what level of detail can the current theoretical coupledchannels models describe the experim ental barrier distributions?

5 .1 .2

T h e 170 + 144Sm re a ctio n

As shown in C hapter 4, the shape of the m easured barrier distribution for the 170
induced reaction is qualitatively different to th a t for the 160 + 144Sm reaction.
At energies below the m ain barrier, there exists a tail on the barrier distribution
not observed in the 160 + 144Sm reaction. At energies around 5 MeV above the
single barrier, the two barrier distributions are equivalent, w ithin the statistical
uncertainties. The first step in theoretical description of the barrier distribution
for 170 + 144Sm is to carry out the equivalent calculation done in Section 5.1.1.
The barrier distribution from the CCMOD calculation with the 3~ and 2+ states in
144Sm is shown by the dashed line in Fig. 5.8. The calculation was perform ed with
the fusion potential param eters for the 170 + 144Sm reaction given in Table 4.2
and the same coupling strengths for the inelastic channels as for the 160 + 144Sm
calculation. Again, the double-peaked feature in the barrier distribution is well
reproduced. However, the calculation does not put enough weight in the energy
region below the main barrier. Note how the size difference between the main
barrier in this calculation and th a t for the equivalent calculation for the 160 +
144Sm reaction (see Fig. 5.2 in this C hapter) survives after the addition of the
inelastic couplings. Thus, the shape of the experim ental barrier distribution for
the 170 + 144Sm reaction cannot be explained by considering inelastic channels
only.
It is also worth emphasising th a t there is no change in the above conclusion
when the wrong single-barrier param eters are used in the CCMOD calculation. This
can be seen by comparing the barrier distributions shown in in Fig. 5.8. The
barrier distribution represented by the dashed line in Fig. 5.8 is the calculation
perform ed with the best-fit potential param eters. The dotted line in Fig. 5.8 is
the barrier distribution obtained with a calculation using a diffuseness a = 0.84
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fm and a corresponding barrier B 0 = 60.8 MeV, obtained from re-fitting the high
energy 170 -f 144Sm data. (The x l f°r this less the ideal fit was alm ost twice
the best fit values given in Table 4.1). This variation in the potential param eters
does not alter the shape of the double-peaked barrier distribution dram atically.
More im portantly, there is only a very small change in the shape of the barrier
distribution for energies below the main barrier. The solid line in Fig. 5.8 is a
second calculation w ith an even more severe change in the potential param eters.
This calculation was perform ed with a = 0.62 and B 0 = 61.1 MeV, giving a x l fit
to the high energy d ata an order of m agnitude worse than the best-fit param eters.
The peak of the m ain barrier is now smaller, but the whole barrier distribution
is shifted to higher energies because of the increase in the single barrier. If the
diffuseness was larger than the best-fit value then the barrier distribution would
shift to lower energies, but now the peak of the main barrier would be larger
because of the increase in a. N either of these approaches will produce a ‘ta il’
on the low energy side of the m ain barrier. In otherwords, the disagreem ent at
energies below the m ain barrier between the calculation including the inelastic
channels and the 170 + 144Sm barrier distribution cannot be due to incorrect
single-barrier param eters.
B arrier weight can be shifted from the main barrier to lower energies by the
inclusion of a positive Q-value channel in the coupling scheme. The Q-value for
the single-neutron transfer to the ground-state in 145Sm, 144Sm (170 , 160 ) 145Sm,
has Q = +2.6 MeV. Note th a t there are no positive single particle transfer re
actions for the 160 + 144Sm reaction. To examine the effects of transfer on the
barrier distribution, the simplified coupled-channels code CCMOD was used. In this
code, additional couplings are specified by directly including the transfer coupling
strength, defined as K ,/\/47t [54] at the position of the single barrier R b . The
spatial variation of this strength is assumed to be exponential [58, 53] w ith the
form factor given by

Firan(r) =

(r - R b )

JC

7 ^ exp

1.2 fra

(5.4)

In this analysis, K, was adjusted in order to provide the best representation of the
data. The effect of the single-neutron stripping reaction is to introduce a third
barrier, w ith a weight of % 12%, at an energy below the m ain barrier. Most of
the weight gained by the lowest barrier comes from the m ain barrier, leaving the
weight of the second barrier essentially unchanged. The barrier distribution from
this calculation is shown by the solid line in Fig. 5.9 for a value of JC = 2.8 MeV.
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FIG. 5.8: The dashed line is the barrier distribution from a CCMOD calculation with the
two inelastic states in 144Sm. The main peak of the theoretical distribution overpredicts
the data by a larger amount than the 160 + 144Sm case. This is because of the difference
in the penetrability between the two systems. The dotted line is a CCMOD calculation
with the inelastic channels, but for different potential parameters. The solid line shows
the effect on the barrier distribution for a dramatic shift in the potential parameters.
This demonstrates that incorrect values for the nuclear potential cannot be responsible
for the low energy tail observed in the experimental barrier distribution.
The theoretical calculation now reproduces, at least qualitatively, the tail present
in the 170 + 144Sm reaction and offers a much b etter estim ate of the m ain peak
in the barrier distribution.
T ransfer to e x c ite d sta te s in 145Sm
The above calculation, where it was assumed th a t transfer proceeded to the
ground-state in 145Sm, is a simplification. It is expected th a t the transfer will
occur to several single-particles states in 145Sm. An exam ple of this is the reac
tion 144Sm (13C ,12C )145Sm [128], where transfer to four states, 2f7/2, 3p3/2, 3 p i/2
and 2f5/ 2, was observed. The calculation in the previous Section was repeated,
this tim e including four transfer channels with Q-values at + 2.6,1.2,1.0 and 0.8
MeV. The transfer strength was adjusted to provide the best representation of
the barrier distribution, as shown by the dotted line in Fig. 5.9. The strength
was kept the same for each transfer channel and JC was found to have the value
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F IG . 5.9: The barrier distribution as shown by the dashed line is the same as the
calculation in Fig. 5.8. The solid line is the barrier distribution which also includes the
Q = +2.6 MeV transfer channel. This barrier distribution gives a better reproduction of
the shape of the experimental distribution. The dotted curve is the barrier distribution
calculated with transfer to the ground-state and three excited states in 145Sm.

1.4 MeV. A lthough each individual coupling strength is reduced, the total cou
pling strength (the sum of each coupling strength added in quadrature) remains
unchanged. The estim ate of the total coupling strength is consistent w ith the
average value of %3 MeV from analysis of a num ber of single-particle transfer
reactions, though there are considerable fluctuations in these values from case to
case [58].
R e la tiv e sign ifican ce o f in ela stic and tran sfer chann els
The ability to see the effects of the neutron stripping reaction in the barrier
distribution is due to the fact th a t the Q-value for the reaction is positive. The
weight of the barrier below the m ain peak is about a factor of 3 sm aller th an th a t
above the m ain peak, which is largely due to coupling to inelastic channels. This
result supports the analyses given in Refs. [53,54,108], where it was suggested
th a t the transfer coupling strength should be weaker (by up to one fifth the
value of the inelastic coupling strength [53,20]). This implies th a t the effects of
an equally strong transfer channel, but with a negative Q-value, will not alter
significantly the distribution of barriers in the region above the m ain barrier. A
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calculation using CCMOD confirmed this conclusion, the barrier distribution being
essentially unchanged when a fictitious negative Q-value channel was added to
the inelastic coupling scheme, with a coupling strength of 2.8 MeV. Even in a
reaction which has relatively weak inelastic channels, such as the 170 4- 144Sm
reaction, the effects of negative Q-value transfer will be difficult to observe in
fusion.
The more complete coupled-channels models, in principle, determ ine the crosssections for each reaction channel. In the above calculations, the focus has been
on the fusion cross-sections and the m odel’s ability to reproduce the m easured
barrier distribution for fusion qualitatively. A simultaneous description of each
reaction channel would provide a more complete picture of the effects of the
inelastic and transfer channels in the reaction. Transfer cross-sections for the 170
T 144Sm reaction would be particularly valuable in light of the weakness, relative

to the inelastic processes, of the effect of the transfer channels on fusion.
In summary, the effects of inelastic channels on the barrier distribution were
observed in both the 160 4- 144Sm and 170 4- 144Sm reactions. The effects of
the neutron stripping channels were also identified in the la tter reaction.

A

simplified coupled-channels calculation was able to reproduce the shapes of these
barrier distributions qualitatively, providing strong support for the identification
of these individual inelastic and transfer channels. The effects of the transfer
channel are considerably weaker than the inelastic channel. The coupled-channels
calculations suggest th a t the effects of projectile excitation on fusion are small
or absent. A comparison of the simplified coupled-channels code was m ade with
more exact codes. The approxim ations made in the eigenchannel representation
applied in the code CCMOD were thus tested and found to be good.
The next Section of this C hapter is devoted to the interpretation of th e 160
_l_ 2 0 8 p |3 reaction. Based on the conclusions above, the coupling scheme for the
160 4- 208Pb reaction could be expected to be similar to th a t for the 160 4- 144Sm
reaction.

The 160 4- 208Pb fusion reaction involves both neutron and proton

closed shells in the target and projectile.

Does the coupling scheme for this

reaction follow from the insights gained into the behaviour of the 16,170 4- 144Sm
reactions?

5.2

The 160 + 208Pb reaction

The barrier distribution for the 160 -f 208Pb reaction is displayed in Fig. 5.10(a),
with the 160 -f 144Sm reaction in panel (b) for comparison. The energy axes
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Table 5.4: The ground-state transition strengths and the deformation parameters for
2°8pb The deformation parameters were calculated with a nuclear radius parameter
of r0 = 1.06 fm.

Nucleus

J'

E * (MeV)

B(EX) T

ßx

Reference

208Pb

2+
3"

4.085
2.615

0.29 e2b2
0.611 e2b3

0.066
0.150

Ref. [114]
Ref. [115]

have been renormalised by dividing by the B0 for each system. Now consider the
inelastic channels in the Pb nucleus. The solid line in Fig. 5.10(a) is the barrier
distribution from a CCMOD calculation with coupling to the 3“ and 2+ states in
208Pb. The spectroscopic inform ation for these states is sum m arised in Table 5.4.
As in the 160 + 144Sm reaction, the largest effect on the barrier distribution
comes from the 3“ state. This calculation, for a simple inelastic coupling scheme,
does not reproduce the experim ental barrier distribution very well. There are
three m ajor differences between the two barrier distributions.

For the 160 +

208Pb reaction (i) the main peak from the CCMOD calculation is too large; (ii) the
weight of the second peak in the experim ental barrier distribution is much more
significant and occurs at energies closer to the m ain peak, and (iii) there appears
to be evidence for significant barrier weight at energies below the m ain barrier.
The above result suggests th a t there exists stronger coupling than the model
calculation indicates.

In order to improve the agreement between theory and

experim ent, more coupling m ust be included.

Are there any ‘strong’ particle

transfer reactions th a t may influence the fusion? There are two possibilities, a
neutron pickup reaction with Q = —3.2 MeV and a proton stripping channel with
Q = -1-0.6 MeV (the net Q-value corrected for the change in Coulomb energies, see
C hapter 2). The broken line in Fig. 5.10(a) is the barrier distribution w ith these
two transfer channels included as well as the inelastic channels. The coupling
strength for both transfer channels in the calculation was taken to be the same
value as for the 170 -f 144Sm reaction. The positive Q-value transfer channel
reduces the size of the main peak in the barrier distribution p u ttin g a barrier at
energies below the m ain barrier. However, the calculation still fails to reproduce
the low-energy edge of the experim ental barrier distribution. As noted in the
previous Section, the effects of the negative Q-value transfer, in the presence of
inelastic channels, are small. The calculation does not predict enough barrier
weight at energies » 2-5% above B0. The agreem ent with the experim ental bar134
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F IG . 5.10: (a) The experimental barrier distribution for the 160 -f 208Pb reaction
is compared to a CCMOD calculation using the coupling scheme that was successful in
describing the 160 -f 144Sm reaction, see the solid line in (b). The barrier distribution
for the 160 -f 208Pb reaction is not well reproduced by this coupling scheme. Inclusion
of two transfer channels improves the agreement marginally (broken line) but the shape
of the barrier distribution is still not correct, (b) The two-channel inelastic coupling
scheme for the 160 -f 144Sm reaction.
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rier distribution is only marginally improved with the addition of the transfer
channels. Considering th a t the approxim ations made in the code CCMOD are rea
sonably reliable, it seems unlikely th a t they can be entirely responsible for the
disagreement.
W hat is required is a mechanism whereby coupling strength is concentrated at
energies close to the single barrier. As shown in the next Section, any additional
increase in the coupling strength of the inelastic or transfer channels will push the
existing barriers further apart in energy, an effect opposite to w hat is required. As
a guide to the height and weight of the barriers needed to describe 160 + 208Pb
reaction, the experim ental fusion cross-sections were fitted using an analytical
approach. Here, the fusion cross-sections are w ritten as
a ( E ) = Y ™ccv{E, B a),

(5.5)

a

where a ( E , B a ) is the cross-section for each eigenbarrier with height B a , and wa
is the weight for each eigenbarrier in eigenchannel a. The radius and curvature of
the single barrier, as determ ined from the fit to the high energy d ata, were used
as inputs to the Wong form of the fusion cross-section, as given by Eq. (2.12) in
C hapter 2. Then, a x 2-fit t° the experim ental cross-sections over the entire energy
range was perform ed to determ ine the optim um num ber of barriers and their
weights. The fit was perform ed with the eigenbarrier energies as free param eters
and the x 2 was minimised with respect to iva. The best fit was found for three
barriers, giving rise to the distribution of barriers shown by the continuous solid
line in Fig. 5.11. The barriers and their weights are also indicated in Fig. 5.11.
The theoretical fit to the fusion cross-sections suggests th a t the 160 + 208Pb
reaction requires at least three barriers, two of which are reasonably close in
energy to each other. This is in contrast to the 160 -f 144Sm reaction which was
successfully described using this analytical approach with two barriers only.
M u ltip h o n o n coupling
One way of producing a barrier distribution th a t has barriers in close proxim ity
is by using a m ultiple-phonon coupling scheme. The effects of m ultiphonon exci
tations on the fusion barrier distributions for the 160 -f 92Zr have been studied
recently by K ruppa et al. [51]. For a vibrational nucleus like 92Zr, w ith a low
lying quadrupole phonon at 0.934 MeV and an octupole phonon at 2.339 MeV, it
is expected th a t a m ultiplet of states should exist, corresponding to the double
phonon excitations at an energy approxim ately twice th a t of the single-phonon
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FIG. 5.11: The results of an analytical eigenbarrier fit to the experimental fusion
cross-sections for the 160 -f 208Pb reaction (solid line). The best fit was obtained for
3 eigenbarriers at ( 5 a ,-u;a) = (72.1,0.29), (74.4, 0.49) and (78.3,0.26), as shown by the
thick vertical lines. This is in contrast to the 160 + 144Sm reaction where the best fit
was obtained with two barriers only.

excitations. The barrier distribution from the single-phonon coupling scheme for
the 160 + 92Zr reaction is shown by the solid line in Fig. 5.12. As in both the
160 + 144Sm and 160 -j- 208Pb cases, this coupling scheme produces only two bar
riers of appreciable weight. Here ( B a , w a ) = (41.2,0.76) and (45.3,0.20), where
these two barriers account for 96% of the total barrier weight. The effect on the
barrier distribution of including the 2+ ® 3“ coupling term in 92Zr is shown by
the broken line in Fig. 5.12. The m ultiphonon coupling brings two of the barriers
closer together in energy, producing the shoulder at 43 MeV in Fig. 5.12. There
is also another much weaker barrier at an energy around 45 MeV. The reason for
this effect can be explained by examining the behaviour of the eigenvalues for the
single and m ultiple-phonon couplings [57].
F irst consider the 2-channel coupling case. The m atrix is given by

(5.6)

M2 =

where Q = 1 MeV and ß is coupling strength. Here the Q-value is set to unity
for simplicity. The solution for this case was given in C hapter 2; the eigenvalues
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are
A± = 1(1 ± y r + 4/32).

(5.7)

The eigenvalues are plotted in Fig. 5.13 as a function of ß 2 (solid lines). From
this function it is clear why larger values for the coupling strength force the
eigenvalues, and hence the eigenbarriers, further apart in energy. This is the
reason why simply increasing the coupling strength in a system such as 160 +
208Pb will never produce the desired barrier distribution. The double-phonon
coupling m atrix, for phonons of the same type, is given by
/ 0
M

3

ß

ß
1
0 ßs/ 2

0

\

ßy/2
2 )

(5.8)

Note the difference in the position of the off-diagonal term s compared to Eq. (5.2).
This gives a third order polynomial whose three eigenvalues are represented by
the broken lines in Fig. 5.13. The positive eigenvalue solution ‘repels’ the middle
eigenvalue solution more strongly than the negative one. This results in two eigenbarriers close together in energy and a third eigenbarrier at higher energies [57].
This qualitatively explains the distribution of barriers shown in Fig. 5.12. The ad
dition of another type of double-phonon state will complicate the above situation,
but the explanation remains unchanged.
There is some theoretical support for the existence of m ultiphonon states in
208Pb [129], although as yet there has been no definitive identification of these
states in spectroscopic studies [130], despite a recent claim [131]. However, in
a recent m easurem ent [132] of the fusion cross-sections for 58Ni -f 60Ni reaction,
the structure present in the barrier distribution was characteristic of a strong
phonon coupling scheme. The shape of the experim ental barrier distribution was
reproduced only when the double-phonon excitations in the target and projectile
were taken into account.
In a reaction like 160 -f 208Pb, where the coupling strength of the octupole
phonon is larger th an the quadrupole phonon, the 3“ 0 3“ m ultiple-phonon state
may be an im portant term in the overall coupling scheme. The effects of the
m ultiphonon states were exam ined using CCMPH, a version of CCMOD, modified
to include a m ultiple phonon coupling m atrix. Before examining the effects of
m ultiphonon coupling on the 160 -f 208Pb reaction, the influence of this type
of coupling scheme is examined for the 160 -f- 144Sm reaction. In Fig. 5.14, the
solid line is a CCMPH calculation w ith the 3" 0 3“ , 2+ 0 2+ and 2+ 0 3“ m ultiple138
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F IG . 5.12: A comparison between the barrier distribution calculated with a single
phonon coupling scheme (solid line) and that from a multiple-phonon case (broken
line). The multiple-phonon coupling decreases the separation in energy of the two
lowest eigenbarriers.
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F IG . 5.13: The eigenvalues plotted as a function of ß 2 for the single-phonon (solid
lines) and double-phonon (broken lines) coupling schemes. From Ref. [57].
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FIG . 5.14: The barrier distribution for a multiphonon calculation for the 160 + 144Sm
reaction. The previous good agreement between the calculation and the measured
barrier distribution is lost, indicating that multiphonon excitations are very weak or
absent in 144Sm.

phonon states in 144Sm. The previous agreement between the experim ent and
single-phonon calculation for this reaction is lost. This indicates th a t the double
phonon excitations do not play a significant role in the coupling scheme for the
160 -f 144Sm reaction.
The barrier distribution shown by the solid line in Fig. 5.15 includes, in ad
dition to the single-phonon excitations in 208Pb, both the double-phonon states,
3“ 0 3“ and 2+ 0 2+ , and the cross-coupling state 2+ 0 3“ . This calculation
now produces a second barrier much closer in energy to the first, however the
weight in this shoulder is overpredicted. Inclusion of the two transfer channels
produces the barrier distribution shown by the broken line in Fig. 5.15. The size
of the m ain barrier is well m atched by this calculation, but it is still short of a
com plete description of the shape of the barrier distribution. A b etter represen
tation of the barrier distribution was obtained with an arbitrary reduction in the
coupling strength of the double-octupole phonon state. Further investigation of
the m ultiple-phonon channels is needed.
It is w orth noting th a t the shape of the barrier distribution for this reaction is
also sim ilar to the m easured barrier distribution for the 160 -f 92Zr system [133].
The experim ental distribution for the 160 -f 92Zr reaction can also be fitted
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F IG . 5.15: The experimental barrier distribution for the 160 + 208Pb reaction is com
pared with a CCMPH calculation (solid line) which includes a full multiphonon coupling
scheme (see text). The 3 dominant eigenbarriers have weights and heights (73.8,0.69),
(76.7,0.26) and (77.6,0.03). The broken line is the same calculation but with the two
transfer channels included in addition to the multiphonon channels. These calculations
are still short of a complete description of the coupling scheme for the 160 + 208Pb
reaction.

analytically w ith a 3-barrier calculation, with weights in similar proportion to the
160 + 208Pb case, indicating th a t there may be some sim ilarity in the behaviour
of both these nuclei in fusion.
A lthough the above calculations suggest there is evidence for a m ultiple phonon
coupling scheme in the 160 + 208Pb reaction, the high excitation energies of the
two-phonon states means th a t the approxim ations m ade in the CCMPH code may
be unreliable. In was shown in Ref. [51] th a t calculations which treated the exci
tation energy exactly, redistributed the barrier weights and their positions, and
such an effect needs to be exam ined for the 160 -f 208Pb case. It is possible th a t
such a redistribution may improve the description of the barrier distribution.
Nevertheless, the results presented here confirm th a t the single-phonon coupling
schemes are not sufficient to reproduce the barrier distribution for the 160 +
208Pb reaction. The simple inelastic coupling scheme, th a t was successful in the
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description of the 160 + 144Sm reaction, could not explain the stronger coupling
present in the 160 + 208Pb reaction. This suggests th a t there are more complex
channels associated with the 208Pb target.

5 .2 .1

F issio n fra g m en t a n iso tro p ies

The m easured fusion excitation function for the 160 + 208Pb reaction, and the
barrier distribution discussed in the previous Section, are used here to obtain ac
curate estim ates of the angular m om entum distributions for fusion. These angular
m om entum distributions are then used as inputs to the transition state model
(TSM ) calculations for determ ining the theoretical fission fragm ent anisotropies.
The TSM is tested against the experim ental anisotropies obtained from the fis
sion fragm ent angular distributions for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. Again, the value
of accurate fusion cross-sections are evident in the TSM calculations. Not only
are they necessary for defining the angular m om entum distributions, but also for
obtaining an accurate estim ate of the saddle-point tem perature of the fissioning
nuclei.
As detailed in C hapter 2, the TSM requires knowledge of the total angular
m om entum Jh of the fissioning nucleus, the tem perature T of the fissioning nu
clear system at its transition state, taken to be the saddle point, and the effective
m om ent of inertia at the saddle point J&. In this Section, a description is given
of how each of these quantities was determ ined. Then, comparisons between the
experim ental d a ta and the theory are made in term s of the reduced anisotropy

{A — 1), which is approxim ately proportional to ( J 2)/(Tj7eff), see Eq. (2.63) in
C hapter 2.
E ffectiv e m o m en t o f in ertia at th e sad d le p oin t
To determ ine the spin-dependent m om ents of inertia perpendicular and parallel
to the sym m etry axis, a simple param eterization [134] of the rotating finite range
model [65] (R FR M ) was used. This provides a fast way of approxim ating a full
RFR M calculation, and is adequate for the heavy systems studied here. The value
of the effective m om ent of inertia for zero angular m om entum at the saddle point
was J7eff = 4600 u fm 2. This value is « 3 % larger th an the RFRM value. Since
the reduced anisotropy is approxim ately proportional to l/v7eff, use of the RFRM
value would scale the reduced anisotropy in an approxim ately linear way, resulting
in an equivalent increase in (A — 1). The true value of the effective m om ent of
inertia is one of the rem aining uncertainties in these TSM calculations.
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T em p e ra tu r e at th e saddle p oin t
The tem perature of the fissioning nucleus at its saddle point is reduced by neutron
emission th a t occurs before the system passes over its own saddle.

Since in

practice m easurem ents can only be made of the pre-scission neutron multiplicity,
some assum ption about its division into pre- and post-saddle contributions must
be made. In the analysis of Rossner et al. [38] for the reaction 160 -f 208Pb, it was
shown th a t for energies up to £ c.m. % 92 MeV, most of the m easured pre-scission
neutrons should be em itted before the saddle point is reached, and th a t the lower
the energy, the more reliable this assumption. It was dem onstrated in Ref. [38]
th a t the calculated anisotropies were in b etter agreement with the d ata at low
energies when the loss of excitation energy due to neutron emission was accounted
for, but deviated from experim ental values at higher energies [Ec_m. ^ 92 MeV).
A recent calculation [135] has shown th a t for these higher energies, an appreciable
num ber of neutrons may be em itted during the saddle-to-scission transition tim e,
thus p u tting the theory back in b etter agreement with the d a ta in the high
energy region. However, an anomaly still persists at the lower energies, as shown
in Fig 1.4 in C hapter 1.
An approxim ation of the analysis of Rossner et al. [38] was th a t the appropri
ate tem perature at the saddle point was obtained for the mean value of the excita
tion energy of the fissioning systems. This approach results in a smaller anisotropy
com pared to a more realistic calculation which evaluates the anisotropy for a dis
tribution of excitation energies. The approxim ation becomes worse as the spread
in the range of excitation energies increases. In this work, the compound nucleus
decay was modelled with the M onte Carlo evaporation code JOANNE [78], which
gave a distribution of excitation energies, allowing the tem perature at the sad
dle point to be determ ined on an event-by-event basis. W ith this approach, all
correlations of the excitation energy, j7eff(J) and J are retained.
The M onte Carlo evaporation code models the decay of the com pound nuclei
in order to determ ine the distribution of events into the com peting fission and ER
modes. The pre-scission neutron m ultiplicity d ata of Ref. [38] and the evaporation
residue cross-sections from this work were fitted w ith the code JOANNE. This was
done by varying the level density param eter at the saddle point a /, and the Sierk
fission barrier scaling factor kf. The level density param eter at the equilibrium
deform ation an, was taken to be an = A /8.8 M eV-1 . The tem p eratu re at the
saddle point for a nucleus w ith an excitation energy E * was obtained from
T j = [£• - k , B , ( J ) - E,ot( J ) - E n( J ) ] / af ,
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(5.9)

where B f ( J ) is the Sierk fission barrier [65], E rot( J ) is the rotational energy of
the equilibrium configuration from the RFRM [65], and E n( J) is the reduction in
excitation energy due to the evaporation of neutrons. The excitation energies were
calculated using liquid-drop masses for the compound nuclei, with QLD = —49.6
MeV [see Eq. (2.70) in C hapter 2]. Fits to the pre-scission neutron m ultiplicities
and the ER excitation function were obtained for average values of a / / a n = 0.90
and kf = 0.88. Because of the significant contribution of fission from very low
excitation energies, which is not well modelled in this code since shell effects are
not included, the param eters cited above can only be considered as fit param eters
which result in the correct energy loss before fission, and the correct survival
probability.
The effect on the distribution of excitation energies, and hence the saddlepoint tem perature, due to variation of these statistical model param eters was also
exam ined. For example, the pre-scission neutron m ultiplicities and the ER crosssection were fitted with a / / a n = 1.00 and kf = 0.70, after hindering the fission
process with the introduction of a constant Kramers scaling factor [136]. Because
of the uncertainty in the excitation energy due to shell effects, other calculations
were perform ed w ith QGS = —46.5 MeV, the Q-value determ ined using the m ea
sured ground-state mass of 224Th, a shift of 3.1 MeV. The anisotropies from these
calculations never varied by more than 3%, provided th a t the pre-scission neutron
m ultiplicities and the ER cross-sections were fitted. This indicates a reasonable
insensitivity of the anisotropy to different starting assum ptions, as long as the
relevant experim ental quantities are reproduced.
In the comparison of the m ean-square angular m om entum obtained from the
anisotropies and those values from various fusion models presented in Ref. [27],
there was an am biguity in the evaporation residue cross-sections. The m easure
m ents of crER( E) by H artel [40] were up to four times larger th an those of Vulgaris
et al. [41]. Similarly, the analysis of Ref. [38] depended upon knowledge of the
evaporation residue survival probabilities, for two reasons. The values chosen for
the ER cross-sections have an influence on the angular m om entum distributions
for fusion, and also on the saddle point tem perature of the fissioning nuclei. As
shown below, the la tte r has the m ost significant effect on the anisotropy.
A n g u la r m o m en tu m d istrib u tio n s o f th e fissionin g nuclei
The com pound nucleus angular m om entum distributions were determ ined from
the precise fusion excitation function, as shown in Fig. 4.12, assuming th a t a
model which fits the fusion cross-sections will correctly predict the angular mo144

m entum distributions [11, 106-108, 57].

If the model calculation was an ideal

reproduction of the fusion excitation function, then this model should give a
complete description of the fusion reaction. However, in the analysis of the crosssections in this work, the model fits are not ideal, and, as discussed earlier, it
may be possible th a t two different models will produce similarly large x 2-fits t°
the data. In this case, the barrier distribution can be used to distinguish between
the different models, w ithout relying solely on the x 2-fits °f the analysis. It is for
this reason th a t the barrier distribution is very useful in determ ining the angular
m om entum distributions for fusion.
A fit to the experim ental fusion cross-sections was performed using the ‘ana
lytical eigenbarrier’ approach described in Section 5.2. The angular m om entum
distributions were then calculated using the Wong expression, see Eq. (2.12) in
C hapter 2. An am biguity in this approach, is in the choice of the radii of the
eigenbarriers. For this calculation of the angular m om entum distributions, all
barrier radii were set to the single barrier radius. The effect on the angular mo
m entum distributions of using a radius th at depends on each eigenbarrier, instead
of the single barrier radius, was investigated. A new radius was calculated us
ing the following approxim ation, which takes into account the variation in the
radius of each barrier due to coupling effects [109]. The tail of the potential is
assumed to have the exponential form given by Eq. (2.15) in C hapter 2. W riting
the barrier height as the sum of Vn( R ( B )) and Vc0ui(-R(B)), then
1. 44 ^

(5.10)

KB)

where the radius R( B) is now a function of the barrier B. Eq. (5.10) is a quadratic
equation in R( B) which has the solution

R( B) = ^ { l + ( l - 4 a / R cy / %

(5.11)

where R c = 1A4Z i Z 2/ B is the distance of closest approach for a particle with
energy E = B in a pure Coulomb field [109]. Each eigenradius was then corrected
using the approxim ate expression in Eq. (5.11). For the 160 -f- 208Pb reaction
the difference in the smallest and the largest radii is % 1 fm.

The difference

between the (l) calculated using a fixed radius, and those calculated using the
radius correction, differed by « 4 % at the lowest energy, the energy where this
effect is the largest. This corresponding difference in the anisotropies between
the two approaches was found to be small, and not significant, considering the
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uncertainties in the effective m om ent of inertia in the transition state model.
The angular m om entum distributions of the fissioning nuclei are slightly dif
ferent to those of the compound nuclei because of the pre-saddle particle emission.
This effect was taken into account in the JOANNE calculation which corrected the
above angular m om entum distributions. It was assumed th a t all the compound
nuclei are formed in complete fusion reactions.

C om p arison w ith th e e x p e rim en ta l a n iso tro p ies
The evaporation code JOANNE was used to calculate the distribution of saddlepoint tem peratures and angular m om enta of the fissioning system s, after the
evaporation of the pre-scission neutrons.

Fission events were put into bins of

J and T, with w idth 1 and 0.1 MeV, respectively. Angular distributions were
then calculated for each value of J and T using Eqs. (2.61) and (2.62) in C hap
ter 2, with the effective moments of inertia obtained as described in the previous
Subsection. The total angular distribution was obtained by taking the sum of
the angular distributions for all values of J and T, weighted by the num ber of
fission events in each bin. The anisotropy was evaluated at the energies shown
by the stars in Fig. 5.16(a), the points of which correspond to the experim ental
pre-scission neutron m ultiplicity data. The uncertainties shown for the calculated
anisotropies arise m ainly from the uncertainties in the m easured pre-scission neu
tron m ultiplicities; there is also a contribution from the statistical nature of the
M onte Carlo calculations. These calculations are in good agreem ent with the
experim ental anisotropies at all energies. The TSM calculations do not extend
below JEc.m. = 71.5 MeV because the pre-scission neutron m ultiplicity was not de
term ined below this energy. This result resolves the previous disagreem ent [27,38]
of the calculated and m easured anisotropies, for energies below the single b ar
rier. Discrepancies are now at a level which is less than, or of the order of the
uncertainty in the inputs to the transition state model calculations.

R ea so n s for th e p resen t a g reem en t
The good agreem ent between the d ata and these TSM calculations of the fission
fragm ent anisotropies, in comparison with the previous disagreem ent [38,20],
can be attrib u te d to three factors. Firstly, the new experim ental anisotropies of
this work are lower than those previously m easured at energies below the single
fusion barrier, see Section 4.3.1. Secondly, the new ER cross-sections are much
larger. Finally, there is an effect due to the use of the distribution of saddle146
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FIG. 5.16: (a) Comparison between the measured (open circles) and calculated (stars)
fission fragment anisotropies for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. The experiment and the
calculations are plotted in terms of the reduced anisotropy (A — 1). The solid line is
a straight line fit to the TSM calculations, (b) The ratio of (A —1) as represented by
the solid line in panel (a) to (A — 1) as calculated using different input parameters.
The broken line, curve (2), is the ratio obtained when the anisotropies were calculated
using the low values of <j e r (E) from Ref. [41]. The effect on curve (2) of using the
mean value of the excitation energy, instead of the distribution of excitation energies,
is shown by the dotted line, curve (3) [see text].
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point tem peratures in the TSM calculations. These last two factors are discussed
below.
The larger values of <j e r { E ) of this work have two effects on the theoretical
anisotropies. Because of the resulting larger fusion cross-sections, there is a small
increase in the values of ( J 2) which increase the calculated anisotropies, although
only slightly. B ut more im portantly, the new larger ER cross-sections can only be
reproduced in the JOANNE calculations by increasing kf by a significant am ount,
whilst d f / a n \s changed by a small am ount in order to preserve the agreem ent with
the experim ental pre-scission neutron multiplicities. These param eters change in
this way because the pre-scission neutron m ultiplicity is very sensitive to a / / a n
but only weakly dependent on kf [71]. See Eq. (2.67) in C hapter 2. The effect of
the increase in the fission barrier height is to reduce the saddle-point tem perature,
which has a significant effect on the calculated anisotropies.
In an a tte m p t to dem onstrate the size of these effects, the plot in Fig. 5.16(b)
shows the ratio of the reduced anisotropy for the best calculation to the re
duced anisotropy of the other calculations. A ratio of unity means there is no
anomaly, curve (1) in Fig. 5.16(b). A ratio greater than unity means the calcu
lated anisotropies underpredict the experim ental anisotropies. In the following,
it is worth em phasising th a t there is a complex interdependence between each
of the param eters in these calculations. For example, it is difficult to isolate the
effects of the incorrect compound nucleus angular m om entum distribution on the
calculated anisotropies, since this also means fitting the lower values of <7er (.E)
(which are responsible for the incorrect angular m om entum distribution) and this
alters the saddle-point tem perature dram atically. Since these calculations were
perform ed w ith a M onte Carlo code, the curves in Fig. 5.16(b) have a statistical
uncertainty of ~ 2 % . The broken line in Fig. 5.16(b) represents the results of
a calculation th a t was performed in a m anner identical to the best calculation,
except th a t the statistical model param eters of JOANNE have been adjusted to fit
the smaller values [41] of

cter( E) .

This calculation also includes the small effects

of the different ( J 2) values. Above the single barrier, the reduced anisotropies
from the sm aller <Je r { E ) are too low by ~ 20% . The ratio is reasonably constant
for the energies above the single barrier, reflecting the fact th a t the energy depen
dence above B 0 of the evaporation residue excitation functions of Ref. [41] and
this work [see Fig. 4.10(b)] are similar. On the basis of Eq. (2.63) in C hapter 2,
this ratio can be interpreted as the ratio of T extracted by fitting the larger ER
cross-section, to the T from the smaller values of cter( ^ ) . Indeed, this was sup
ported by the observation th a t the ratios of the mean saddle-point tem peratures
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from these two calculations had a very similar m agnitude and energy dependence
to the ratios of the reduced anisotropies, curve (2) in Fig. 5.16(b).
C alculating the anisotropy with the assum ption of a distribution of excitation
energies, accounts for some of the increase in the calculations of the theoretical
anisotropies. The dotted line in Fig. 5.16(b) is similar to the TSM calculation
of Ref. [38], where the tem perature was evaluated assuming a m ean value of E*
at the saddle point, and the low values of crER.(i?) from Ref. [41].

This has,

approxim ately, an additional 10% effect on the reduced anisotropies.
In sum m ary, fission fragm ent anisotropies for the reaction 160 + 208Pb have
been com pared with theoretical values obtained from improved transition state
model calculations. The d ata and the calculations are in agreem ent, even at ener
gies below the single fusion barrier. It has been shown th a t these comprehensive
experim ental anisotropies and the more accurate inputs to the transition state
model calculations contribute increm entally to this agreement.

In particular,

reproducing the correct evaporation residue survival probability has a signifi
cant effect on the calculated fission fragment anisotropies. The resolution of the
anom aly in the fission fragm ent anisotropies for the 160 + 208Pb reaction implies
th a t this technique can be used for determ ining the mean-square angular m om en
tu m for fusion. To obtain this inform ation, the effective mom ent of inertia and
the saddle-point tem perature m ust be known accurately, and for systems like 160
_1_ 208pb^ which has no suitable a-calibration reaction, one m ust rely on model
calculations to determ ine these quantities. However, because of the rem aining
uncertainties in the statistical model calculations, nam ely in the param eters
and T, the inform ation on angular m om entum distributions obtained using fis
sion fragm ent angular distributions is less reliable than precise fusion cross-section
m easurem ents. Furtherm ore, it is dem onstrated in the next Section, using the
28Si + 208Pb reaction, th a t the utility of this technique is lim ited because of the
prevalence of quasi-fission.

5.3

T h e 28Si + 208P b rea ctio n

In the discussion of the 160 + 208Pb barrier distribution, there was some evidence
th a t the 208Pb may sustain a double-phonon excitation. Further evidence of the
role of m ultiphonon coupling in fusion can be obtained by studying a different
reaction, using a heavier projectile incident on the same target.

The heavier

projectile could be expected to excite the double-phonon mode in 208Pb more
strongly. In the 28Si + 208Pb reaction, the projectile should play a larger role
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th an the 160 did in the 160 -f 144Sm and 160 4- 208Pb reactions. The approaches
taken in previous analyses of fusion reactions involving the 28Si nucleus have
varied. Some authors [56,137, 31] have treated it as statically deformed, while
Ref. [137] also considered the effects of coupling only to the first 2+ and 4+ excited
states in 28Si. It will be shown below th a t 28Si should not be treated like a true
rotational nucleus, nor can it be described in term s of a pure vibrator.
C o u p led -ch a n n els an alysis o f th e 28Si -j- 208P b reaction
In the first step in the analysis of the 28Si + 208Pb reaction, 28Si is considered to be
inert. The barrier distributions were again calculated using the codes CCMOD and
CCMPH, with the single barrier param eters given in Table 4.2 in C hapter 4. The
solid line in Fig. 5.17(a) represents the barrier distribution produced by coupling
to the 3~ 0 3“ , 2+ 0 2+ and 3“ 0 2+ m ultiphonon states in 208Pb. As shown
in the previous Section, this coupling scheme produces essentially three barriers.
For the 28Si + 208Pb reaction, two of them are very close together giving the large
peak around 130 MeV seen in Fig. 5.17(a). For comparison, the calculation with
ju st the single-phonon states is shown by the broken line in Fig. 5.17(a). It is clear
from these calculations th a t neither description is an adequate representation of
the experim ental barrier distribution.
As expected, the above result suggests th a t the structure of the 28Si is also
influencing the fusion process. The next step is to consider the excited states in
28Si. The two barrier distributions in Fig. 5.17(b) are calculations with the first
excited 2“ state in 28Si, at 1.779 MeV with ß 2 = 0.522, evaluated using a radius
p aram eter of 1.06 fm, for the single-phonon (broken line) and the double-phonon
(solid line) coupling schemes in 208Pb. Again, both calculations fail to reproduce
the m ain features of the experim ental barrier distribution. The inclusion of the
projectile state increases the coupling present, forcing the two barriers further
apart in energy giving a barrier distribution in disagreement w ith the experim en
tal one. Consequently, 28Si does not behave like vibrational nucleus in fusion.
The barrier distributions shown in Fig. 5.17(c) result from treating the 28Si
as statically deformed.

The deform ation param eter for 28Si was taken to be

ß 2 = —0.552. The barrier distributions in Fig. 5.17(c) are for the single-phonon
(broken line) and double-phonon (solid line) coupling schemes in 208Pb.

The

la tter barrier distribution now reproduces some of the basic features present in
the data, although there is clearly still some disagreement. The high energy of
the excited states, and the poor rotational nature of 28Si, may m ean coupling to
fewer states is required to explain the data. Such calculations are currently not
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5.17: The experimental barrier distribution for the 28Si -f 208Pb reaction is com
with calculations assuming a single-phonon (broken line) and multiple-phonon
line) coupling scheme in 208Pb. In these calculations the 28Si is treated (a) as
(b) as a quadrupole vibrator and (c) with static oblate deformation.
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possible with codes such as CCMOD. Further investigation is w arranted. There is
also some degree of scatter in the data points in the high energy region of the
barrier distribution and it would be advantageous to repeat the m easurem ent
here. It is possible to conclude, however, th a t, as in the 160 + 208Pb reaction,
single-phonon coupling schemes are inadequate for reproducing features of the
m easured barrier distributions. It has been shown th a t m ultiphonon excitations
can provide a b e tte r description of the barrier distributions for the 28Si + 208Pb
reaction. The situation is made more complex because of the significant influence
of the structure of the 28Si projectile.

5 .3 .1

F issio n fra g m en t a n iso tr o p ie s

In this Section, the sensitivity of the fission fragm ent anisotropies to the presence
of quasi-fission is discussed. The 28Si + 208Pb reaction is then used to compare the
relative m erits of two techniques for determ ining inform ation on fusion angular
m om entum distributions.

C om p arison o f th e e x p e rim en ta l an iso tro p ies w ith th e T S M
The experim ental fission fragm ent anisotropies for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction are
com pared to the theoretical TSM calculations in Fig. 5.18.

The inputs were

generated in a sim ilar m anner to the 160 + 208Pb calculations.
m om ent of inertia was obtained as described in Section 5.2.1, with

The effective

— 7600 u

fm 2 for the zeroth partial wave.
W hen calculating the tem perature at the saddle point for the heavier 28Si +
208Pb reaction, the following factors m ust be taken into account. The pre-scission
neutron m ultiplicity for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction is larger than th a t for the 160 +
208Pb reaction because, for the same ratio Ec.mjB o, the former system has more
excitation energy than the la tter system. At B0, the 160 + 208Pb reaction has
an excitation energy E* = 25 MeV compared to the 28Si + 208Pb reaction, with

E* = 39 MeV. However, for the 28Si + 208Pb system, an appreciable fraction of
these pre-scission neutrons is em itted during the saddle-to-scission tim e. This is
due to the larger excitation energy, and also to the larger fissility for the 28Si -f
208Pb reaction. The larger fissility means the saddle point shape is more compact.
If the shape of the scission configuration does not change, then a larger fissility
implies a larger difference between the saddle and scission shapes, and thus a
longer saddle to scission tim e [138]. The system will also gain more excitation
energy as it proceeds from saddle to scission due to the larger fission Q-value. If
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the scission point was more compact for larger fissilities, then this argum ent may
not necessary be true. However, if this was the case, then the to tal kinetic energy
for fission would increase more strongly than ^ cn / ^ cn • Since the experim ental
evidence from the Viola system atics shows th a t this is not the case [99], therefore
the above argum ent is valid.
The statistical model tim e scale for the decay of the 236Cm compound system
is likely to be less than the dynam ical fission tim e scale, completely opposite to
the case for the 160 T 208Pb reaction. In the former case, to obtain an accurate
estim ate of the saddle-point tem perature, the statistical model calculations m ust
fit the observed pre-scission neutron multiplicities less the saddle-to-scission con
tribution, the la tter of which is unfortunately not measurable. In the following
TSM calculations, two extrem e assumptions regarding the neutron emission are
made. In the first, it is assumed th a t the pre-saddle delay tim e is zero and the
statistical model is used to estim ate the saddle-point tem perature. The calcula
tions were performed with a f / a n = l = kf [81], since there are no d ata available
for the ER cross-sections. In the second, it is assumed th a t all the fission delay
tim e is pre-saddle, and so all the neutrons are em itted before the system crosses
the saddle point.
The angular m om entum distributions for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction were ob
tained by fitting the m easured fusion cross-sections using the eigenbarrier m ethod
described in Section 5.2. The statistical model code JOANNE was used to fit the
only available m easurem ent of the pre-scission neutron m ultiplicity [139]. The
m easured pre-scission neutron m ultiplicity at EiAh = 159 MeV was 1.8 ± 0 .4 . For
this fit an = 8.8 MeV-1 . The tem perature distributions from the JOANNE code
were then used to calculate the fission fragm ent anisotropies over the range of
energies m easured in this work. These TSM calculations are com pared with the
experim ental d ata in Fig. 5.18, where the dotted line represents the anisotropy
assuming the pre-saddle delay tim e to be zero, and the broken line, when all the
neutron emission is taken to be pre-saddle. Since the actual breakdown of the
num ber of pre-scission neutrons is unknown, the true calculation lies somewhere
between these two extrem es.
The anisotropies from the TSM calculations underpredict the experim ent at
essentially all energies. It is likely th a t the uncertainty in the effective mom ent of
inertia could be at most ~10% , so this cannot account for the anomaly. There is
also no reason to suspect an incorrect estim ate of the saddle-point tem perature,
since this was calculated successfully for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. As suggested
in Refs. [34,36], the most likely explanation for this disagreem ent is the presence of
153
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F IG . 5.18: The experimental fission fragment anisotropies are compared with the
transition state model calculations corresponding to the two extreme treatments of the
excitation energy lost to pre-saddle emission. The dotted line assumes that the pre
saddle delay is zero, which results in a larger saddle-point temperature and hence a
smaller anisotropy. The broken line assumes all the delay time is pre-saddle leading to
a smaller temperature and larger anisotropy.

quasi-fission. In the earlier measurement of Ref. [34], quasi-fission was claimed to
be a significant fraction of the total fusion-fission yield at energies above Ec,m. =
140 MeV. If the anisotropy for quasi-fission were known then the relative fusionfission and quasi-fission yields could be obtained from these anisotropies.

Im p lica tio n s from th e p revalen ce o f q u asi-fission

The fact that the anisotropies for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction are anomalous at all
energies measured here implies that they cannot be used to extract the meansquare angular momentum for complete fusion. This will also be the case in
all other systems where quasi-fission is significant. According to Ref. [36], reac
tions on heavy targets (A > 230), involving projectiles around 24Mg and heavier,
roughly mark the onset of quasi-fission reactions. Recently, a measurement [39]
of the fission fragment anisotropies for the 160 + 238U reaction found that quasi154

fission is significant, even for a projectile as light as the 160 nucleus. The
anisotropies were measured for energies around the single barrier region using
the folding angle technique to select those fission events associated with full mo
mentum transfer only. These anisotropies were anomalously large compared with
the TSM calculations by around 20% for energies Ec_mJ B 0 ~ 1.10. As the bom
barding energy decreased through the barrier region, the anisotropy rose sharply
then ultimately seemed to saturate at energies around 10% below B0. This was
suggested to be evidence for a relationship between the anisotropy and the height
of the fusion barrier encountered in a collision [39]. The distribution of barrier
heights is due to the static deformation of the target nucleus. The shape of the
barrier distribution for the 160 + 238U reaction was described using a simple ge
ometric calculation, which included the prolate deformation of the 238U nucleus.
The observed feature in the anisotropies can thus be explained. Collisions be
tween the projectile and the tips of the deformed nuclei in the target produce an
elongated dinuclear system, which undergoes quasi-fission, whilst collisions with
the sides produce a more compact dinucleus, which equilibrates thermally inside
its fission barrier, leading to a true compound fusion-fission reaction.
In systems similar to the 160 -f 238U reaction, anomalous anisotropies have
also been observed at energies below B0. The reactions 160 -f 232Th [34,140,
27,63], 19F + 232Th [63,141] and 12C + 236u [140,27] all exhibit some anomaly.
These targets have similar deformations to the 238U nucleus, so the feature in the
fission fragment anisotropies could also be expected for these systems. This would
also imply the presence of quasi-fission. Thus, the fission fragment technique for
extracting (l2) could not be applied to these reactions. However, this is not the
case if fusion cross-sections are precisely determined. Following the arguments
of Hinde [139], it is shown below that even for systems where quasi-fission is
significant, information on the angular momentum distributions can be obtained
using measured fusion cross-sections and barrier distributions.
T h e fusion and q u asi-fission p ro cesses

In order to fuse, two nuclei must overcome the interaction potential that exists
between them. The interaction potential, or fusion barrier, is the sum of the
Coulomb and nuclear potentials, and a centrifugal term. In terms of the coupledchannels formalism discussed in Chapter 2, the interaction potential couples the
relative motion to the internal degrees of freedom. For collisions that involve
relatively small charge products (ZiZ2 < 1600, although the distinction is not
likely to be sharp), the density of overlap between the two nuclei is not great and
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the coupling to the internal degrees of freedom occurs via relatively few channels.
The distribution of barriers arising from such couplings is centred about the
uncoupled barrier. The potential which applies in the above situation has been
called the sudden potential [142] or fusion potential [139]. It is ‘sudden’ in the
sense th a t the relative m otion between the two nuclei is fast, and th a t their
densities rem ain frozen during the collision.
For reactions with large charge products (ZiZ2 > 1600), there is an increas
ingly large density overlap and the coupling will involve many more channels.
The coupled-channels picture becomes no longer tractable and a macroscropic
description [143,142] is required. For these heavy systems, as the two nuclei ap
proach each other in the initial stages of the collision, the energy of the relative
m otion is lost to internal frictional forces. E xtra kinetic energy is required, the
‘extra-push’ energy [143], to overcome the frictional energy losses and ensure the
system proceeds to fusion. The effect of the extra-push energy is to shift the
fusion barrier to higher energies.
The fusion cross-sections m easured in this work are defined in term s of the end
products of the reaction, the fission fragments or evaporation residues. However,
these products are not determ ined solely by the fusion potential. Fusion is not
necessarily identical to compound nucleus formation.

During the evolution of

the fused system , the two nuclei share therm al energy, mass and charge between
each other, and during this process, the system evolves to form a necked and
elongated dinucleus. The relevant interaction potential for this situation is the
called the adiabatic or fission potential, since all degrees of freedom, except those
describing the shape, have had tim e to equilibrate [142]. Further evolution of
the dinucleus can be described, for example, in term s of a sequence of shapes
consisting of two spheroids, with a separation D, connected by a neck [144]. There
are three m ajor shape configurations. The contact configuration (at the fusion
barrier), where the nuclei are considered as two spheres. This configuration can be
quantified in term s of the mass asym m etry of the entrance channel, defined as a =
— A 2) I ( A i + A 2). The conditional saddle point configuration, defined as the
m axim um in the potential energy as D is varied and all other shape param eters
are adjusted to minimise the potential energy, except for a p articular (frozen)
mass asym m etry.

The true (unconditional) saddle point configuration is the

corresponding m axim um in the potential energy when a is unconstrained. For
heavy nuclei, this occurs at a = 0; th a t is, for a sym m etric configuration.
For lighter reactions like 160 -f 144Sm, the contact configuration is more com
pact (sm aller D) than the unconditional saddle point. So if the system has enough
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(a) Compound nucleus formation
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~ ■ potential

F IG . 5.19: A schematic illustration of the potential energy as a function of the distance
between mass centres of two colliding nuclei. The solid curve represents the fusion
potential. The broken curve represents the fission potential. In panel (a) the contact
configuration is more compact than the (unconditional) saddle point configuration, and
so if fusion occurs, then so does compound nucleus formation. In panel (b) the saddle
point of the fission potential is too compact for the trajectory shown and the system
‘fissions’ (quasi-fissions) without passing through the compound nucleus configuration.

energy to reach the contact point, then it will fuse inside its unconditional saddle
point and form a compound nucleus. This is shown schematically in Fig. 5.19(a).
The compound nucleus decays by evaporation, leaving behind an evaporation
residue which is indisputable evidence of fusion. For heavier systems like 160
_l_ 2 0 8 pj^ fission becomes the dominant decay mode. Here, the fission products
are still associated with the decay of a fully equilibrated compound system, as
attested by the anisotropies. For the 160 + 144Sm and 160 + 208Pb collisions, the
definition of fusion in terms of the fusion potential and the definition in terms of
the fission potential are equivalent.
However, in a collision that involves nuclei that are heavier still, like the
28Si -f 208Pb reaction, quasi-fission becomes significant [37].

In terms of the

above description, quasi-fission occurs when the system fuses (i.e. is trapped
inside the fusion potential), but the unconditional saddle point for the fission
potential is too compact, and the dinucleus reseparates into two fragments, as
shown schematically in Fig. 5.19(b). In this case the system does not form a true
compound system. Here the above two definitions of fusion are at odds, since in
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term s of the fusion potential quasi-fission constitutes fusion, whilst in the fission
p otential it does not [139].
This conflict can be resolved by ensuring the appropriate d ata are compared
w ith the appropriate model. If the model considers only reactions concerned with
the fusion potential, then quasi-fission is part of the fusion yield. If the model
describes the evolution of the system over the fission potential, quasi-fission is
not p art of fusion. Thus, this definition shows why it is valid to discuss ‘fusion’
excitation functions and ‘fusion’ barrier distributions, even when they include a
significant proportion of quasi-fission, as in the 28Si + 208Pb case. Consequently,
the fusion cross-sections and barrier distributions can be used to obtain infor
m ation about the angular m om entum distributions for fusion, even in such cases
where quasi-fission is significant.
S u m m a ry o f fission fragm ent a n isotro p y m ea su rem en ts
Fission fragm ent angular distributions have been m easured for the 160 -f 208Pb
and 28Si + 208Pb reactions at energies around the fusion barrier. The experi
m ental anisotropies were compared to transition state model calculations. The
im portance of precise determ ination of the fusion cross-sections was underscored
in the TSM analyses. The m easured fusion cross-sections and the barrier d istri
butions enabled an accurate estim ate of the angular m om entum distributions for
fusion, a quantity essential for the description of the decay of compound nuclei.
Often, the diffuseness of the angular m om entum distribution is a quantity th a t is
fitted as a param eter in statistical model analyses. As dem onstrated here, there
is now one less uncertain param eter in these types of statistical model analy
ses. The ER cross-section has also been shown to be critical in determ ining the
saddle-point tem perature of the fissioning system. For the 160 + 208Pb reaction,
agreem ent between the m easured and calculated anisotropies was obtained using
the standard models of fusion and fission.
T he sam e models were used to compare the anisotropies for the 28Si T 208Pb
reaction. The disagreem ent observed between the d ata and TSM calculations
is evidence for quasi-fission in the 28Si + 208Pb system [34]. This implies th a t
the fission fragm ent angular distribution technique cannot be used to extract
inform ation on the angular m om entum distributions for fusion. It was demon
stra ted th a t it is still valid to do so using precise m easurem ents of the fusion
excitation functions, even in a reaction which includes quasi-fission. Therefore,
this technique is a b e tte r approach for extracting inform ation on fusion angular
m om entum distributions.
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C h ap ter 6
CONCLUSION

Fusion excitation functions have been m easured for the reactions 160 , 170 +
144Sm and 160 , 28Si + 208Pb, for energies from around 10% below the fusion barrier
to 20% above the barrier in energy steps of typically 0.5 MeV. The range of Z\Z2 of
the above reactions m eant both the evaporation residue and fission cross-sections
had to be m easured. All cross-sections were determ ined relative to the Rutherford
scattering cross-sections m easured in two m onitor detectors located either side of
the beam axis.

The ER cross-sections for the 16,170 + 144Sm reactions were

determ ined using a velocity filter to separate the forward-going ERs from the
elastically scattered beam.

The ERs were identified by their energy loss and

time-of-flight in a M W PC located behind the velocity filter. The evaporation
residue cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb reaction were m easured by detecting
the a-decay of the residues and their daughter nuclei.
The fission cross-sections were m easured using one or two large-area M W PCs.
The fission fragm ents were identified using their energy loss and time-of-flight
with respect to the pulsed beam . Each detector covered a large angular range in
both 9 and (f>, and this allowed the fission fragm ent angular distributions to be
determ ined efficiently w ith high precision.
The distribution of fusion barriers [15] for each system was determ ined from
the precise fusion cross-section data. A similar feature was observed in the barrier
distributions for both the 16>170 + 144Sm reactions. In both reactions, the barrier
distribution was split into two almost separate components, a m ain peak and a
second peak at a higher energy. This double-peaked feature was attrib u ted to the
effects of the excitations of 144Sm. The barrier distribution for the 170 + 144Sm
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reaction was clearly different at energies below the main barrier compared to the
160 + 144Sm reaction. The shape of the main peak of the barrier distribution
for the 170-induced reaction was smaller in size and extended to lower energies
than the 160-induced reaction. Such a shape could not be reproduced by altering
the nuclear potential param eters in a coupled-channels analysis. This feature can
only be due to the effects of a positive Q-value reaction. The only candidate is
the single-neutron stripping reaction.
Simplified coupled-channels calculations were perform ed to model the effects
of these inelastic and transfer channels on fusion. A calculation including the first
two excited states in 144Sm was found to be in very good agreement with the data.
This calculation dem onstrated th a t the inelastic state with the largest coupling
strength is largely responsible for the double-peaked feature in the barrier dis
tribution. A coupled-channels calculation, including the single-neutron transfer
channel, gave a good representation of the shape of the barrier distribution for
the 170 -f 144Sm reaction, allowing an estim ate of the transfer coupling strength.
These calculations also showed th a t the effects on the barrier distribution of
individual transfer channels was m inor relative to the inelastic channels. W hilst it
was possible to observe the effects of a positive Q-value transfer, a transfer channel
which has a negative Q-value is very difficult to identify, even in the presence of
only weakly coupled inelastic channels, such as those in 144Sm. Given the weak
signature of the transfer channel in the fusion barrier distribution, a m easurem ent
of the 144Sm (170 , 160 ) 145Sm transfer cross-section would be valuable.
Exact coupled-channels calculations were performed for the 160 + 144Sm re
action.

The isocentrifugal approxim ation, often used in the coupled-channels

calculations, was shown to be good for the 160 -f 144Sm reaction. The exact cal
culations were also com pared with calculations from the simplified code, which
solved the coupled-channels problem in the eigenchannel representation. Quali
tatively, there was found to be good agreement between the barrier distributions
from the two different coupled-channels codes. The quantitative differences be
tween the simplified and exact coupled-channels calculations were suggested to be
due to the simplified m odel’s m ethod of evaluating the weights of the eigenbarriers. Some of the difference is also likely to be due to the approxim ate treatm en t
of the excitation energies, although this approxim ation appears to be reasonable
for excited states w ith energies < 2 MeV.
Projectile excitation appears to play an insignificant role in the 160 + 144Sm
fusion reaction. B oth barrier distributions, from the simplified and exact coupledchannels calculations, were found to be in disagreement w ith the experim ental
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d a ta when coupling to the projectile state was included in the coupling scheme.
This indicates th a t there is still something lacking in the understanding of the
behaviour of the lighter partner in heavy-ion fusion reactions. To remedy this
situation, further m easurem ents of the barrier distribution are required for a
range of projectiles, such as 12C,24Mg and 28Si, incident on a ‘sim ple’ target
such as 144Sm.

Any deviation in the measured barrier distribution from the

shape expected with the simple inelastic coupling scheme in 144Sm may reflect
the influence of the structure of the projectile.
The distribution of fusion barriers for the 160 + 208Pb reaction could not be
successfully interpreted using a simple inelastic coupling scheme, in contrast to
the 160 + 144Sm reaction. A b etter representation of the experim ental barrier
distribution was achieved when m ultiphonon states in 208Pb were included in a
simplified coupled-channels calculation. Evidence for the presence of m ultiphonon
channels also came from the shape of the barrier distribution for the 28Si + 208Pb
reaction.

Although further more exact calculations are needed to confirm the

presence of the m ultiphonon channels, the results presented here indicate th a t
fusion barrier distributions can reveal interesting details about more complex
properties of the interacting nuclei.
There is no longer an anomaly in the fission fragm ent anisotropies for the 160
-+- 208Pb reaction. Using the angular m om entum distributions obtained from the
precise fusion cross-section data, and a more accurate estim ate of the saddle-point
tem perature, the transition state model was able to reproduce the experim ental
anisotropies to within the level of uncertainty in the input param eters. It was
shown th a t the ER cross-section is critical for determ ining the correct saddle-point
tem perature of the fissioning system. The ER cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb
reaction have been difficult to determ ine accurately [40,41]. The consistency of
the results of this work and those of Ref. [42], confirm th a t these cross-sections are
now known to a satisfactory accuracy. Structure in the ER excitation function
for the 160 + 208Pb reaction was observed. This was suggested to be evidence for
the variation in cross-section due to the xn-evaporation channels in com petition
w ith fission. An extension of this excitation function to higher energies would
be interesting. The ER cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb reaction provided an
additional constraint on the statistical model description of its decay.
The success of the transition state model in reproducing the fission fragment
anisotropies for the 160 + 208Pb reaction, establishes this as a m ethod for deter
m ining the mean-square angular m om entum distributions for fusion. However,
this m ethod can only be used to obtain angular m om entum distributions to the
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level of uncertainty in the input param eters of the model, namely the saddlepoint tem perature and the effective moment of inertia. For reactions inaccessible
by a-calibration m easurem ents, statistical models are required to estim ate these
quantities. This estim ation in tu rn requires knowledge of the am ount of excita
tion energy removed by particle emission before fission and, as shown here, an
accurate estim ate of the ER cross-section for systems where this cross-section is
significant. The fission fragment angular distribution technique m ust also dis
crim inate against contam ination from transfer-induced fission reactions. These
factors require considerable experim ental effort, and perhaps reduce the a ttra c 
tiveness of this m ethod.
The application of the fission fragment angular distribution technique was
found to be more lim ited than previously thought. The 28Si -f 208Pb reaction is
not am enable to this technique because of the effects of quasi-fission [34]. In reac
tions such as 160 -f 238U, the deform ation of the heavier p artn er has a dram atic
influence on the fission fragm ent anisotropies [39] and hence on the com petition
between the fusion-fission and quasi-fission processes.

The presence of quasi

fission means th a t inform ation about the angular m om entum distributions for
fusion cannot be extracted from reactions where this feature in the anisotropies
is observed. It was shown, however, th a t inform ation about the fusion angular
m om entum distributions could still be extracted using precise fusion cross-section
data, even when quasi-fission was significant. Thus, this m ethod can be applied
to study the angular m om entum distributions for heavier systems.
The distribution of fusion barriers is fundam ental to the description of the
fusion process. Its shape reflects the relevant degrees of freedom of the colliding
system and their couplings to the relative m otion. The fact th a t this distribu
tion can be determ ined directly from the experim ental d ata is significant. This
enables detailed inform ation about nuclear structure effects on fusion to be deter
m ined. By representing both the experim ental d ata and theoretical calculations
in this way, the effects of the couplings are much more clearly seen. The barrier
distributions, obtained from the precise fusion cross-sections, were shown to have
applications in other aspects of fusion and fission reactions. Thus, fusion bar
rier distributions are an im portant tool in the development of a more complete
description of the dynamics of the fusion and fission reaction processes.
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A p p e n d ix A
TABULATED DATA

A .l

The fusion cross-sections

The fusion cross-sections for all four reactions are listed in the following tables,
for convenience. The fusion cross-sections for the 16,170 + 144Sm reactions are
given in Table A .l. The beam energies have been corrected for the energy loss
in the target. The fusion cross-section is assumed to be equal to the evaporation
residue cross-section. The fusion cross-sections have been corrected for the target
contam inates, as discussed in C hapter 4. The uncertainties quoted are the random
uncertainties only. The random uncertainties consist of contributions from the
statistical uncertainties and the correction for the target contam ination. W here
two m easurem ents were made at the one energy, the average cross-section is given.
The fusion cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb reaction are the sum of the
ER cross-sections and the fission cross-sections. The ER cross-sections, as deter
m ined from the a-decay technique, are given in Table A .2. The beam energy has
been corrected for the energy loss in the PbS target. The quoted uncertainties
were calculated from the counting statistics in the a-spectrum and the m onitor
detectors. The fission cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb reaction are given in
Table A .3. The cross-sections are listed for each of the three passes through the
excitation function. The total fusion cross-sections, taken as the sum of the ER
and fission cross-sections, are given in Table A.4. At energies where the ER crosssection was not available, an interpolated ER value was used. The uncertainties
on the fusion cross-sections are taken to be ±1% , or, at the lowest beam energies
as given by the counting statistics, whichever was larger.
The fission cross-sections for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction are given in Table A.5.
For this reaction, the fusion cross-section was equated with the fission crosssections. The uncertainties are ±1% .
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T ab le A . l : The fusion cross-sections for the 16>170 + 144Sm reactions. The crosssections have not been renorm alised for the 2 % correction due to the efficiency of the
M W PC . The uncertainties quoted are the random uncertainties only. The cross-sections
and their uncertainties are in m illibarns.
£i„b (M eV )

^ fu a

£i»b (M eV )

<W us

160 + ^ S m
62.88
63.38
63.88
64.38
64.88
65.38
65.88
66.38
66.88
67.38
67.88
68.38
68.88
69.38
69.88
70.38
70.88
71.38
71.88
72.88
73.88
74.88
75.88
77.88
79.88
84.88
89.88
99.88

0.15
0.32
0.44
1.5
2.6
5.4
10.0
17.2
28.0
40.5
54.4
69.8
88.8
106
128
146
166
180
204
248
289
341
375
460
541
686
859
1054

^ fu s

« fo fu s

170 + 144Sm
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.6
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
5
4
15

60.88
61.38
61.88
62.38
62.88
63.38
63.90
64.88
65.88
66.88
67.88
68.88
70.02
70.88
71.88
72.88
73.88
74.88
75.88
76.88
77.88
78.88
79.88
89.88
99.88
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0.07
0.11
0.19
0.39
0.81
1.2
2.4
5.6
13.6
30.2
56.1
88.7
135
168
205
248
290
339
376
420
457
498
538
835
1051

0.05
0.07
0.09
0.09
0.23
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.90
1
1
1
2
2
2

2
2
3
2
2
4
6

T a b le A .2: T he ER cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb reaction as determ ined from
the a-decay technique.
16q

A .2

+

208p

b

£ i.b (M eV )

^ER

S&e r

75.72
76.72
77.72
78.73
79.73
80.73
81.73
82.74
83.74
84.74
85.74
86.74
87.75
88.75
89.75
91.75
93.76
95.76

0.12
0.48
1.43
3.18
5.79
9.29
13.3
17.1
20.1
21.2
22.0
21.8
21.6
21.5
22.1
24.9
26.3
24.7

0.012
0.019
0.04
0.06
0.09
0.13
0.2
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.6
0.8
0.6

T h e fission fragm en t an iso tro p ies

The fission fragm ent anisotropies, obtained from the m easured angular distribu
tions for the 160 -f 208Pb and 28Si + 208Pb reactions, are given in Tables A .6
and A .7, respectively. The error bars on the anisotropies are from the statistical
uncertainties in the angular distributions.
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T a b le A . 3: T he fission cross-sections fo r the 160 -f 208Pb reaction fo r each o f the three
separate passes th ro u g h the e x c ita tio n fu n c tio n .

E uh

(M e V )

^ f is

£ lab ( M e V )

^ ^ fis

ru n one ( t h ic k )
75.54

0.33

O -fis

< W 8

ru n one ( t h in )
0.1

76.98

2.70

0.3

76.72

1.82

0.02

77.98

8.56

0.1

77.78

7.74

0.07

78.98

21.3

0.2

78.73

16.9

0.1

79.98

36.5

0.3

79.73

32.1

0.3

80.98

67.7

0.6

80.73

58.0

0.5

81.98

92.8

0.9

81.79

90.2

0.9

82.98

126

1

82.74

118

1

83.98

166

1

83.74

154

1

84.98

204

2

84.74

194

1

85.98

245

2

85.74

238

2

86.98

289

2

86.74

285

2

87.98

330

3

87.75

327

3

88.98

375

3

102.98

867

8

88.45

358

3

89.45

400

4

90.45

423

4

91.45

481

4

Eub (M e V )

CTfi»

ru n tw o ( t h in )
77.48

4.66

0.04

78.48

14.3

0.1

79.48

27.2

0.2

80.48

50.0

0.5

81.48

76.6

0.7

82.48

107

1

83.48

143

1

84.48

182

1

85.48

221

2

86.48

263

2

87.48

305

3

88.48

348

3

89.48

392

3
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Table A .4: Total fusion cross-sections for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. The uncertain
ties are assumed to be ±1%, for all but the lowest energies. Although the statistical
uncertainties were much more precise than this, the uncertainties were assumed to be
±1% because of the scatter between experimental runs.
S la b

(M eV )

0 fu s

IS Q +

£ 0 fu .

S la b

(M eV )

0 fu s

<W us

20Spb

7 5 .5 4

0 .3 9

0 .1

77 .4 8

5 .7 6

0 .2

7 6 .7 2

2 .3 0

0 .0 2

7 8 .4 8

1 6 .9

0 .3

7 7 .7 8

9 .2 4

0 .0 9

79 .4 8

3 2 .0

0 .3

7 8 .7 3

2 0 .1

0 .8

8 0 .4 8

5 8 .2

0 .8

7 9 .7 3

3 7 .7

0 .2

8 1 .4 8

9 0 .7

0 .6

8 0 .7 3

6 7 .3

0.7

8 2 .4 8

124

1

8 1 .7 9

102

1 .0

8 3 .4 8

162

1

8 2 .7 4

135

1.3

8 4 .4 8

203

2

8 3 .7 4

174

1

8 5 .4 8

242

2

8 4 .7 4

215

2

8 6 .4 8

285

2

8 5 .7 4

260

2

8 7 .4 8

326

3

8 6 .7 4

306

3

8 8 .4 8

369

3

8 7 .7 5

349

3

8 9 .4 8

414

4

8 8 .4 5

379

3

8 9 .4 5

422

4

9 0 .4 5

445

4

9 1 .4 5

506

5

7 6 .9 8

3 .3 4

0 .4

7 7 .9 8

1 0 .4

1 .3

7 8 .9 8

2 4 .8

0 .2

7 9 .9 8

4 3 .0

0 .4

8 0 .9 8

7 7 .9

0 .7

8 1 .9 8

107

1

8 2 .9 8

144

1

8 3 .9 8

186

1

8 4 .9 8

226

2

8 5 .9 8

267

2

8 6 .9 8

310

3

8 7 .9 8

352

3

8 8 .9 8

397

4
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T a b le A .5: The fission cross-sections for the 28Si -f 208Pb reaction. The uncertainties
are ±1% .
28 S;

+

208p b

E u b (M eV )

^fis

£o-fi8

134.91
136.91
137.91
138.91
139.91
140.91
141.91
142.95
143.91
144.91
145.91
146.92
147.91
148.91
149.91
150.91
151.91
152.91
153.91
154.91
155.91
156.91
157.91
158.91
159.91
160.91
161.93
162.91
163.91
164.91
165.91
168.05
169.91
173.91
175.91
177.91

0.09
1.19
3.25
6.21
12.2
16.8
24.9
32.5
45.3
55.6
70.5
83.2
104
125
144
167
187
204
232
253
273
295
318
343
371
386
407
430
444
468
504
542
572
644
685
721

0.001
0.02
0.03
0.06
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
1
1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
6
6
7
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T ab le A .6: Fission fragment anisotropies for the 160 + 208Pb reaction. The uncer
tainties are due to the counting statistics.
£i„b (M eV )

W (0 °)/W (9 0 °)
16Q + 208p b

8A

£i»b (M eV )

w ( o o) / i y ( 9 o ° )

8A

78.73
79.74
80.73
81.81
82.74
83.74
84.74
85.75
86.74
87.75
88.45
89.45
90.45
91.45
74.98
75.98
76.98
77.98
78.98
79.98
80.99
81.98
82.98
83.98
84.98
85.98
86.98
87.99
88.98

1.54
1.60
1.60
1.70
1.91
1.90
2.03
2.06
2.19
2.30
2.42
2.45
2.44
2.51
1.11
1.26
1.21
1.33
1.54
1.60
1.68
1.85
1.91
1.93
2.13
2.16
2.19
2.37
2.34

0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.04
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.09
0.09
0.09
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.05
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.05

77.49
78.48
79.48
80.48
81.48
82.48
83.48
84.49
85.48
86.48
87.48
88.48
89.48

1.30
1.41
1.60
1.61
1.68
1.76
1.85
1.91
2.02
2.16
2.15
2.26
2.30

0.06
0.05
0.04
0.03
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.03
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T a b le A .7: Fission fragm ent anisotropies for the 28Si + 208Pb reaction. T he uncer
tainties are due to the counting statistics.

£ i.b (M eV )

W {0°)IW {W )
2 8 Si

137.91
138.91
139.91
140.91
141.91
142.95
143.91
144.91
146.91
148.91
134.91
136.91
138.91
140.10
140.91
141.91
142.95
143.91
144.91
145.91
146.91
147.91
147.91
148.91
149.91
150.91
151.91
152.91
153.91
154.91
155.91

+

6A

£i*b (M eV )

W ( 0 ° ) /W ( 9 0 <')

6A

0.20
0.15
0.11
0.11
0.07
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.51
0.30
0.21
0.15
0.10
0.15
0.11
0.09
0.11
0.10
0.08
0.09
0.09
0.15
0.08
0.12
0.09
0.13
0.09
0.10
0.09

156.91
157.91
158.91
159.91
161.93
163.91
165.91
168.05
169.91
173.91
175.91
176.91
177.91

2.78
2.81
2.88
2.97
3.15
3.10
3.15
3.18
3.53
3.60
3.59
3.73
3.74

0.09
0.09
0.09
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10
0.09
0.12
0.09
0.09
0.07
0.08

208p b

1.16
1.46
1.55
1.57
1.54
1.64
1.83
2.16
2.02
2.16
1.65
1.75
1.75
1.43
1.98
1.76
1.90
1.97
1.95
2.17
2.05
2.27
2.27
2.58
2.36
2.29
2.50
2.80
2.79
2.51
2.83
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